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Introduction

1.1 Optical remote sensing for vegetation monitoring
During the last few centuries, human activities have risen exponentially and so
have their impacts on planet Earth (Vitousek et al. 1997). The use of fossil fuel
combined with land cover and land use changes have caused a dramatic augmentation
of the greenhouse gases concentration in the atmosphere, affecting the Earth’s
climate (IPCC 2007). Vegetation plays an important role in the carbon exchange of
terrestrial ecosystems (Schimel et al. 2001) and vegetation variables such as leaf area
index (LAI) and leaf chlorophyll content (Cab) are therefore major inputs for
dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM) (Sitch et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2001).
When exploring possible future scenarios with DGVMs, it is important to have an
accurate initial situation. Accurate and spatially explicit data about vegetation
variables are therefore essential.
Historically, these data were acquired by means of costly and time-consuming
field campaigns, resulting into very sparse spatial and temporal sampling schemes
(Ramankutty and Foley 1999). Inaccessible and dangerous areas were not sampled at
all. Furthermore, these data were usually acquired nationally or regionally using
expert knowledge, and the data harmonization for use at global scale is often
problematic (FAO 2010). In this context, satellite remote sensing (RS) provides a
unique opportunity to collect spatially continuous data at the global scale (Hansen et
al. 2002; Myneni et al. 2002). Spaceborne sensors offer standardized and replicable
data at regular temporal intervals, if calibrated and validated well. Field campaigns
are still important for validating the RS products, although this validation is not
trivial because of the scale mismatch between footprints of the field and satellite
measurements. This scale gap may be bridged using RS sensors having a pixel
footprint intermediate between the field and satellite data footprints (Tian et al.
2002), such as airborne sensors (Morisette et al. 2002).
Optical sensors operate in the solar reflective domain of the electromagnetic
spectrum, between 400 and 2400 nm. They measure the radiance reflected by the
Earth in a number of spectral bands, each of them carrying different types of
information about the vegetation canopy. Optical data contain information related to
both the bio-chemical composition (Kokaly et al. 2009; Ustin et al. 2009) and the
physical structure (Asner 1998; Bacour et al. 2006a; Baret et al. 2007) of the
vegetation canopy.
Traditionally, the measured radiance data are pre-processed into top-of-canopy
(TOC) reflectances, before being used for estimating vegetation variables. The preprocessing is still a cumbersome and error-prone task. The TOC approach has,
however, proven to be successful in the last decades, enabling the production of high
level data products (Garrigues et al. 2008; Myneni et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2006a),
which are now being used as inputs for DGVMs.
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Two main categories of approaches can be used for estimating the vegetation
variables. Empirical approaches rely on statistical relationships between the RS data
and the vegetation variables. The obtained relationships are specific to vegetation
type and to acquisition conditions (acquisition geometry, sensor spectral
characteristics, geographical area). Vegetation indices are the most prominent
example of empirical approaches (Huete et al. 2002).
Physically-based approaches rely on canopy reflectance models based on the
radiative transfer (RT) theory and have been used for almost 30 years (Sellers 1985).
They are generic and therefore easily adaptable to different vegetation types and
acquisition conditions, which makes them more widely applicable than empirical
approaches (Darvishzadeh et al. 2011), and therefore more suited for global
vegetation monitoring (Myneni et al. 2002). To estimate vegetation variables,
however, canopy RT models have to be inverted, and the inversion is often underdetermined and ill-posed (Combal et al. 2002). Several regularization methods have
been proposed to obtain more accurate estimates of the vegetation variables (Baret
and Buis 2008).
The following sections present physically-based approaches (section 1.2), and
associated regularization methods (section 1.3), before discussing the limitations
related to the extensive pre-processing required in the TOC approach (section 1.4). A
new top-of-atmosphere (TOA) approach, which does not require pre-processing,
presenting a number of advantages over the TOC approach is then introduced
(section 1.5). Finally the objectives (section 1.6) and outline (section 1.7) of this
thesis are presented.

1.2 Physically-based approaches
1.2.1 Canopy radiative transfer models
Canopy RT models describe the interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with
and within the canopy based on the RT theory. They simulate the bi-directional
reflectance factor (BRF) of the canopy based on physical parameters. The input
parameters include: canopy structural parameters, leaf and soil optical properties,
solar and observation geometry. There are four main types of canopy RT models
(Goel 1988):
1) turbid medium models simulate the canopy as a homogeneous medium
containing randomly distributed infinitely small canopy elements,
2) geometric-optical models assume solid basic geometric shapes such as
ellipsoids and cones, e.g. for tree crowns, casting shadows on the soil background,
3) ray-tracing models simulate the trajectory and interactions of many photons
with a detailed 3-dimensional representation of the canopy and then record the
proportion of photons exiting the scene in each direction, and
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4) hybrid models combine elements of turbid medium and geometric-optical
models, treating each foliage clump (crown) as a turbid medium.
Hybrid models are therefore better suited to model heterogeneous vegetation
canopies than turbid and geometric-optical models. They are, however, not as
realistic as ray-tracing models but are more computationally efficient and therefore
represent a good trade-off between realism and need of simplification for practical
applications (Gemmell et al. 2002; Pinty and Verstraete 1992). One such model was
therefore used throughout this thesis.
1.2.2 Estimating the vegetation variables: model inversion
The parameters of interest (e.g. LAI and Cab) are hereafter referred to as
variables. Canopy RT modelling enables solving the forward problem: from the
vegetation variables to the reflectance properties. To estimate the vegetation
variables from the RS reflectance data, however, the canopy RT models have to be
inverted (Kimes et al. 1998). Because of the complexity of these models, there is no
analytical solution to the inverse problem, and therefore many numerical methods
have been developed in order to estimate the vegetation variables. Model inversion
methods fall in two main categories (Baret and Buis 2008): canopy variables-driven
and radiometric data-driven approaches.
Canopy variables-driven approaches require calibrating a parametric inverse
model over a training dataset. They are generally tuned for a limited set of
observation configurations, and extending this set implies a severe increase of the
size of the training dataset.
Radiometric data-driven approaches are based on finding the best match between
simulated and measured radiometric data. These methods are much more flexible
than canopy variables-driven approaches. They can easily accommodate data from
various sensors and observation conditions and were therefore used in this thesis,
despite their higher computational load.
Several algorithms have been developed for implementing radiometric data-driven
approaches: classical optimization (Combal et al. 2002; Verhoef 2007), look-up
tables (LUT) (Darvishzadeh et al. 2008; Gemmell et al. 2002), artificial neural
networks (Kimes et al. 1998), and, more recently, genetic algorithms (Fang et al.
2003) and support vector machines (Durbha et al. 2007).
The problem of inverting the canopy RT model is under-determined because of
the limited information content (effective dimensionality) of the radiometric signal
compared to the high number of unknowns (both variables and parameters)
influencing the canopy reflectance (Jacquemoud et al. 2009). The inversion problem
is also ill-posed because several sets of inputs can yield very similar spectra (Combal
et al. 2002). A limited model accuracy and measurement uncertainties are additional
obstacles to the inversion of the canopy RT model. Therefore, regularization methods
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have been developed in order to find more stable and reliable solutions (Baret and
Buis 2008; Durbha et al. 2007).

1.3 Regularization methods
Regularization methods act on three main aspects of the inverse problems: 1) the
number of unknowns, 2) the data information content, and 3) the variables space
(number of variables and their variation range). Decreasing the number of unknowns
and/or increasing the data information content allow reducing the underdetermination of the inverse problem. Reducing the variables space allows reducing
the ill-posedness.
1.3.1 Model coupling
The spectral properties of the leaf and soil that are required as inputs in the
canopy RT model represent a large number of inputs (leaf reflectance and
transmittance, and soil reflectance for each wavelength). Replacing these unknown
spectral properties by leaf and soil RT models having only a few input parameters
allows reducing the number of inputs in the canopy RT model. The number of
unknowns in the variables in the inversion is then smaller and closer to the
dimensionality of the data. Consequently, coupling leaf and soil RT models to the
canopy RT model efficiently reduces the degree of under-determination and illposedness of the inverse problem (Baret and Buis 2008).
1.3.2 Multi-angular data
Multi-angular data are a set of (quasi-)simultaneous observations acquired under
varying solar and/or observation geometry. Because the reflectance anisotropy of the
canopy is related to its internal structure, multi-angular data contain additional
information compared to mono-angular data. This additional information content
translates into an increased dimensionality of the data, thereby reducing the underdetermination of the inversion. Consequently, multi-angular data have more potential
for estimating vegetation variables (Liang et al. 2000; Schaepman 2007). In addition,
multi-angular data may be used for constraining and decreasing the ill-posedness of
the inversion problem (Asner et al. 1998; Diner et al. 1999). The use of multi-angular
data for inverting physical canopy RT models, however, is still relatively scarce
(Schaepman et al. 2009).
1.3.3 A priori information
A priori information consists of the knowledge that is available about the
unknowns before the inversion. It can be collected from field data, expert knowledge,
or agricultural databases, at various spatial scales such as agricultural fields or land
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cover types. A priori information allows avoiding unlikely variable combinations by
reducing the variable space to a smaller subspace, thus facilitating and reducing the
ill-posedness of the inversion (Combal et al. 2002; Li et al. 2001). A priori
information has been widely and successfully used to constrain different inversion
algorithms: optimization (Combal et al. 2002; Verhoef 2007), look-up tables
(Darvishzadeh et al. 2008; Gemmell et al. 2002) and neural networks (Kimes et al.
1998). When including the a priori information in the cost function, one obtains the
Bayesian approach (Tarantola 2005). In the Bayesian approach, the distinction
between knowns and unknowns becomes fuzzy because nothing is perfectly known or
totally unknown. The Bayesian cost function can be used in combination with all
inversion methods, but it has been most frequently used with optimization (Lavergne
et al. 2007; Meroni et al. 2004; Pinty et al. 2007; Verhoef 2007; Yao et al. 2008).
1.3.4 Spatial constraints
The proximity principle in the spatial domain states that closer pixels are more
similar than pixels that are further away. It is therefore possible to define a
homogeneous object around the target pixel. This object can then be used either to
increase the data information content, or to constrain the inversion. The data
information content can be increased by using object statistics in addition to the pixel
spectral signature (Atzberger 2004), or by simultaneously using the signatures of all
the pixels in the object (Lauvernet et al. 2008) for inverting the canopy RT model.
The object can be used for constraining the inversion by enforcing spatial
smoothness of the variables in the object (Wang et al. 2008). In the strictest case, the
variables can be considered constant for all pixels in the object (Houborg et al.
2009). The object size may be varied depending on the variable. For example, 3 x 3
windows may be used for soil brightness and canopy hotspot parameter (Atzberger
and Richter 2012), agricultural fields may be used for the leaf inclination distribution
function (Atzberger and Richter 2012; Houborg et al. 2009), while the entire image
may be suitable for the atmospheric parameters (Lauvernet et al. 2008). It is also
possible to implement an object size hierarchy to fine-tune the implementation of the
spatial constraints (Atzberger and Richter 2012).
1.3.5 Temporal constraints
Similarly to the spatial domain, when a time series of acquisitions is available, the
proximity principle can be used in the temporal domain. The temporal neighbourhood
of a pixel observation then includes previous and later observations of the same
pixel. This neighbourhood can then be used to simultaneously invert the canopy RT
model for all observations in the neighbourhood (Lauvernet et al. 2008), thus
increasing the data information content. The smoothness principle (Quaife and Lewis
2010; Wang et al. 2008) also can be used to apply temporal constraints. The variables
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can be considered fixed (Houborg et al. 2007), or they can be constrained by their
expected variation through the time period (e.g. using a plant growth model)
(CROMA 2000; Koetz et al. 2007).
1.3.6 Combining the regularization methods
In order to obtain the most stable and reliable estimates of the vegetation
variables, the regularization methods can be combined (Baret and Buis 2008).
Although it has not been attempted yet, it would be possible to estimate the
vegetation variables using a coupled soil-leaf-canopy RT model from a time series of
multi-angular RS images, using a priori information and implementing spatial and
temporal constraints. The most comprehensive example of combining the
regularization methods is the study of Lauvernet et al. (2008), which was performed
on a time series of three 5x5-pixel synthetic images. They estimated vegetation
variables by simultaneously inverting a coupled RT model over the 75 (3x5x5)
available synthetic observations, thus increasing the data information content in both
spatial and temporal domains. They also used a Bayesian cost function to include a
priori information in the inversion.

1.4 Limitations of the top-of-canopy approach
The performance of the TOC approach for estimating vegetation variables is
limited by the sequential correction of atmospheric, adjacency, directional and
topographic effects in the pre-processing chain. Furthermore, the mismatch between
the simulated and measured reflectance physical quantities, which are compared
during the inversion of the canopy RT model, also limits the accuracy of the
estimates. This will be explained in the following subsections.
1.4.1 Correction of the atmospheric effect
Atmospheric correction is the main step of the pre-processing chain. It aims at
removing the atmospheric effects from the measured radiances, in order to obtain
TOC reflectances. The atmospheric correction, however, relies on the inversion of a
physically-based atmosphere RT model (Rahman and Dedieu 1994; Richter 2009).
Similarly to the inversion of a canopy RT model, this inversion is an ill-posed
problem, which causes inherent limitations in the atmospheric correction.
Atmospheric RT models simulate the atmospheric optical properties based on surface
reflectance signatures, atmospheric variables and vertical concentration profiles of
the main atmospheric constituents. They are usually very complex and have long
running times (Berk et al. 2003; Vermote et al. 1997b). Therefore, operational
atmospheric correction algorithms rely on pre-computed LUTs for inverting the
atmospheric RT model. These LUTs store the model outputs for a number of
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combinations of the main atmospheric variables (visibility, aerosol type, water
vapour concentration), and of viewing and solar geometry. The combination of
precise values for one given observation is usually not in the LUT and it is therefore
necessary to interpolate between the closest LUT entries (Gao et al. 2009; Guanter et
al. 2009; Richter 2009). Furthermore, in order to obtain an analytical formula to
obtain the TOC reflectance from the observed radiance, most operational atmospheric
correction algorithms require the assumption that the surface is Lambertian, which is
generally not true, especially for vegetation (Bicheron and Leroy 2000). In addition,
the atmospheric correction often also ignores adjacency and topography effects.
1.4.2 Correction of the adjacency effect
Because of the multiple scattering in the atmosphere, photons from surrounding
areas can be scattered into the sensor’s instantaneous field of view (IFOV), thus
contaminating the signal. The contamination coming from the surrounding pixels is
described by the atmospheric point spread function (PSF). The atmospheric PSF is
modelled by a two-dimensional function having a sharp peak centred on the target
pixel, the number of photons coming from the target and close-by pixels being much
higher than the number of photons coming from pixels further away (Verhoef and
Bach 2003b). The adjacency effect causes a partial blurring of the RS image and is
especially strong for images having a small pixel size (Vermote et al. 1997a). It is
usually corrected for by spatially filtering the image (Semenov et al. 2011), but the
adjacency effect is already included in the image, so it is like filtering the image
twice. In addition, the adjacency effect is influenced by the atmospheric conditions,
by surface anisotropy, and by the terrain topography (Tanré et al. 1987). These
effects, however, are usually ignored by the correction filter.
1.4.3 Correction of the directional effect
The surface directional properties are described by the bi-directional reflectance
function (BRDF). This anisotropy is often regarded as an undesired effect which
needs to be corrected before using the image (Bacour et al. 2006b; Schaaf et al.
2002), especially for images with large field of view (FOV), for image mosaicking,
or multi-temporal studies. The BRDF correction consists in normalizing all pixels of
the image to nadir viewing and to a given sun geometry (Duchemin et al. 2002;
Schaaf et al. 2002). It is generally applied to the TOC reflectance image, but
correcting for surface directional effects is not consistent with the Lambertian
surface assumed in the atmospheric correction step. Most BRDF correction methods
are semi-empirical and ignore the impact of the topography on the surface BRDF.
Furthermore, land cover information is required to correctly adjust the algorithm
parameters to the directional properties of each land cover (Schaaf et al. 2002;
Weyermann et al. Accepted).
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1.4.4 Correction of the topographic effect
The terrain topography affects the surface reflectance. For a given land cover, a
surface on a slope facing towards the sun appears brighter and has higher reflectance
than a surface on a slope facing away from the sun. Therefore, when the terrain
topography is rough, it may be necessary to correct for the topographic effects.
Topographic correction requires a digital elevation model (DEM) to calculate the
slope, aspect and sky view factor of each pixel (Gu and Gillespie 1998; Richter and
Schläpfer 2002). The topography effect also depends on the lower boundary
condition of the atmosphere, and on the surface land cover and associated BRDF (Li
et al. 1998; Proy et al. 1989). Various correction approaches are available, some
assuming a Lambertian surface, while others use empirical methods to account for
the surface anisotropy (Riaño et al. 2003). It is controversial whether the topographic
correction should be integrated with the atmospheric correction, or performed
subsequently.
1.4.5 Mismatch in physical quantities in the model inversion
At the end of the pre-processing, one obtains hemispherical-conical reflectance
factor (HCRF) data (Schaepman-Strub et al. 2006), which are then used as the
reference data for inverting the canopy RT model. Most canopy RT models, however,
simulate the BRF, not the HCRF (Dorigo et al. 2007). Assuming that the directional
effects within the sensor’s IFOV are negligible, the HCRF can be used as an
approximation of the HDRF. The HDRF includes the BRF, but also the diffuse sky
irradiance. This mismatch between the two quantities compared in the inversion is
another inherent limitation of the TOC approach.
1.4.6 Problem definition
Physically, atmospheric, adjacency, directional, and topographic effects are interrelated and influence each other (Gao et al. 2009; Tanré et al. 1987). In the preprocessing chain, however, the required corrections are applied sequentially and
independently, the correction of each effect requiring assumptions about the others.
These assumptions introduce errors that propagate from one correction to the next,
finally accumulating in the TOC reflectance data. Consequently, the estimation of
vegetation variables by the TOC approach is subject to errors both in the simulations,
because of modelling errors and parameter uncertainties, and in the reference TOC
reflectance data, because of the error propagation in the pre-processing chain
(Rahman 2001). Furthermore, the two reflectance quantities compared during the
inversion of the canopy RT model are physically different: the HCRF data obtained
from the pre-processing chain are compared to the BRF simulated by the canopy RT
model, which is one more limitation of the TOC approach.
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1.5 The top-of-atmosphere approach
All the limitations of the TOC approach presented in the previous section arise
from the need to correct the measured TOA radiance data to TOC reflectance. A
solution to avoid this correction is to estimate the vegetation variables directly from
the measured TOA radiance data. This requires coupling the canopy and atmosphere
RT models in order to simulate the TOA radiance. The coupled canopy-atmosphere
model can then be inverted against the measured TOA radiance.
1.5.1 Implementation
The TOA approach relies on the inversion of a coupled canopy-atmosphere model
for estimating the vegetation variables. The same soil, leaf, canopy and atmosphere
RT models as in the TOC approach may be involved, but they are all coupled in order
to simulate the TOA radiance. Coupled canopy-atmosphere RT models have been
developed using either hard or soft coupling. In hard coupling, both the canopy and
atmosphere RT models have to be run for each new TOA radiance simulation (Fourty
and Baret 1997; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2004; Lauvernet et al. 2008). In soft
coupling, the atmospheric RT model is run in advance, and atmospheric variables are
calculated and stored for later use. Each new TOA radiance simulation requires
running only the canopy RT model and combining its output with the stored
atmospheric variables (Börner et al. 2001; Rahman et al. 1993; Verhoef and Bach
2003b). Soft coupling is much more computer efficient than hard coupling and
therefore better suited for estimating and monitoring vegetation variables at global
scale. Only a few studies (Baret et al. 2006; Lauvernet et al. 2008; Rahman et al.
1993; 2007) have started to investigate the potential of the inversion of the coupled
canopy-atmosphere model for estimating vegetation variables.
1.5.2 Towards more accurate estimation of vegetation variables
1.5.2.1. Avoiding the limitations of the TOC approach
In the TOA approach, there is no need to correct the measured TOA radiance data
for the atmospheric effects. Instead, the latter are included in the forward coupled
canopy-atmosphere model. In the TOA approach, the vegetation variables are
estimated by inverting the coupled canopy-atmosphere model, inside of which both
canopy and atmosphere models are used in forward mode. Therefore, in theory, the
inversion of the coupled model is more accurate than successive inversion of the
atmosphere and canopy models. Furthermore, topographic, directional and adjacency
effects, which had to be corrected for separately in the TOC approach, can be
included in the forward coupled canopy-atmosphere model (Börner et al. 2001;
Verhoef and Bach 2003b).
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The TOA approach also avoids the approximations needed in the TOC approach
for comparing the model simulation to the measurement. Indeed, the coupled model
simulates the TOA radiance, which is the physical quantity measured by the sensor.
Sensor properties such as spectral response functions, spatial resolution, and
modulation transfer functions can be included in the coupled modelling, and the
simulation can be directly compared to the measurements (Verhoef and Bach 2003b).
Finally, in the TOA approach, the errors related to both canopy and atmosphere
models and their parameter values are contained in the simulation. This makes it
easier to carry out error propagation studies to evaluate their impact on the estimates
of the vegetation variables. A comparison of pre-processing and model simulation
between TOC and TOA approaches is presented in Table 1.1.
1.5.2.2. Improving the regularization
Similarly to the TOC approach, the inversion of the coupled canopy-atmosphere
model is ill-posed. The same regularization methods as in the TOC approach (section
1.3) can be used to obtain more stable and reliable solutions.
The coupled model includes all the components that affect the radiation from its
entrance in the atmosphere to the sensor’s measurement instrument. It is therefore the
maximum implementation of the model coupling regularization method.
Table 1.1 Comparison of pre-processing and modelling efforts required in the TOC and TOA
approaches, from (Laurent et al. 2011b).
Observations
(Pre-processing)

Radiometric
Geometric
Terrain
Correction to TOC
reflectance

Physical quantity
Errors
Simulations

Comparison
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TOC approach
Radiometric calibration
Geometric correction
Ortho-rectification
Atmospheric correction: inversion of
atmosphere model using a LUT and
assuming Lambertian surface
Filter for adjacency effect
Correct topography effects
Correct BRDF effects
HCRF approximates HDRF
Measurement + modelling +
assumptions errors + error
Soil, Leaf, Canopy

Effects

Anisotropy
Topography
Adjacency

Model output
Errors
Simulation vs
observation

TOC BRF
Modelling errors
Approximation:
BRF ~ HDRF ~ HCRF

TOA approach
Radiometric
Geometric correction
Ortho-rectification
None

Radiance
Measurement errors
Soil, Leaf, Canopy,
Atmosphere
Anisotropy
Topography
Adjacency
Atmospheric
TOA radiance
Modelling errors
Direct
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Both the canopy and the atmosphere have an anisotropic behaviour (SchaepmanStrub et al. 2006). The coupled model is therefore better suited to accurately invert
multi-angular data than the TOC approach, especially if adjacency, directional and
topographic effects would be included in the forward coupled model (Pandya et al.
2007).
As can be seen from Table 1.1, the pre-processing for the TOA approach is
reduced to only radiometric calibration, geometric correction and ortho-rectification.
Because of this minimal pre-processing, the TOA approach could also facilitate the
use of multi-temporal data for regularizing the inversion of the coupled model,
whether the time series is acquired by one or several sensors.
Regularization using spatial constraints and a priori information can be applied
using the same methods as in the TOC approach. A priori values for the atmospheric
variables can be acquired in the same way as is being done for performing the
atmospheric correction in the TOC approach (Richter et al. 2006).

1.6 Objectives and research questions
This thesis contributes to improving the accuracy of estimates of bio-chemical
and bio-physical vegetation variables from optical spaceborne remote sensing data,
focussing on the most general approach, namely the radiometric data-driven
inversion of physically-based RT models. The core hypothesis is that the TOA
approach allows estimating the vegetation variables more accurately than the TOC
approach.
The main objective of this thesis is to explore the potential of the TOA approach
for estimating biophysical and biochemical vegetation variables. In order to obtain
the most accurate estimates from mono-temporal radiance data, multi-angular
information, a priori information (Bayesian approach), and spatial constraints
(objects) regularization methods can be integrated with the TOA approach.
Therefore, this thesis investigates the following research questions:
A. How accurately can the TOA approach estimate vegetation variables directly
from the radiance data measured by a spaceborne sensor?
B. What is the added value of multi-angular radiance data for estimating
vegetation variables using the TOA approach?
C. What is the potential of a Bayesian object-based approach for estimating LAI
and Cab using a coupled canopy-atmosphere model?
D. What is the applicability of the Bayesian object-based approach for
estimating LAI and Cab from a TOA image for which less a priori
information is available?
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1.7 Outline
This thesis consists of four main chapters, each addressing one of the research
questions presented in section 1.6.
Chapter 2 compares the vegetation variables estimated using both TOA and TOC
approaches from near-nadir RS data for three Norway spruce stands in the Czech
Republic (research question A).
Chapter 3 investigates the additional information content of multi-angular TOA
data for estimating vegetation variables by increasing the number of observation
directions used for inverting the coupled canopy-atmosphere model, in the same three
Czech Norway spruce stands as used in Chapter 2 (research question B).
Chapter 4 introduces a Bayesian object-based approach and investigates its
potential for estimating LAI and Cab from at-sensor imaging spectrometer data with
high spatial resolution for 246 agricultural fields of eight different crop types in
Switzerland (research question C).
Chapter 5 explores the applicability of the Bayesian object-based approach to a
TOA image of the Zurich area (Switzerland) where no field data were available
(research question D).
This thesis is concluded by Chapter 6, where the findings for each research
question are presented and discussed in regard of the core hypothesis. Chapter 6 ends
with an outlook and suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 2
Estimating forest variables from top-ofatmosphere radiance satellite measurements
using coupled radiative transfer models

This chapter is based on:
Laurent, V.C.E., Verhoef, W., Clevers, J.G.P.W., & Schaepman, M.E. (2011). Estimating
forest variables from top-of-atmosphere radiance satellite measurements using coupled
radiative transfer models. Remote Sensing of Environment, 115 (4), 1043-1052
DOI: 10.1016/j.rse.2010.12.009
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Abstract
Traditionally, it is necessary to pre-process remote sensing data to obtain top of
canopy (TOC) reflectances before applying physically-based model inversion
techniques to estimate forest variables. Corrections for atmospheric, adjacency,
topography, and surface directional effects are applied sequentially and
independently, accumulating errors into the TOC reflectance data, which are then
further used in the inversion process. This paper presents a proof of concept for
demonstrating the direct use of measured top of atmosphere (TOA) radiance data to
estimate forest biophysical and biochemical variables, by using a coupled canopyatmosphere radiative transfer model. Advantages of this approach are that no
atmospheric correction is needed and that atmospheric, adjacency, topography, and
surface directional effects can be directly and more accurately included in the
forward modelling.
In the case study, we applied both TOC and TOA approaches to three Norway
spruce stands in Eastern Czech Republic. We used the SLC soil-leaf-canopy model
and the MODTRAN4 atmosphere model. For the TOA approach, the physical
coupling between canopy and atmosphere was performed using a generic method
based on the 4-stream radiative transfer theory which enables full use of the
directional reflectance components provided by SLC. The method uses three runs of
the atmosphere model for Lambertian surfaces, and thus avoids running the
atmosphere model for each new simulation. We used local sensitivity analysis and
singular value decomposition to determine which variables could be estimated,
namely: canopy cover, fraction of bark, needle chlorophyll, and dry matter content.
TOC and TOA approaches resulted in different sets of estimates, but had comparable
performance. The TOC approach, however, was at its best potential because of the
flatness and homogeneity of the area. On the contrary, the capacities of the TOA
approach would be better exploited in heterogeneous rugged areas. We conclude that,
having similar performances, the TOA approach should be preferred in situations
where minimizing the pre-processing is important, such as in data assimilation and
multi-sensor studies.
Keywords
Top-of-atmosphere; radiative transfer; forest; CHRIS/PROBA; variable estimation;
SLC; MODTRAN
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2.1 Introduction
Forests are important ecosystems on Earth: they cover about 30% of the land
surface (FAO 2006), provide a wide range of services and have a major influence on
the global climate. Dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM) increasingly require
forest biophysical and biochemical variables, such as leaf area index (LAI),
fractional vegetation cover (fCover), and chlorophyll content, as inputs. These
variables can be estimated and monitored using remotely sensed data (Bacour et al.
2006a; Baret et al. 2007; Myneni et al. 2002).
Traditionally, remote sensing data are pre-processed to obtain top-of-canopy
(TOC) reflectance data, which are then used to estimate forest variables. We refer to
this approach as the TOC approach.
Several categories of methods can be used to estimate forest variables: (semi-)
empirical and physically-based are amongst the most frequently used. Empirical
methods rely on statistical correlations between image information and forest
variables. They depend on many local characteristics, such as vegetation type,
background reflectance, sun-target-sensor geometry, and sensor spectral bands, and
are therefore site and time specific (Dorigo et al. 2007; Ustin et al. 2009).
Physically-based methods are more general because they rely on physical
relationships (Gemmell et al. 2002; Malenovský et al. 2008). Most of these methods
use canopy reflectance models based on the radiative transfer (RT) theory. To
estimate forest variables, the canopy RT model has to be inverted. The inversion,
however, is not straightforward because it is an ill-posed and ill-conditioned problem
due to the limited information content of the radiometric signal (Jacquemoud et al.
2009) and to measurement and model uncertainties (Combal et al. 2002).
The ill-posedness of the inversion can be reduced by using regularization
methods: prior information, spatial (Atzberger 2004) and temporal constraints
(Lauvernet et al. 2008) allow reducing the variable search space, and model coupling
allows decreasing the number of free variables (Baret and Buis 2008; Jacquemoud et
al. 2009).
The TOC approach has proven to be successful in the last decades, enabling the
production of high level data products (Garrigues et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2006a),
which are now being used as inputs for DGVMs. Pre-processing of remote sensing
data to TOC reflectances, however, is still a cumbersome task, and each preprocessing step has a number of limitations.
Atmospheric correction often relies on the inversion of an atmospheric RT model,
which is a limitation in itself because this inversion is ill-posed. In practice, most
operational methods use look up tables (LUT) to perform the inversion, leading to
frequent interpolation between LUT entries (Guanter et al. 2009; Richter 2009). In
addition, it is often necessary to assume that the surface is Lambertian, which is
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generally not true, especially for forests (Bicheron and Leroy 2000). In
heterogeneous scenes, adjacency effects are usually dealt with by spatially filtering
the image, which is not completely accurate because the measured pixel data are
affected by the adjacency effects through the atmospheric point-spread function.
Topographic effects are influenced by factors such as sky view factor, surface
anisotropy, and lower boundary conditions of the atmosphere, which makes their
correction complex (Richter and Schläpfer 2002), especially for forest environments
(Soenen et al. 2005). Finally, for images with a large field of view (Schlerf et al.
2005), for image mosaicking (Schaaf et al. 2002) or multi-temporal studies (Bacour
et al. 2006b), it may be necessary to correct for surface directional effects, which are
described by the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). Correcting
for BRDF effects is not consistent with the Lambertian surface assumption used in
other pre-processing steps.
Usually, corrections for atmospheric, topographic, adjacency, and directional
effects are applied sequentially and independently. In addition to error propagation
issues, sequential processing does not reflect the physical interactions between these
effects (Gao et al. 2009). Because all these effects are inter-related, it is not possible
to correct for each effect without making simplifying assumptions about the others or
using an explicit physically-based approach.
Following a proper pre-processing sequence, hemispherical-conical reflectance
factor (HCRF) (Schaepman-Strub et al. 2006) data can be derived. Based on the
assumption that there are no directional effects within the very small instantaneous
field of view of satellite sensors, HCRF is commonly used as an approximation of the
hemispherical-directional reflectance factor (HDRF). Most studies, however, use the
bi-directional reflectance factor (BRF) output of the canopy RT model in the model
inversion (Dorigo et al. 2007; Malenovský et al. 2008; Verhoef and Bach 2007;
Verrelst et al. 2010c). This mismatch between the two quantities compared, is
another inherent limitation of the TOC approach.
Finally, the estimation of forest variables is subject to errors both in the
simulations, because of modelling errors and parameter uncertainties, and in the
reference TOC reflectance data, because of the error propagation in the preprocessing chain (Rahman 2001).
Because most limitations of the TOC approach arise from the need to correct the
remote sensing data from top of atmosphere (TOA) to TOC level, a solution is to use
the TOA data directly (Verhoef and Bach 2003a). This requires coupling the canopy
and atmosphere models to assess the canopy variables from TOA level. This coupling
also enables the inclusion of surface BRDF, adjacency and topography effects in the
model. Thus, the forward modelling of the coupled surface-atmosphere system is
more accurate than applying a series of corrections as in the TOC approach. In
addition, the coupled model simulates the TOA radiance, which is the physical
quantity measured by the sensor. Therefore, by including sensor properties such as
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spectral bands, spatial and spectral resolution, and modulation transfer functions in
the modelling, the simulations can be directly compared with the measurements
(Verhoef and Bach 2003b), and the coupled model can be inverted directly against
the measured radiance data to estimate the forest variables. Finally, in the TOA
approach, all modelling errors and parameter uncertainties are contained in the
simulation, which makes it easier to study their impact on the estimates. Table 1.1
presents a comparison of the pre-processing and modelling steps between TOC and
TOA approaches.
Coupled canopy-atmosphere models already exist (Börner et al. 2001; Fourty and
Baret 1997; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2004; Rahman et al. 1993; Verhoef and Bach
2007). Their ability to simulate sensor-like data has been used for sensor feasibility
studies (Schläpfer and Schaepman 2002), for preparing processing chains to test
potential product performance of instruments (Hüni 2009), and for investigating the
impact of atmospheric parameter uncertainties on the estimation of biophysical and
biochemical variables (Gobron et al. 2008; Rahman 2001). Because of its minimal
pre-processing, the TOA approach could facilitate data assimilation, multi-temporal
and multi-sensor studies, which already proved their high potential to estimate
surface variables (Dorigo et al. 2007; Kötz et al. 2005; Lauvernet et al. 2008; Olioso
et al. 2005; Verhoef and Bach 2003a). In addition, the estimation of surface variables
involving the downwelling radiance such as fraction of absorbed photosynthetically
active radiation (fAPAR) and albedo could benefit from the atmosphere coupling
implemented in the TOA approach (Pinty et al. 2005; Verhoef and Bach 2007).
Verhoef and Bach (2003b) demonstrated the feasibility of simulating TOA radiance
images for data assimilation and Verhoef (2007) successfully estimated surface
variables from simulated hyperspectral-multidirectional TOA radiance data. Finally,
an operational algorithm has recently been developed for producing fCover, LAI and
fAPAR products from TOA MERIS reflectance images (Baret et al. 2006), but it
assumes a Lambertian surface and ignores adjacency effects.
The present study provides a proof of concept for the TOA approach by testing it
in forward and inverse modes, and comparing the results with the TOC approach.
The generic canopy-atmosphere coupling set-up allows making full use of the canopy
directional reflectances in the framework of the 4-stream RT theory. Seven
atmospheric parameters are calculated, avoiding re-running the atmospheric model
for each new simulation. The case study focussed on three Norway spruce stands in
Eastern Czech Republic for which field and near-nadir CHRIS (Compact High
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) (Cutter et al. 2000) data were available. The
simulations were performed using the SLC (soil-leaf-canopy) model (Verhoef and
Bach 2007) and the MODTRAN4 atmospheric model (Berk et al. 2003).
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2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 TOA radiance simulation
The 4-stream theory provides a simple but reasonably accurate framework for
physically based RT modelling. The four fluxes considered are: 1) direct solar flux,
2) downward diffuse flux, 3) upward diffuse flux, and 4) direct observed flux.
Following the terminology of Verhoef and Bach (2003b), we use ρ for the reflectance
of a layer through volume scattering, τ for the transmittance through a layer, and r
for the reflectance of a surface. Subscripts are used to indicate the direction of the
radiation: o for the direction of observation, s for the direction of the sunrays, and d
for diffuse hemispherical radiation. The first subscript is for the incident direction
and the second for the exiting direction. For clarity, the spectral dependence of the
variables and parameters is omitted in the equations. With these notations, the TOA
radiance in the observing direction Lo can be calculated as (Verhoef and Bach
2003b):



 ρ so + τ ss rsd + τ sd rdd τ do



1 − rdd ρ dd
E
Lo = s cos θ s 

π
 τ sd + τ ss rsd ρ dd

rdoτ oo + τ ss rsoτ oo 
+
1 − rdd ρ dd



(2.1),

where E s is the extraterrestrial solar irradiance on a plane perpendicular to the
sunrays, θs is the local solar zenith angle, and the bars indicate low-pass spatial
filtering over the environment of the target pixel using the point spread function to
account for the adjacency effect. The quantity ρdd is the bi-hemispherical reflectance
(BHR) of the bottom of the atmosphere for upwelling diffuse radiation. It is
sometimes called ‘spherical albedo’ of the atmosphere, but, unlike the term ‘albedo’
might suggest, it is a spectral quantity, not a spectrally integrated one. Equation 2.1
can be simplified using the atmospheric path radiance Latm and the atmospheric gain
factors G as defined below (Bach and Verhoef 2009):

G r + Gsddo rdd Gsdoo + Gmult rsd
Lo = Latm + ssdo sd
+
rdo + Gssoo rso



1 − r ρ dd
1 − rdd ρ dd
GSUN
dd

 

PATH
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with

L atm =

E s cos θ s
ρ so ,
π

G ssoo =

E s cos θ s
τ ssτ oo ,
π

G ssdo =

E so cos θ s
τ ss τ do ,
π

G sddo =

E s cos θ s
τ sd τ do ,
π

G sdoo =

E s cos θ s
τ sd τ oo , and
π

G mult =

E s cos θ s
τ ss ρ dd τ oo .
π

Equation 2.2 shows that surface-atmosphere coupling can be achieved using four
surface reflectance components and seven atmospheric parameters. The surface
reflectance components can be provided by any 4-stream surface RT model, and the
atmospheric parameters can be calculated using any atmospheric model that provides
the total path radiance (PATH), the sunlight ground-reflected radiance (GSUN) and
the total ground-reflected radiance (GRFL) (see annotations on Equation 2.2). For a
given atmosphere, three model runs for Lambertian surfaces of different albedo are
needed. The seven atmospheric parameters can then be calculated from the nine
equations obtained for PATH, GSUN, and GRFL for the three runs, for example for
albedo values 0, 0.5, and 1. The gain factors contain products of spectrally variable
parameters, which co-vary strongly over the spectral interval and should therefore be
calculated by averaging the parameter products and not by calculating the products of
the averaged parameters. The obtained atmospheric parameters can be used to
physically couple any surface, including non-Lambertian, to the atmosphere. Indeed,
the directional effects of the surface, as described by the four reflectance
components, are fully used in Equation 2.2. This method is efficient because the
atmospheric parameters can be stored on hard disk, avoiding re-running the
atmosphere model for every new surface. This approach based on gain factors was
developed to solve problems with averaging over finite spectral intervals (Bach and
Verhoef 2009).
2.2.2 Atmospheric correction
The aim of the atmospheric correction is to calculate the TOC reflectance of the
target, given the TOA radiance Lo and the atmospheric parameters. There are four
unknown reflectance components in Equation 2.2, which causes the atmospheric
correction to be an underdetermined inverse problem. To decrease the number of
unknowns, it is necessary to assume that both the target and its environment are
Lambertian, with reflectances rt and re. Equation 2.2 then becomes:
L o = L atm +

G t rt + G e re
1 − re ρ dd

(2.3),
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with G t = G ssoo + Gsdoo and G e = G ssdo + G sddo. A second equation is obtained by
exploiting the low-pass filtered radiance Lo , and rt can be calculated as:

Lo − Latm +
rt =

(

Ge
Lo − Lo
Gt

)
(2.4).

Gt + Ge + ρ dd ( Lo − Latm )

2.2.3 Cost function
To allow comparing the results obtained from the TOC and TOA approaches,
which have different units, the relative results rrel = r / rref were used, where r is
either rso at TOC level, or Lo at TOA level, and the subscript ref refers to the
reference signature. In addition, the use of relative results avoids giving more
importance to the bands where the reflectance of radiance values are higher (Weiss et
al. 2000). The cost function χ, based on the root mean square difference (RMSD)
between the simulation and the reference signature, was thus defined as:

1
χ=
n

n

 [ Δr

rel

(λi ) ] 2

(2.5),

i =1

where λ is the wavelength, and n is the number of spectral bands. A χ value of 0
corresponds to a perfect match (r = rref), and a χ value of 1 corresponds to an error of
100% (e.g. r = 2rref, or r = 0).

2.2.4 Local sensitivity analysis and dimensionality
The local sensitivity analysis (LSA) relies on the Jacobian matrix J. J is the
matrix of the partial derivatives of the relative model output rrel with respect to each
input parameter p, normalized assuming a uniform distribution over its potential
variation range:

[ ]1≤i≤n, 1≤k ≤m , with

J = ji,k

j i ,k =

∂ rrel (λ i )
∂p k

(2.6),

where m is the number of parameters. Each parameter was varied by 1% of its
potential variation range, and the main atmospheric parameters were included in the
TOA analyses. To evaluate the influence of parameter k on the cost function, the
indicator α k was defined using the same structure as χ:
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1
αk =
n

n

j

2
i,k

(2.7),

i =1

To allow comparing the parameter influences between TOC and TOA level, the α
values were normalized (α norm). Only the most influential parameters having high
αnorm values can be estimated.
The maximum number of parameters that can be estimated based on the model
and data information content is the dimensionality of the estimation problem. The
dimensionality can be evaluated using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of J
(Verhoef 2007):

J = USVT

(2.8),

where S is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values, the superscript T is the
transpose operator, and U and V are orthonormal matrices. In particular, U and V are
orthogonal, so: UU T = U TU = I and VV T = VTV = I. Because J relates the vector of
normalized parameter variation Δp to the vector of relative model output difference
Δ rrel as Δ rrel = JΔ p, one can infer:

U T Δrrel = SVT Δp

(2.9).

Because S is diagonal, Equation 2.9 shows that there is a one-to-one relationship
between the transformed model output differences U T Δ rrel and the transformed
parameter variations VT Δp. Null singular values indicate linear combinations of
parameter changes which have no effect on the spectral output. Therefore, the rank of
S gives the dimensionality of the estimation problem.

2.2.5 Radiative transfer models
The soil-leaf-canopy (SLC) (Verhoef and Bach 2007) model was chosen because
it is a hybrid model and thus offers a good trade-off between realistic representation
of the canopy and computational effort (Gemmell et al. 2002; Pinty and Verstraete
1992). It simulates the four reflectance components of the canopy. A description of
the main features of SLC is given here. For more details, the reader is referred to
Verhoef and Bach (2007). SLC couples three models for the soil, leaf and canopy.
The soil BRF model is called 4SOIL. It is an extended version of the Hapke
model (Hapke 1981) which includes hotspot and spectral soil moisture effect. It was
not used in this study because two of the three stands had vegetated understory and
the third stand had a very high crown cover.
The leaf reflectance model is a robust version of PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and
Baret 1990), modified to include brown pigments (Verhoef and Bach 2003b). The
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specific absorption coefficients of chlorophyll, dry matter and water and the
refractive index of leaf material at 1 nm resolution were taken from PROSPECT-4
(Feret et al. 2008).
The canopy reflectance model is 4SAIL2 (Verhoef and Bach 2007), an advanced
2-layer version of the SAIL model (Verhoef 1984) which includes the crown
clumping effect thanks to the introduction of two additional inputs: crown cover (Cv)
and tree shape factor (Zeta). Zeta is defined as the crown diameter divided by the
height of the crown centre above ground. The 2-layer feature allows mixing green
and brown elements in the canopy using the fraction of brown plant area (fB) and the
dissociation factor D. For D = 0, the brown and green elements are homogeneously
mixed in the canopy, and for D = 1, all the green elements are in the top layer and all
the brown elements are in the bottom layer. The brown elements can be used to
simulate the bark and other woody material. The crown clumping and the 2-layer setup with brown elements enable a better representation of forest scenes.
MODTRAN4 (Berk et al. 2003) describes the radiative transfer in the atmosphere,
and simulates, among other quantities, PATH, GSUN and GRFL. It is a state-of-theart model and is commonly used in conjunction with atmospheric correction
software.

2.2.6 Variable estimation
The LUT method was chosen for estimating the variables because of its capacity
of finding the global minimum of the cost function χ. The results of the LSA were
used to select only the most influential variables to keep free in the LUTs (Table
2.2). The models were run for each combination of variables values. The rso
signatures were stored in the TOC LUT and the Lo signatures in the TOA LUT.

2.3 Case study
2.3.1 Study area
The study area is located in Eastern Czech Republic, at the Bily Kriz
experimental research site in the Moravian-Silesian Beskydy Mountains, (18.54°E,
49.50°N; altitude 936 m above sea level). A detailed description of the environmental
conditions can be found in (Kratochvilová et al. 1989). The forest area is dominated
by montane Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.). Three stands of different ages
and structures were selected (Table 2.1): YOUNG, OLD1 and OLD2. The data were
collected in the first half of September 2006.
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Table 2.1 Stand characteristics and model inputs.
Stand
Age (years)
Density (trees/ha)
DBH (cm)
# CHRIS pixels
Canopy PAI (-)
fB (-)
D (-)
Hot (-)
LIDF (-)
Cv (-)
Zeta (-)
Needle Cab (μg/cm 2 )
Cw (cm)
Cdm (g/cm 2)
Cs (-)
N (-)
Bark
Cab (μg/cm 2 )
Cw (cm)
Cdm (g/cm 2)
Cs (-)
N (-)

YOUNG
29
1450
14
4
8.88
0.13
0.4
0.01
Spherical
0.9
0.34
55
0.02
0.04
0
1.8

OLD1
100
160
53
13
5.73
0.23
0.4
0.01
Spherical
0.55
0.24
60
0.02
0.04
0
1.7
10
0
0.5
15
10

OLD2
75
420
37
10
7.35
0.4
0.1
0.01
Spherical
0.7
0.26
65
0.02
0.04
0
1.7

2.3.2 Remote sensing data
The remote sensing data was a near-nadir image acquired on September 12 th,
2006, by CHRIS/PROBA. The image was acquired in chlorophyll mode (mode 4),
resulting in 18 spectral bands in the range 485-802 nm at a spatial resolution of 17 m.
The viewing zenith and azimuth angles were respectively 16° and 138.1° and the
solar zenith and azimuth angles were 46.6° and 162.7°. The CHRIS image was
radiometrically calibrated by the data provider and was further de-striped, geocorrected and ortho-rectified using nearest neighbour interpolation. Band 15, centred
at 761 nm, was not used because it sampled one of the oxygen absorption features
and was noisy.
An AISA (Airborne Imaging Spectro-radiometer for Applications) Eagle image
was acquired on September 14th, 2006. It had 40 spectral bands in the range 450-830
nm and a spatial resolution of 40 cm. The AISA image was radiometrically
calibrated, geo-corrected, ortho-rectified, and atmospherically corrected using the
ATCOR4 software.

2.3.3 Field data
The plant area index (PAI), defined as half of the total plant area (needles and non
photosynthetic plant material) per unit of ground surface area (Chen 1996), was
estimated in each stand by three methods: LAI-2000 plant canopy analyzer,
hemispherical photograph, and TRAC (Tracing Radiation and Architecture of
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Canopies) (2007). The obtained values were averaged to obtain one PAI value for
each stand. The vertical crown cover (Cv) was estimated by classifying the AISA
image (Lukeš 2009).
Ten sample trees in the YOUNG stand and 20 in the OLD1 stand were selected
for canopy and needle measurements. Only canopy measurements were made in the
OLD2 stand. Canopy structure measurements included tree height, crown radius, and
length of live and dead crown, all measured with a laser rangefinder Impulse 200.
The spectral properties of the main soil components, understory species and bark
were measured in the field at 1 nm resolution using an ASD FieldSpec Pro
spectroradiometer.

2.3.4 Models parameterization
The background signatures were calculated as the weighted average of the main
soil and understory components. The background of the YOUNG stand was a mixture
of litter, humus, and soil, whereas the background of the OLD1 and OLD2 stands
consisted of a majority of blueberry, blackberry, and grass. The backgrounds were
considered Lambertian because of the lack of directional data and of the high canopy
cover.
Because the default PROSPECT model is not applicable to needles (Malenovský
et al. 2006), the input parameters were manually tuned to fit the measured optical
properties rather than using chemistry measurements. For the bark, the PROSPECT
parameters were optimized to match the measured signature. For the canopy, the leaf
inclination distribution function (LIDF) was chosen spherical (LIDFa = -0.35, and
LIDFb = -0.15), and the dissociation factor D was calibrated manually. The values
used as inputs in SLC for the three stands are presented in Table 2.1.
In MODTRAN4, the urban aerosol type was chosen because there is an urbanindustrial zone located 20 km north of the study area and north wind is dominant in
the area. In addition, high air concentrations of SO 2 were recorded at the study area
on the day of AISA acquisition (Marek et al. 2007). The visibility (vis) was chosen
as the smallest value allowing all radiances in the CHRIS image to be higher than the
simulated atmospheric path radiance Latm. That value was 80 km. The default ozone
(O 3 = 7.05 g/m2) and water vapour (H 2 O = 1.835834 g/cm2 ) columns were used.
Following Guanter et al. (2009), it was chosen to use the DISORT algorithm with 8
‘streams’, the correlated-k option with 17 values and the 5 cm-1 MODTRAN4 band
model.
The adjacency effect was neglected because the scene was mostly covered and
surrounded by forests, thus simplifying Equation 2.2 to:

Lo = Latm +
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and Equation 2.4 to:
rt =

L o − L atm
G t + G e + ρ dd ( L o − L atm )

(2.11).

2.3.5 Adjustments for CHRIS data
The four canopy reflectance components and the seven atmospheric parameters
were resampled to the CHRIS bands using Gaussian approximations of the sensor
response functions before feeding them into Equations 10 and 11. Because the
CHRIS spectral bands are not equidistant, weights were used in the cost function:

w1 = (λ 2 − λ1 )

wi = (λi +1 − λi −1 ) / 2, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
w = (λ − λ )
n
n −1
 n

(2.12),

so the cost function became:
n

 w (Δr
i

χ=

rel

(λi ))2

i =1

n

w

(2.13),

i

i =1

and the influence factor:
n

αk =

w j

2
i i ,k

i =1

n

w

(2.14).

i

i =1

The near-nadir image used in this study was acquired in the backward direction,
not far from the principal plane (relative azimuth angle = 25°), causing the hotspot
parameter (hot) to be considerably influential. Since the value of 0.01 is well known
for forests, it was decided to exclude it from the sensitivity analysis to obtain more
general results.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Simulations
A good match was obtained between the PROSPECT simulations and the
measured needle signatures for the YOUNG and OLD1 stands ( χ (YOUNG) = 0.07
and χ (OLD1) = 0.08). No field measurements were available for the OLD2 stand, but
the simulated reflectance and transmittance were similar to those of the OLD1 stand.
To obtain low simulations similar to the measured optical properties, it was
necessary to have high Cab and Cdm values (Table 2.1).
The optical properties of the bark could also be well simulated by PROSPECT
(χ = 0.11). As expected, the best agreement was obtained for high values of N, Cdm,
and Cs, low value of Cab, and Cw = 0 (Table 2.1). The simulated transmittance was
null, as required for bark material. A small discrepancy persisted in the blue band.
The TOC and TOA simulations, obtained using the values in Table 2.1, are
presented in Figure 2.1. Good fits were obtained, but small discrepancies between
simulated and measured data appeared in the blue, red and NIR shoulder, with a
tendency to overestimation. The χ values were smaller at TOA than at TOC level,
indicating a better fit at TOA level. At both TOC and TOA level, the χ values
decreased from the YOUNG to the OLD1 to the OLD2 stand.

Figure 2.1 Comparison of simulation outputs (dashed lines) with CHRIS data (plain lines). Top row: SLC rso
simulation and CHRIS atmospherically corrected TOC reflectance. Bottom row: coupled model Lo simulation and
CHRIS TOA radiance.
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2.4.2 Local sensitivity analyses and dimensionality
The αnorm values, which indicate the parameter influences, are presented in Figure
2.2. At TOC level, the most influential parameters for the YOUNG stand were
LIDFa, Cv, needleCab, needleCdm, needleN and fB; they were well isolated with
αnorm values larger than 0.1. For the OLD2 stand, Cv was the most influential
(α norm = 0.36) and many other parameters had secondary influence with α norm values
in the range 0.05 to 0.2, including LIDFa, fB, needleCab, needleCdm, needleN,
similarly to YOUNG, and additionally D, Zeta, barkCab, barkCdm, and barkN. The
OLD1 stand had an intermediary situation, with Cv as the most influential parameter
and only Zeta as additional secondary parameter.
The least influential parameters were LAI, needleCw, bark, and atmospheric
parameters. Although fB was very influential, the PROSPECT bark parameters, and
thus the bark signature, were not important. Grouping the parameters in categories,
the canopy parameters were more influential than the needle parameters, which were
more influential than the bark parameters, than the atmospheric parameters.
These tendencies were similar at TOA level. Another difference was that while
needleCab was more influential than needleCdm at TOC level, it was the other way
around at TOA level. Overall, there were six most influential parameters for the three

Figure 2.2 Parameter influences (αnorm values). Top row: TOC level. Bottom row: TOA level.
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Figure 2.3 Singular values of the Jacobian matrix. Top row: TOC level. Bottom row: TOA level.

stands for both TOC and TOA level: Cv, fB, LIDFa, needleCab, needleCdm, and
needleN.
The singular values are plotted in Figure 2.3. Seventeen singular values were
obtained, as the number of bands was limiting (17 bands versus 17 parameters at
TOC level and 20 at TOA level). The singular values were slightly smaller at TOA
than at TOC. In all cases, the rank of S was considered to be 3, giving a
dimensionality of the estimation problem of 3.

2.4.3 Variable estimations
Based on the results of the local sensitivity analyses, a maximum of three
variables could theoretically be estimated whereas there were six influential
variables. Since it was not possible to discriminate three most influential variables
among Cv, fB, LIDFa, needleCab, needleCdm, and needleN, only the variables most
relevant for applications (forest health, fuel moisture, carbon stock…) were kept free.
These were: Cv, fB, needleCab and needleCdm. Each of these four variables was
sampled from a uniform distribution using regular steps (Table 2.2). The LUTs were
built by running the SLC and the SLC-MODTRAN4 model according to the CHRIS
spectral bands for all 27,951 combinations of the four variables, keeping the other
parameters fixed at the values used in forward modelling (Table 2.1).
Table 2.2 Parameter ranges and intervals used for the generation of the LUT.
Parameter
fB (-)
Cv (-)
NeedleCab (μg/cm 2)
NeedleCdm (g/cm 2)
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Min
0
0
0
0

Max
1
1
100
0.05

Step
0.1
0.1
5
0.005

#values
11
11
21
11
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Table 2.3 Estimates of Cv, fB, needleCab, and needleCdm obtained for the 3 stands at TOC and TOA level.
Stand
Level
Cv (-)
fB (-)
NeedleCab (μg/cm 2)
NeedleCdm (g/cm2 )
χ (-)

YOUNG
TOC
TOA
0.8
0.8
0
0
55
55
0.04
0.04
0.143
0.041

OLD1
TOC
TOA
0.6
0.7
0
0.2
70
70
0.05
0.05
0.139
0.043

OLD2
TOC
TOA
0.7
0.7
0
0.3
85
100
0.05
0.05
0.333
0.103

The estimates were selected from the LUTs by finding the variable combination
having the minimum χ value, calculated using all CHRIS bands, except band 15. The
estimates and their associated χ values are presented in Table 2.3. Similarly to the
simulations, the obtained χ values were smaller at TOA than at TOC level. The two
approaches gave the same values for the estimates of all four variables for the
YOUNG stand. Comparing the estimates with the values used in the forward
modelling (Table 2.1), both approaches were able to estimate Cv reasonably well,
considering its very high values in the stands. The TOC approach gave better results
than the TOA approach for the Cv in the OLD1 stand and the needleCab in the OLD2
stands. The needleCab and needleCdm were overestimated by both approaches, even
reaching the upper boundary for the needleCdm estimates for the OLD1 and OLD2
stands, whereas fB was better estimated by the TOA approach in the OLD1 and
OLD2 stands. Overall, neither approach outperformed the other for all variable
estimations.

2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Models and simulations
Although PROSPECT was developed to simulate the optical properties of broad
leaves (Jacquemoud and Baret 1990), it could be used to simulate needles with
adequate accuracy, but at the expense of the physical meaning of the parameter
values. This may be avoided by recalibrating PROSPECT (Malenovský et al. 2006)
or by using the LIBERTY model (Dawson et al. 1998) which was designed for
needles. The presence of brown pigments in this PROSPECT version allowed
obtaining a realistic simulation of the bark material. The small discrepancy in the
blue band may be due to missing chemical components in PROSPECT. For the
purpose of this proof of concept, however, whether the parameter values reflected the
truth was of secondary importance. The goal was to generate realistic representations
of the canopy elements and then to check how well the estimates would match the
original values.
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Coniferous forests are one of the most complex medium from a radiative transfer
point of view because of the strong hierarchy in the arrangement of the canopy
components (Cudlín et al. 2001). The clumping of the needles into shoots, branches
and crowns influences the multiple scattering in the canopy by trapping photons, thus
decreasing the reflectance of the canopy (Stenberg 2007). Although 4SAIL2 is a
simple 2-layer model which describes the canopy as a turbid medium clumped only
into crowns, it provided good simulations. The slight tendency to oversimulating the
reflectance might be due to the absence of branch and shoot level clumping.
For comparison with other studies, the RMSD values at TOC were 0.007 for the
YOUNG and OLD1 stands, and 0.009 for the OLD2 stand. These values are
comparable with values obtained for forests in other studies using various models,
including DART simulations in the blue, green, red and one NIR band for the same
YOUNG stand (Malenovský et al. 2008).
Most studies that included simulations of TOA radiance did not compare the
simulations with actual remote sensing data, so it was not possible to compare our
TOA results with other studies. MODTRAN4, however, is a state-of-the-art
atmosphere model, so it was not surprising that the good simulations at TOC level
translated into good simulations at TOA level. The visibility had to be very high (80
km) so that all radiances in the CHRIS data would be higher than the atmospheric
path radiance. The very low CHRIS radiances may also be a factor explaining the
oversimulation trend at TOA and TOC level.
The smaller χ values obtained at TOA level than at TOC level are due to the
atmospheric path radiance. Latm is a constant which is added to the contribution of the
surface, lifting up the signal and thus reducing the relative difference between
signatures. An illustration can be found in Gerstl and Zardecki (1985). At TOC, the
reflectance values for forests are very low, so that a small absolute difference in the
simulation translates into a large relative difference. This is why a χ value as high as
0.5 was obtained for the OLD2 stand.
In addition, the higher χ values obtained for the OLD2 stand than for the other
stands at both TOC and TOA level may be explained by the lower quality of the field
data, as no needle measurements were available for this stand. The fact that the
results were better for the YOUNG than for the OLD1 stand might be due to the very
high Cv and tree density in the YOUNG stand, as this situation is closest to the
turbid medium assumption used in 4SAIL2.

2.5.2 Parameter influences and dimensionality
The local sensitivity analyses provided useful insights about the parameter
influences. The most striking result was that the three stands presented similar
influence profiles at TOC and TOA level. The influential parameters at TOC level
were also influential at TOA level. The small influence of the visibility may be due
to its very high value of 80 km. In such clear atmosphere small changes in visibility
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do not affect the atmosphere transmittance much. The small influence of the
atmospheric parameters means that small inaccuracies in the atmospheric data do not
affect the simulations and do not hamper the estimation of the forest variables. This
small atmospheric influence, however, might only hold for very clear atmospheric
conditions and near-nadir viewing.
The PAI was also found to have little influence. This could be expected,
considering that the PAI consists mostly of needles (proportion 1 - fB) and is thus
closely related to the LAI, which is well-known for saturating the reflectance for
high values (Baret and Guyot 1991; Clevers and Verhoef 1993).
The large influence of the needle parameters is in accordance with the fact that
needles represent most of the canopy material. The only exception was needleCw
which was not influential because the water absorption features start progressively
around 750 nm and therefore weakly affected only a small part of the simulated
signature.
The large influence of fB is in agreement with other studies (Malenovský et al.
2008; Verrelst et al. 2010c). In addition, the local sensitivity analyses revealed that
the bark signature is far less important than fB.
Cv was an influential parameter in all cases, regardless of background type. Its
αnorm values at TOC and TOA level, however, were higher in the OLD1 and OLD2
stands, where the backgrounds were vegetated, than in the YOUNG stand, where the
background was not vegetated.
The LIDFa parameter controls the average leaf slope. Although its influence was
high, for a coniferous forest, one can hardly assume anything else but a random
orientation of the needles, which corresponds to a spherical leaf angle distribution
and therefore to a LIDFa of -0.35.
The SVD showed that the dimensionality of the estimation problem was 3 for
both TOC and TOA level, meaning that both approaches have similar potential for
estimating biophysical and biochemical forest variables, despite the smaller relative
differences between simulation and reference data at TOA level. The dimensionality
of 3 is small compared to the number of model parameters, but corresponds to a
common dimensionality usually observed from remote sensing data over coniferous
forests. The small dimensionality was due to correlation and parameter compensation
effects in the simulations. These cause inversion instabilities and thus ill-posedness
(Jacquemoud et al. 2009).

2.5.3 Variable estimations
The results obtained for the three stands of this study agree with the conclusion of
Verrelst et al. (2010c) that the higher the Cv and the lower the fB, the better the
needleCab estimates. This could also be seen in the LSA where the α norm value for
needleCab decreased from the YOUNG to the OLD1 to the OLD2 stand. This study
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also extends the results of Verhoef (2007), who had demonstrated the possibility to
estimate variables from simulated TOA radiance data, to measured data.
One can note that the quality of the estimates was not directly related to their influence. For
example, needleCdm had higher αnorm values at TOA than at TOC, so one would expect to
obtain better estimates from TOA level, but the two approaches gave the same value for
each stand. This might be due to the limited number of entries in the LUTs.

2.5.4 Performance comparison of the TOC and TOA approaches
Overall, the performances of the TOC and TOA approaches were comparable.
Similar performance is already sufficient to prefer the TOA approach over the TOC
approach for applications, such as data assimilation and multi-sensor studies, where
minimal pre-processing is advantageous.
The stands used in this study, like all coniferous forest environments, strongly
depart from Lambertian surfaces (Deering et al. 1994). However, near nadir viewing
combined with a rather flat and homogeneous study area where adjacency and
topography effects could be ignored were good conditions for the TOC approach.
Indeed, under these conditions one has least limitations in the atmospheric correction
and can obtain good TOC reference data. The potential of the TOA approach would
be better exploited in rugged terrain with heterogeneous land cover at off-nadir
angles, where the TOC approach is most limited. In addition, the TOC approach
benefited from the atmospheric correction method used in this study which used the
exact geometry in the MODTRAN4 runs. The TOC reference data was therefore
more accurate than that provided by atmospheric correction softwares, which would
have interpolated the atmospheric parameters from their pre-computed LUT.
The MODTRAN4 runs are computing-intensive, but, when using the method of
three Lambertian runs, the seven atmospheric parameters can be stored and
MODTRAN4 does not need to be re-run for every new simulation. One could even
build a LUT of the atmospheric parameters in advance and would still benefit from
the fully integrated forward modelling with full inclusion of the surface directionality
effects and possibility to include adjacency and topography effects in the forward
set-up, although it would introduce a need for interpolation (Bach and Verhoef
2009).
The TOA approach reduces the pre-processing errors and improves the modelling
of the surface-atmosphere radiative interactions. Regarding the ill-posedness of the
variable estimation problem, however, one can use the same regularization methods
as in the TOC approach: prior information and spatio-temporal constraints.

2.6 Conclusion
The SLC model was successfully applied to simulate the TOC reflectance, and the
SLC-MODTRAN4 coupled model to simulate the TOA radiance of three Norway
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spruce stands as measured by CHRIS in near-nadir direction. Based on the local
sensitivity analyses and SVDs, four variables were estimated: Cv, fB, needleCab, and
needleCdm. The TOC and TOA approaches showed similar performances for
estimating forest biophysical and biochemical variables. The TOC approach was at
its best potential because of the near-nadir viewing and the flat and homogeneous
area, which are good conditions for the atmospheric correction. The surfaceatmosphere coupling implemented in the TOA approach already allows full use of the
simulated surface directional properties, but it could be further improved by
including adjacency and topography effects in the forward modelling. It would be
interesting to test the full capacities of the TOA approach in a heterogeneous rugged
area viewed from an off-nadir direction. The minimum pre-processing requirements
of the TOA approach would benefit data assimilation and multi-sensor applications.
Further research will extend the testing of the TOA approach to the multi-angular
dataset acquired by CHRIS.
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Abstract
Since the launch of sensors with angular observation capabilities, such as CHRIS
and MISR, the additional potential of multi-angular observations for vegetation
structural and biochemical variables has been widely recognized. Various methods
have been successfully implemented to estimate forest biochemical and biophysical
variables from atmospherically-corrected multi-angular data, but the use of
physically based radiative transfer (RT) models is still limited. Because both canopy
and atmosphere have an anisotropic behaviour, it is important to understand the
multi-angular signal measured by the sensor at the top of the atmosphere (TOA).
Coupled canopy-atmosphere RT models allow linking surface variables directly to
the TOA radiance measured by the sensor and are therefore very interesting tools to
use for estimating forest variables from multi-angular data.
We investigated the potential of TOA multi-angular radiance data for estimating
forest variables by inverting a coupled canopy-atmosphere physical RT model. The
case study focussed on three Norway spruce stands located at the Bily Kriz
experimental site (Czech Republic), for which multi-angular CHRIS and field data
were acquired in September 2006. The soil-leaf-canopy RT model SLC and the
atmospheric model MODTRAN4 were coupled using a method allowing to make full
use of the four canopy angular reflectance components provided by SLC. The TOA
radiance simulations were in good agreement with the spectral and angular signatures
measured by CHRIS. Singular value decompositions of the Jacobian matrices showed
that the dimensionality of the variable estimation problem increased from 3 to 6
when increasing the number of observation angles from 1 to 4. The model inversion
was conducted for two cases: 4 and 7 variables. The most influential parameters were
chosen as free variables in the look-up tables, namely: vertical crown cover (Cv),
fraction of bark material (fB), needle chlorophyll content (needleCab), needle dry
matter content (needleCdm) for the 4-variable case, and additionally, tree shape
factor (Zeta), dissociation factor (D), and needle brown pigments content (needleCs)
in the 7-variable case. All angular combinations were tested, and the best estimates
were obtained with combinations using two or three angles, depending on the number
of variables and on the stand used. Overall, this case study showed that, although
making use of its full potential is still a challenge, TOA multi-angular radiance data
do have a higher potential for variable estimation than mono-angular data.

Keywords
Top-of-atmosphere; radiative transfer; forest; CHRIS/PROBA; variable estimation;
SLC; MODTRAN; multi-angular.
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3.1 Introduction
Forest environments cover about 30% of the Earth surface (FAO 2006) and play
an important role in the carbon and water cycles. Projection scenarios based on
dynamic global vegetation models can therefore benefit from accurate information
about forest variables such as leaf area index (LAI), chlorophyll content and canopy
cover. These variables can be efficiently monitored using satellite data, which
provide regular and spatially continuous coverage.
The reflectance of most land surfaces, including forests, depends on the
acquisition (illumination-target-observation) geometry. This anisotropy is often
regarded as an undesired effect which needs to be corrected before using the image
(Bacour et al. 2006b; Schaaf et al. 2002). Another view is that the reflectance
anisotropy contains additional information about the target, and that consequently
multi-angular data has more potential for estimating surface variables than monoangular data (Asner et al. 1998; Diner et al. 1999; Liang et al. 2000; Schaepman
2007). In the last decades, several space-borne instruments have been launched to
sample the radiation field of land surfaces in both spectral and angular dimensions, in
a near-simultaneous way (e.g. CHRIS, MISR, POLDER). For forest applications,
multi-angular data has been used for monitoring foliage condition (Hilker et al. 2009;
Hilker et al. 2011), separating the understory from the overstory contribution
(Rautiainen et al. 2008), and estimating canopy biochemical (Huber et al. 2010;
Kneubühler et al. 2008) and structural variables (Chen et al. 2003; Chopping et al.
2008; Heiskanen 2006; Verrelst et al. 2010a; Verrelst et al. 2010b; Widlowski et al.
2004). In addition, algorithms have been developed to jointly retrieve structure (LAI)
and biophysical variables (fraction of absorbed photosynthetically absorbed
radiation) from multi-angular data (Gobron et al. 2002; Knyazikhin et al. 1998).
Many methods have been tested to make full use of the information contained in
the multi-angular data to estimate surface variables. The angular dependency of the
traditional vegetation indices has been evaluated (Verrelst et al. 2008) and exploited
(Hall et al. 2008), and new angular indices have been proposed (Chen et al. 2003).
Other statistical methods, such as multiple linear regression (Huber et al. 2010),
artificial neural networks (Heiskanen 2006), and measure theory (Knyazikhin et al.
1999; Knyazikhin et al. 1998), have been shown to perform well on multi-angular
data, and retrieval algorithms based on parametric radiative transfer (RT) models
have been developed (Gobron et al. 2002; Lavergne et al. 2007). The use of physical
RT models, however, is still limited (Schaepman et al. 2009), although multi-angular
data may help constraining the inversion problem (Asner et al. 1998; Diner et al.
1999). So far, the use of physical RT models in a multi-angular context has mostly
been limited to explanatory and exploratory studies. For example, Verrelst et al.
(2008) generalized their results concerning the angular sensitivity of spectral
vegetation indices using the coupled PROSPECT-FLIGHT model and Rautiainen et
al. (2008) evaluated the contribution of the forest background in the canopy
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reflectance using the FRT model (Kuusk and Nilson 2000). Simulations of multiangular data have been conducted to compare the performance of various RT models
(Schlerf et al. 2007) and to explore a new concept for spectro-angular sampling
(Simic and Chen 2008). Physical models have also been used for investigating the
feasibility of estimating surface variables based on simulated data (Timmermans et
al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2000).
Because both the canopy and the atmosphere have an anisotropic behaviour
(Schaepman-Strub et al. 2006), a complete understanding of the angular properties of
the coupled canopy-atmosphere system is required for successful implementation of
algorithms making full use of multi-angular data (Pandya et al. 2007). Coupled
canopy-atmosphere physical RT models allow directly relating the surface variables
to the radiance measured at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) (Verhoef and Bach
2007). Using such a coupled model allows directly inverting the TOA radiance data
to estimate the forest variables and also gives a more accurate inversion framework
while minimizing data pre-processing efforts (Laurent et al. 2011b). Heiskanen
(2006) showed that the estimates of tree cover and tree height obtained from MISR
multi-angular TOA data were more accurate than those obtained from mono-angular
data, and also than the estimates obtained from the atmospherically corrected data,
because of a quilted pattern caused by the tiles used for atmospheric correction.
Physically-based studies that estimate surface variables from TOA data remain
scarce, but Laurent et al. (2011b) found that the direct inversion of TOA near-nadir
radiance data performed as well as the traditional approach based on
atmospherically-corrected data for estimating biophysical and biochemical variables
in Norway spruce stands.
The objective of the present study was to investigate the potential of multiangular TOA radiance data for estimating forest variables, using a coupled canopyatmosphere physical RT model. The case study focused on three Norway spruce
stands in the Czech Republic for which multi-angular CHRIS data and field data
were available. The canopy-atmosphere system was simulated by coupling the SLC
soil-leaf-canopy (Verhoef and Bach 2007) and the MODTRAN4 atmosphere (Berk et
al. 2003) models, based on the 4-stream RT theory, which allows fully using the
canopy angular reflectance factors provided by SLC in the simulations. The model
inversion was performed by the look-up (LUT) approach.

3.2 Materials
The study area was located at the Bily Kriz experimental research site in the east
of the Czech Republic, in the Moravian-Silesian Beskydy Mountains (18.54°E,
49.50°N; 936 m above sea level). A detailed description of the environmental
conditions can be found in Kratochvilová et al. (1989). Three stands of montane
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Table 3.1 Stand characteristics and model input.
Stand
Age (years)
Density (trees/ha)
DBH (cm)
Atm.
Aerosols
VIS (km)
H2 O
O3
Canopy PAI (-)
fB (-)
D (-)
Hot (-)
LIDF
Cv (-)
Ζeta (-)
Needle
Cab (μg/cm 2 )
Cw (cm)
Cdm (g/cm 2 )
Cs (-)
N (-)
Bark
Cab (μg/cm 2 )
Cw (cm)
Cdm (g/cm 2 )
Cs (-)
N (-)

YOUNG
29
1450
14

8.88
0.13
0
0.01
Spherical
0.9
0.34
55
0.02
0.04
0
2.7

OLD1
100
160
53
Urban
100
Default
Default
5.73
0.23
0
0.01
Spherical
0.55
0.24
60
0.02
0.04
0
2.5
10
0
0.5
15
10

OLD2
75
420
37

7.35
0.4
0.1
0.01
Spherical
0.7
0.26
65
0.02
0.04
0
2.3

Norway spruce ( Picea abies (L.) Karst.) having different ages and structures were
selected for the study (Table 3.1): YOUNG, OLD1 and OLD2. The data campaign
took place in the first half of September 2006.

3.2.1 Remote sensing data
A set of multi-angular CHRIS data (Cutter et al. 2000) was acquired on
September 12 th, 2006. Four images covered the study area: m36, nadir, p36, p55 (m
stands for minus, meaning looking in the backward scattering direction, and p stands
for plus, meaning forward scattering direction). The acquisition geometry is shown in
Figure 3.1, where it can be seen that the near-nadir image was acquired in the
backward direction, with a zenith angle of -16°. The four images were acquired
within a time frame of three minutes, in CHRIS chlorophyll mode (mode 4), resulting
in 18 spectral bands in the range 485-802 nm at a spatial resolution of 17 m. The
images were radiometrically calibrated by the data provider and were further
de-striped, geo-corrected and ortho-rectified using nearest neighbour interpolation.
Band 15, centred at 761 nm, was not used in this study because it sampled one of the
oxygen atmospheric absorption features and it was noisy. Using RT model inversion,
there is no incentive reducing the number of spectral bands any further (Schaepman
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et al. 2009). The centre wavelength and full-width-half-maximum of the 17 bands
used in the study are presented in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.1 Acquisition geometry of the multi-angular CHRIS/PROBA data.

Table 3.2 Centre wavelength (λcentre) and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the CHRIS bands used in the
study.
Band number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
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λcentre (nm)
490.7
552.0
632.4
670.3
681.3
689.9
695.7
701.7
707.7
713.9
720.2
736.5
746.6
753.5
778.8
790.2
797.9

FWHM (nm)
11.6
12.9
14.1
10.8
11.2
5.8
5.9
6.0
6.1
6.3
6.4
13.3
6.9
7.0
14.9
7.6
7.8
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3.2.2 Field data
In the above mentioned test site, plant area index (PAI), defined as half of the total
plant area (needles and non-photosynthetic plant material) per unit of ground surface
area (Chen 1996), was estimated using three methods: a LAI-2000 plant canopy
analyser, hemispherical photographs, and a TRAC instrument (Tracing Radiation and
Architecture of Canopies) (Homolová et al. 2007). For each stand, the PAI was taken
as the average of the three obtained values. The woody-to-total area ratio used by
Homolová et al. (2007) to obtain LAI from PAI was taken as the fraction of brown
material in the PAI (fB). The crown cover (Cv) was estimated from a classification of
existing airborne imaging spectrometer data (Lukeš 2009).
Canopy and needle measurements were performed on 10 sample trees in the
YOUNG stand and 20 in the OLD1 stand. Canopy measurements alone were
performed in the OLD2 stand. Canopy structure measurements included tree height,
crown radius, and crown length. Spectral properties of the main background
components (soil, humus, litter, understory species) and bark were measured in the
field using an ASD field spectrometer.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 TOA radiance simulation
The 4-stream theory provides a simple but powerful framework for radiative
transfer modelling. When ignoring the adjacency effect, the TOA radiance in the
observation direction L o can be calculated as (Laurent et al. 2011b):

G r + G sddo rdd Gsdoo + Gmult rsd
Lo = Latm + ssdo sd
+
rdo + Gssoo rso



1 − rdd ρ dd
1 − rdd ρ dd
 
GSUN

PATH

(3.1),

GRFL

where L atm is the atmospheric path radiance, ρdd is the spherical albedo of the
atmosphere, the r terms are the directional reflectance factors of the canopy, the G
terms are directional atmospheric gain factors for the double pass in the atmosphere,
and the subscripts indicate the direction of the radiation: s for the sun direction, o for
the observer direction and d for diffuse hemispherical radiation. The wavelength
dependency of the variables is omitted for clarity. Latm, ρdd and the G factors can be
calculated using any atmospheric RT model simulating the total path radiance
(PATH), the sunlight ground-reflected radiance (GSUN), and the total groundreflected (GRFL) radiance (see annotations on Equation 3.1). Laurent et al. (2011b)
showed that three runs of the atmospheric model for Lambertian surfaces are
sufficient to calculate L atm, ρdd and the G factors.
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3.3.2 Radiative transfer models and parameterization
The Soil-Leaf-Canopy (SLC) model simulates the four reflectance factors of the
canopy. It couples the 4SOIL soil reflectance model, the PROSPECT leaf optical
properties model (Jacquemoud and Baret 1990), and the 4SAIL2 canopy RT model
(Verhoef and Bach 2007).
4SAIL2 is the latest version of the SAIL model. It includes the crown clumping
effect through the crown cover (Cv) and the tree shape factor (Zeta), which is defined
as the crown diameter divided by the height of the crown centre above ground. The
leaf inclination distribution function (LIDF) was set to spherical (LIDFa = -0.35 and
LIDFb = -0.15), as this is the best description of randomly oriented needles. 4SAIL2
also allows mixing green and brown elements in the canopy by using fB and the
dissociation factor (D), which describes the distribution of the brown material
between the two canopy layers. The green elements were used for the needles and the
brown elements for the bark.
The optical properties of needle and bark material were simulated using
PROSPECT. The inputs are the concentration of chlorophyll (Cab), dry matter
(Cdm), and water (Cw), and the leaf structure parameter (N). The model applied was
a modified version which includes also the concentration in senescent material (Cs)
(Verhoef and Bach 2003b). The specific absorption coefficients and refractive index
of the leaf material at 1 nm resolution were taken from PROSPECT-4 (Feret et al.
2008). The parameters for the bark were optimized to match the measured bark
signature, and the parameters for the needles were tuned using the four angular
measurements at TOA level, together with the D parameter (Table 3.1).
The soil model was not used in this study because of high canopy cover and
vegetated background. Instead, the background signature for each stand was
calculated as the average of the measured signatures of the background components,
weighted by their fractional area.
The MODTRAN4 model was used for the atmosphere. The following options
were selected: DISORT algorithm with 8 streams, medium speed correlated-k option
with 17 values, and 5 cm -1 spectral database (Guanter et al. 2009). The atmosphere
was assumed to be constant for the four images, while the path length differences due
to changing observational geometry are accounted for within MODTRAN4. Urban
aerosols were used because of the dominant north wind blowing from an industrial
zone and high air concentration of SO 2. The visibility was chosen as the smallest
value (100 km) for which the simulated atmospheric path radiance in each
observation direction was smaller than all radiances in the corresponding CHRIS
image.
The r factors provided by SLC and the G factors calculated from the
MODTRAN4 outputs were resampled to the CHRIS spectral bands using Gaussian
approximations of the sensor response functions before feeding them into Equation
3.1.
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3.3.3 Parameter influences
For each observation direction o, the Jacobian matrix J o is defined as the matrix
of the partial derivatives of the model output Lo with respect to the normalized input
parameters pnorm :

[

J o = j o ,i , k

]1≤i≤n , 1≤k ≤n
b

p

, with j o ,i , k =

∂L o (λ i )
∂p norm , k

(3.2),

where λi is the central wavelength of the i th band, nb is the number of bands and np is
the number of parameters. Each parameter p was normalized assuming a uniform
distribution over its potential variation range:
p norm =

p max

p
− p min

(3.3),

where pmin and pmax are the potential minimum and maximum values of p. Canopy
and atmospheric parameters were varied by 1% of their potential variation range,
except the canopy hotspot parameter (hot) which was varied by 0.005 because of its
very small value. For the multi-angular analysis, the Jacobian matrix J was
calculated over the ensemble Θ of observation directions by vertically stacking the J o
matrices for o in Θ. For each parameter pk, the influence indicator αk was defined as:
nb

αk =

 w j

2
i o,i ,k

o∈Θ i =1

n

 w

(3.4),

i

o∈Θ i =1

where the w terms are weights that account for the irregular spectral distance
between the CHRIS bands:
w1 = (λ 2 − λ1 )

wi = (λ i +1 − λ i −1 )/ 2 , 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
w = (λ − λ )
n
n −1
 n

(3.5).

To allow easier comparison between stands, the α values were normalized so that
their sum was equal to one (α norm). Only the most influential parameters having high
αnorm values can be estimated. The number of parameters that can be estimated
depends on the dimensionality (see following section).
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3.3.4 Dimensionality

The dimensionality of the estimation problem is the maximum number of
parameters that can theoretically be estimated. The dimensionality was assessed by
applying a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to J (Laurent et al. 2011b; Verhoef
2007), yielding: J = USV T , where S is a diagonal matrix containing the singular
values, and U and V are orthonormal matrices so that UU T = U T U = I and
VV T = V TV = I. Because J relates the vector of normalized parameter change Δ p to
the stacked multi-angular vector of radiance difference Δ L as: Δ L = JΔ p, one can
infer:
U T ΔL = SV T Δ p

(3.6).

Equation 3.6 shows that, because S is diagonal, there is a one-to-one relationship
between the successive elements of the transformed vector of parameter variations
V T Δp and the transformed vector of output differences U T ΔL . Therefore, the rank of
S gives the dimensionality of the estimation problem in the transformed spaces.
Because VT and U T are orthonormal, the dimensionality can easily be translated back
to the original parameter and output spaces, since in that case the inverses of V T and
U T are simply equal to V and U, respectively. After ordering the singular values in
decreasing order, the dimensionality was taken as the number of singular values
needed to reach 95% of the sum of all singular values.
3.3.5 Variables estimation

In this paper, the term “variable” refers to the parameters of interest, the ones that
were estimated. The number of variables nv was chosen as the dimensionality plus
one, in order to have one adjustment variable, and the nv most influential parameters
were selected as variables. The LUT inversion method was chosen because of its
ability to find the global minimum of the cost function. For each stand, a LUT was
built by sampling each variable from a uniform distribution using regular steps,
between minimum and maximum values defined using prior knowledge about the
structure of the three stands (Table 3.3). For each combination of the variable values,

Table 3.3 Variable sampling scheme used for building the LUTs.
Parameter
fB (-)
Cv (-)
D (-)
Zeta (-)
NeedleCab (μg/cm 2 )
NeedleCdm (g/cm 2 )
NeedleCs (-)
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Min
0
0.4
0
0.2
40
0.01
0

Max
0.6
1
1
0.4
80
0.07
0.03

Step
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.04
10
0.01
0.01

# values
7
7
6
6
5
7
4
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the coupled model was run, keeping the values of the parameters to the values used
for the simulations (Table 3.1), and the Lo simulations in the CHRIS spectral bands
for each of the four observation directions were stored in the LUT. The combinations
having a non-influential variable were summarized into one entry having a value
of -99 for that variable (e.g. Zeta when Cv = 1, and D when fB = 0). The variable
estimation was performed using the multi-angular cost function χ, defined using the
same structure as the α indicator:
nb

 w (L (λ ) − L
i

χ=

o

o,ref

i

o∈Θ i =1

n

 w

(λi ))2
(3.7),

i

o∈Θ i =1

where L o,ref is the measured CHRIS radiance in the observing direction o. For each
angular combination Θ, the entries having the same set of variable values were used
to calculate the χ value. For a given stand and angular combination, the solution
space was defined as the set of LUT entries whose χ value were smaller than a
threshold value χthresh (see section 3.4.4). For each variable, the estimate was chosen
as the median of the values in the solution space, and the estimation uncertainty as
the standard deviation. If there were some -99 values, they were excluded before
calculating the median and standard deviation. Because of the large number of
variables and angular combinations, an indicator of the quality of the estimates was
built. Because of the different units, the variable values were normalized in a similar
fashion as for the Jacobian matrix (Equation 3.3). The quality indicator δ was defined
as the average absolute difference between the reference value vref (Table 3.1) and
the estimate for each variable v , ignoring the variables for which the estimate was
non-influential:
δ =

1
nv

nv

v

i

− v i , ref

(3.8).

i =1

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Simulations

The simulation results obtained for the YOUNG stand using the field data (Table 3.1)
are presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The simulated spectral signatures (Figure 3.2)
matched the CHRIS data well in all observation directions, but the χ values were
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Figure 3.2 Simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines) spectral TOA radiance signatures for each CHRIS
observation direction for the YOUNG stand.

Figure 3.3 Simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines) angular TOA radiance signatures for four selected
CHRIS spectral bands for the YOUNG stand.

smaller in the forward than in the backward direction. The signatures were
overestimated in the nadir, p36, and p55 directions and underestimated in the m36
direction. The angular signatures (Figure 3.3) matched the bowl shape reflectance
anisotropy pattern present in the CHRIS data. This bowl shape is typical for dense
coniferous forests (Verrelst et al. 2010a). The χ values were smaller in the visible
domain, especially in the blue and red band, and larger in the NIR band. The χ value
for the YOUNG stand for Θ = {m36, nadir, p36, p55} was 2.9 mW/(m2 sr nm).
Similar trends were observed for the OLD1 and OLD2 stands, but with slightly
higher χ values: the χ values for Θ = {m36, nadir, p36, p55} were 4.8 mW/(m2 sr nm)
for the OLD1 stand and 3.9 mW/(m2 sr nm) for the OLD2 stand.
3.4.2 Parameter influences

The local sensitivity analyses were conducted for the three stands, for all possible
angular combinations. The three stands present similar profiles of parameter
influences for Θ = {m36, nadir, p36, p55} (Figure 3.4): needle and canopy
parameters were more influential than the bark and atmosphere parameters. This
hierarchy was also present for the other angular combinations (in the YOUNG stand
for example, Table 3.4). LIDFa, LIDFb, fB,and needleCdm were more influential in
the forward direction (p36 and p55), whereas the hotspot parameter was very
influential in the backward direction and Cv was most influential in the nadir and p36
directions which were closest to nadir viewing. Zeta was not influential because of
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Figure 3.4 Parameter influences (αnorm) for the three stands for Θ = {m36, nadir, p36, p55}.

the very high Cv value. Similar trends were observed for the OLD1 and OLD2
stands, except that the Zeta parameter was influential in the backward direction (αnorm
of about 0.05). PAI was not influential in all cases. Regarding the atmosphere, VIS
was the most influential parameter, with a αnorm value between 0.01 and 0.05 for all
stands, the maximum value was observed in the p55 direction. When considering
Θ = {m36, nadir, p36, p55}, however, the α norm value of VIS was lower than 0.02 for
all stands (Figure 3.4).
3.4.3 Dimensionality

The local dimensionalities obtained using all possible angular combinations are
presented in Table 3.5. For each combination, the three stands had similar values,
with the YOUNG stand having slightly smaller dimensionality. The dimensionality
increased from 3 to 6 when increasing the number of observation directions in Θ
from one to four, thus revealing an increasing potential to estimate more variables
when increasing the angular sampling.
3.4.4 Variable estimations

The two extreme cases of minimal and maximal dimensionality were investigated. For each
stand, two LUTs were built: one with four free variables, and one with seven variables. The
free variables were chosen based on the parameter influence results. LIDFa, LIDFb and hot
were influential, but a value of 0.01 for hot is common for forests, and a spherical LIDF i
the most appropriate description of the random orientation of the needles in coniferous
forest, so these parameters were not chosen as variables to estimate. For each stand, the 4variable LUT was built using fB, Cv, needleCdm, and needleCab, while needleCs, D and
Zeta were added in the 7-variable LUTs. The same variable s sampling scheme was used
for both LUTs (Table 3.3). The 4-variable LUTs had1,715 entries, and the 7-variable LUT
had 191,660 entries after removing the insensitive combinations as described in section
3.3.5. After building the LUTs, for each stand, the variables were estimated for each
angular combination (see section 3.3.5). The threshold value used to delimit the solution
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barkCdm

barkCw

barkCab

needleN

needleCs

needleCdm

needleCw

needleCab

LIDFb

LIDFa

hot

Zeta

Cv

D

fB

PAI

O3

H2O

VIS

{m36}
{nadir}
{p36}
{p55}
{nadir, m36}
{nadir, p36}
{nadir, p55}
{m36, p36}
{m36, p55}
{p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36}
{nadir, m36, p55}
{nadir, p36, p55}
{m36, p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36, p55}

barkCs

Θ

barkN

Table 3.4 Parameter influences (αnorm) for the YOUNG stand for all possible angular combinations.

0.008
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.008
0.009
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.009
0.010
0.010
0.011
0.009
0.010
0.010
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.009
0.009

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.004
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004

0.041
0.041
0.027
0.016
0.040
0.035
0.033
0.035
0.035
0.022
0.036
0.036
0.031
0.032
0.034

0.038
0.044
0.051
0.064
0.039
0.046
0.048
0.039
0.041
0.056
0.040
0.041
0.049
0.042
0.042

0.125
0.146
0.174
0.219
0.128
0.153
0.163
0.130
0.138
0.190
0.132
0.137
0.164
0.140
0.139

0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

0.071
0.077
0.079
0.093
0.071
0.076
0.078
0.068
0.071
0.083
0.070
0.071
0.077
0.070
0.070

0.004
0.004
0.059
0.073
0.004
0.036
0.039
0.028
0.030
0.064
0.024
0.025
0.045
0.036
0.032

0.063
0.140
0.180
0.131
0.093
0.152
0.129
0.099
0.076
0.158
0.108
0.094
0.144
0.100
0.108

0.390
0.171
0.053
0.008
0.321
0.133
0.132
0.318
0.326
0.040
0.283
0.286
0.115
0.284
0.260

0.005
0.004
0.001
0.000
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.002
0.003
0.003

0.060
0.148
0.111
0.047
0.096
0.131
0.118
0.071
0.053
0.088
0.095
0.087
0.115
0.066
0.089

0.018
0.021
0.025
0.032
0.018
0.022
0.024
0.019
0.020
0.028
0.019
0.020
0.024
0.020
0.020

0.138
0.161
0.193
0.244
0.141
0.170
0.181
0.144
0.153
0.212
0.146
0.151
0.183
0.156
0.155

0.009
0.004
0.002
0.003
0.008
0.003
0.003
0.008
0.008
0.003
0.007
0.007
0.003
0.007
0.006

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.004
0.005
0.005
0.007
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.004
0.004

0.010
0.008
0.013
0.034
0.009
0.010
0.019
0.010
0.016
0.024
0.009
0.014
0.017
0.015
0.014
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Table 3.5 Dimensionality based on the singular value decomposition for all possible angular combinations.
Θ
{m36}
{nadir}
{p36}
{p55}
{nadir, m36}
{nadir, p36}
{nadir, p55}
{m36, p36}
{m36, p55}
{p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36}
{nadir, m36, p55}
{nadir, p36, p55}
{m36, p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36, p55}

YOUNG
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

OLD1
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6

OLD2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6

space was defined in the form χ thresh = kχ min , where χ min is the minimum χ value found
in the LUT. Increasing values of k were tried, until some of the solution spaces based
on the 7-variable LUT became larger than 0.5% of the total number of entries in the
LUT, the proportion after which Weiss et al. (2000) found that the estimation error
started to increase. In the end, the value χ thresh = 1.05 χ min was chosen and used for all
LUTs.
The estimation results of the 4-variable case for the YOUNG stand are presented
in Table 3.6. The solution spaces consisted of less than 8 entries. The best radiance
match (smallest χ thresh value) was provided by Θ = {nadir, p36, p55}, whereas the
best estimate match (smallest δ value) was provided by Θ = {m36, p36, p55}. In the
7-variable case (Table 3.7), the solution spaces were larger (30 to 250 entries),
making the estimate uncertainty more statistically relevant. Similarly to the
4-variable case, the best radiance match was provided by Θ = {nadir, p36, p55}. The
best estimates were provided by two combinations having the same δ value:
Θ = {nadir, p36, p55} and Θ = {m36, p36, p55}.
The solution spaces for the OLD1 and OLD2 stands were bigger than for the
YOUNG stand: up to about 100 entries for the 4-variable case, and up to about 1,000
entries for the 7-variable case. Regarding the angular combinations, the results for
the OLD2 stand were very similar to the YOUNG stand: best radiance match
obtained with Θ = {nadir, p36, p55} in both cases, and best estimates with
Θ = {nadir, m36, p55} for the 7-variable case, with Θ = {nadir, p55} for
the4-variable case. The results for the OLD1 stand are slightly different, as the best
radiance match was obtained for Θ = {nadir} in both cases. The best estimates were
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Table 3.6 Estimates obtained from the 4-variable LUT for the YOUNG stand for all possible angular
combinations. The values in brackets represent the uncertainties of the estimates.
Θ
{m36}
{nadir}
{p36}
{p55}
{nadir, m36}
{nadir, p36}
{nadir, p55}
{m36, p36}
{m36, p55}
{p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36}
{nadir, m36, p55}
{nadir, p36, p55}
{m36, p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36, p55}

Cv
(-)
0.9 (0.00)
0.8 (0.05)
0.7 (0.00)
0.85 (0.07)
0.6 (0.00)
0.7 (0.00)
0.8 (0.00)
0.8 (0.00)
1.0 (0.00)
0.85 (0.05)
0.6 (0.05)
0.7 (0.07)
0.8 (0.00)
0.9 (0.05)
0.7 (0.00)

fB
(-)
0.3 (0.00)
0.0 (0.05)
0.05 (0.05)
0.3 (0.07)
0.1 (0.08)
0.0 (0.00)
0.15 (0.08)
0.3 (0.00)
0.2 (0.07)
0.25 (0.08)
0.1 (0.07)
0.2 (0.09)
0.1 (0.07)
0.2 (0.07)
0.1 (0.08)

needleCab
(μg/cm 2 )
50.0 (0.00)
80.0 (4.71)
70.0 (0.00)
70.0 (4.71)
50.0 (0.00)
70.0 (0.00)
80.0 (4.33)
50.0 (0.00)
55.0 (5.00)
70.0 (4.33)
55.0 (5.00)
60.0 (4.52)
75.0 (5.00)
60.0 (0.00)
60.0 (0.00)

needleCdm
(g/cm 2 )
0.01 (0.00)
0.04 (0.00)
0.035 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.04 (0.00)
0.035 (0.01)
0.01 (0.00)
0.03 (0.01)
0.025 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)
0.04 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)

δ
(-)
0.450
0.416
0.416
0.494
0.502
0.416
0.364
0.537
0.234
0.407
0.373
0.364
0.286
0.191
0.329

χt hresh
(-)
1.815
1.118
1.019
1.059
1.974
0.761
0.813
1.828
1.947
0.787
1.534
1.759
0.674
1.562
1.361

#
entries
1
3
2
6
3
1
4
1
4
4
8
7
4
5
3

provided by Θ = {nadir, m36} and Θ = {nadir, m36, p36} in the 4-variable case, and
by Θ = {m36, p55} and Θ = {nadir, m36, p55} in the 7-variable case.
The best δ values in the 4-variable case were: 0.191 for the YOUNG stand, 0.277
for the OLD1 stand and 0.130 for the OLD2 stand. In the 7-variable case, they were
0.426 for the YOUNG stand, 0.396 for the OLD1 stand, and 0.292 for the OLD2
stand.

3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Simulations

The atmospheric visibility had to be chosen very high so that all radiances in each
CHRIS image would be higher than the corresponding simulated L atm. L atm may also
explain the different χ values obtained for the angular signatures in the visible and
NIR domain: in the visible most of the radiance comes from L atm, whereas in the NIR
band L atm is small and most of the radiance comes from the canopy. Therefore,
inaccuracies in the canopy reflectance were less important in the visible than in the
NIR, leading to smaller χ values, whereas they had more impact on the NIR angular
signature, leading to larger χ values.
Despite its relatively simple description of the forest canopy as a turbid medium
clumped into crowns and having two layers of different compositions, the SLC model
performed well for simulating the multi-angular CHRIS data. The trend to
underestimation in the m36 direction and overestimation in the nadir, p36, and p55
directions might be due to the LIDF. In addition, SLC includes only crown level
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Table 3.7 Estimates obtained from the 7-variable LUT for the YOUNG stand for all possible angular combinations. The values in brackets represent the
uncertainties of the estimates.
Θ
{m36}
{nadir}
{p36}
{p55}
{nadir, m36}
{nadir, p36}
{nadir, p55}
{m36, p36}
{m36, p55}
{p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36}
{nadir, m36, p55}
{nadir, p36, p55}
{m36, p36, p55}
{nadir, m36, p36, p55}

Cv
(-)
0.9 (0.04)
0.8 (0.04)
0.8 (0.08)
0.8 (0.09)
0.6 (0.03)
0.7 (0.05)
0.8 (0.00)
0.7 (0.03)
1.0 (0.00)
0.9 (0.02)
0.7 (0.05)
0.8 (0.05)
0.8 (0.00)
0.9 (0.06)
0.8 (0.05)

fB
(-)
0.4 (0.09)
0.2 (0.14)
0.3 (0.19)
0.4 (0.14)
0.3 (0.20)
0.2 (0.13)
0.2 (0.17)
0.3 (0.18)
0.3 (0.16)
0.3 (0.16)
0.2 (0.18)
0.3 (0.16)
0.1 (0.13)
0.4 (0.16)
0.3 (0.16)

needleCab
(μg/cm2)
50.0 (0.00)
70.0 (5.00)
70.0 (4.01)
70.0 (0.00)
50.0 (3.81)
70.0 (3.87)
80.0 (4.50)
50.0 (3.51)
50.0 (4.96)
80.0 (4.50)
60.0 (0.00)
60.0 (1.41)
80.0 (5.00)
60.0 (3.35)
60.0 (0.67)

needleCdm
(g/cm 2 )
0.01 (0.00)
0.05 (0.01)
0.04 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.00)
0.04 (0.00)
0.05 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)
0.035 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)
0.04 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)
0.03 (0.01)

D
(-)
0.4 (0.18)
1.0 (0.31)
0.6 (0.25)
0.4 (0.22)
0.8 (0.24)
0.6 (0.30)
0.8 (0.45)
0.6 (0.23)
0.4 (0.25)
0.4 (0.27)
0.6 (0.24)
0.6 (0.29)
0.4 (0.39)
0.4 (0.25)
0.4 (0.30)

Zeta
(-)
0.28 (0.07)
0.28 (0.07)
0.28 (0.07)
0.28 (0.07)
0.32 (0.05)
0.24 (0.06)
0.32 (0.06)
0.4 (0.02)
Non-influent
0.3 (0.07)
0.4 (0.02)
0.4 (0.03)
0.28 (0.07)
0.36 (0.05)
0.4 (0.03)

needleCs
(-)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)

δ
(-)
0.544
0.742
0.544
0.594
0.772
0.559
0.673
0.643
0.485
0.460
0.589
0.539
0.426
0.426
0.440

χt hresh
(-)
1.699
1.088
0.981
1.018
1.756
0.752
0.793
1.686
1.891
0.747
1.379
1.673
0.656
1.537
1.302

#
entries
49
169
204
211
102
142
167
97
30
192
101
247
171
240
222
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clumping, whereas branch and shoot level clumping play an important role in
coniferous stands by increasing the trapping of photons in the canopy (Stenberg
2007). Poorer simulation results at the top of the canopy for the oblique directions
are not uncommon (Gascon et al. 2007; Schlerf et al. 2007). The assumption of
constant atmospheric parameters for the four angles might have limited the quality of
the TOA simulations. However, the time difference between the first and last image
recorded was smaller than three minutes, and the water vapour absorption in the
range 700 to 800 nm is very weak and only affects the CHRIS bands with the longest
wavelengths, so that the spatial variation of the water vapour was considered
negligible.
It was possible to obtain a good simulation of the needle and bark material using
PROSPECT, but at the expense of the physical meaning of the parameters. For this
study, however, the goal was to have a realistic representation of the canopy
elements, and to see how well the obtained estimates would match the original
values. This might be avoided by recalibrating PROSPECT (Malenovský et al. 2006),
or by using the LIBERTY model (Dawson et al. 1998) which was designed
specifically for needles. In addition, the values for needleN and D were calibrated for
Θ = {m36, nadir, p36, p55}, and therefore differ from the values which were used in
Laurent et al. (2011b): D was decreased to 0, which gives a homogeneous
distribution of bark material over the canopy. This is in better agreement with the
fact that more bark material was visible in the canopy from oblique directions than
from nadir (2008). Schlerf (2007) also used a high needleN value of 3 for spruce
stands in Germany. The better results obtained for the YOUNG stand may be due to
its high Cv and tree density, as this type of canopy is closest to the turbid medium
assumption used in 4SAIL2.
The good performance of SLC and the high quality of the state-of-the-art
MODTRAN4 model explain the good simulations of the spectral and angular
signatures measured by CHRIS. Another factor explaining these good results is the
fact that the four angular reflectance components provided by SLC are fully used in
the canopy-atmosphere coupling (Equation 3.1). The results of the present study
extend to multi-angular data the results of Laurent et al. (2011b), who had
successfully simulated the TOA radiance of the same three stands in the near-nadir
direction.
3.5.2 Parameter influence

The analysis of the αnorm values showed that the canopy and needle parameters
were most influential, meaning that the canopy biophysical and biochemical
variables could be directly estimated from the TOA radiance data. In addition, the
small influence of the atmospheric parameters found in this case study is an
advantage, because inaccuracies in atmospheric parameter values will not influence
the simulations and therefore not the estimations either. Because this was true in all
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four observation directions, one expects to obtain similar results as in studies based
on atmospherically-corrected data, that is, higher potential of multi-angular data for
estimating canopy variables. The small atmospheric influence, however, might be
limited to very clear atmospheres only.
The PAI was not influential because of its very high value. Most of the PAI
consists of needles (in proportion 1-fB), and therefore a high PAI saturates the signal
in the same way as a high LAI does. fB was one of the most influential parameters,
but the bark parameters were not influential, probably due to saturation effects
caused by the very high input values used in PROSPECT. The very high influence of
the hotspot parameter in the backward direction was due to the wide hotspot effect
caused by the high PAI of the three stands. The m36 direction was close to the
hotspot, and the nadir image which was acquired in the backward direction was also
close to the principal plane (relative azimuth = 25°); these two directions were
therefore the most sensitive to the hotspot parameter.
3.5.3 Dimensionality

A dimensionality of 3 is commonly observed for mono-angular spectral data. It is
much lower than the total number of spectral bands, because of spectrally contiguous
information. This redundancy also appeared in the angular domain, where the
dimensionality would theoretically be 2 x 3 = 6, but was effectively only 4. The data
redundancy in the angular domain was also found by Simic and Chen (2008) for
black spruce and aspen stands in Canada. Settle (2004) found that the dimensionality
of hyperspectral multi-angular data was much lower than the number of observations,
by performing a SVD on extensive lab measurements of vegetation canopies. In our
study, however, the dimensionality assessment was based on the model sensitivity
(Jacobian matrix) and did not take into account measurement or calibration errors in
the CHRIS data.
3.5.4 Variable estimations

The same variable sampling scheme was used for both 4-variable and 7-variable
LUT, leading to very disproportionate sizes of the LUTs. Four to seven sample points
were used for all variables, which would be a sufficient sampling density in
combination with linear interpolation between LUT entries according to Barnsley et
al. (2000). Because prior knowledge was used to reduce the variable space, the
interpolation was not considered necessary here.
In relation with the dimensionality results, the expectations regarding the variable
estimations were that all angular combinations would be able to provide good
estimates in the 4-variable case, and that the more directions used in the combination,
the better the estimates in the 7-variable case. The results, however, showed that, in
both cases, the best radiance match and the best estimates were obtained using two or
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three angles only, and not with the full angular combination. No clear trend could be
observed about the size of the solution space.
Over all LUTs, two angular combinations gave the best radiance match:
Θ = {nadir} for the OLD1 stand, and Θ = {nadir, m36, p55} for the YOUNG and
OLD2 stands. However, these combinations were able to give the best estimates only
once: for the YOUNG stand in the 7-variable case. This finding supports Gascon et
al. (2007) who pointed out the difficulty to fully exploit the information contained in
multi-angular data, as they obtained worse estimation results when using multiangular data for inverting the PROSAIL model. To improve the estimation
performance, one might introduce angular weights to account for poorer simulations
at very oblique directions, or use a more complex canopy model, but at the expense
of higher LUT computational load. In addition, the CHRIS measurements were
assumed error-free in this study. Including the measurement uncertainty in the
inversion process, for example through Bayesian techniques (Lauvernet et al. 2008;
Lavergne et al. 2007; Pinty et al. 2007; Timmermans et al. 2009), might help to
improve the accuracy of the estimates. Another cause of low estimation performance
might be compensation effects in the cost function. For example, a set of variable
values having good radiance match in the forward direction and bad in the backward
direction might give a similar χ value as another set of variable values having
opposite angular radiance match characteristics. Finally, the quality of the reference
data to validate the estimation results is often problematic. In our case, Cv was
derived by classifying an airborne dataset and no in-situ measurements were
available for D.
The pixels included in the plot of each stand were selected by hand from each of
the four images, thus avoiding co-registration issues. The quality of the spatial preprocessing of the images, however, would be critical for any image-based multiangular study (Ma et al. 2010).

3.6 Conclusion
This paper reported on the first case study of forest variable estimation conducted
from measured multi-angular TOA radiance data by inverting a physically-based
canopy-atmosphere RT model. The SVD of the Jacobian matrix showed that the
dimensionality of the estimation problem increased from 3 to 6 when increasing the
number of observation directions from one to four, thus revealing the higher potential
of multi-angular data for estimating forest biochemical and biophysical variables.
The Jacobian matrix was also used to identify the most influential model parameters,
and only the most influential parameters were included as free variables in the LUTs.
The analysis of the estimates obtained from all possible angular CHRIS
combinations, however, pointed out the difficulty of fully exploiting the additional
information contained in the multi-angular data.
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The coupled SLC-MODTRAN model provided good simulations of the TOA
radiance spectral and angular signatures of the three Norway spruce forest stands, as
measured by CHRIS, thanks to the brown material and crown clumping features
included in 4SAIL2. The canopy-atmosphere coupling based on the 4-stream RT
theory allows making full use of the four canopy angular reflectance components
provided by SLC, which benefits the simulation accuracy and therefore the
estimation performance.
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Chapter 4
A Bayesian object-based approach for
estimating vegetation biophysical and
biochemical variables from at-sensor APEX
data
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Abstract
Vegetation variables such as leaf area index (LAI) and leaf chlorophyll content
(Cab) are important inputs for dynamic global vegetation models. LAI and Cab can
be estimated from remote sensing data using either empirical or physically-based
approaches. The latter are more generally applicable because they can easily be
adapted to different sensors, acquisition geometries, and vegetation types. They
estimate vegetation variables through inversion of radiative transfer models. Such
inversions are ill-posed but can be regularized by coupling models, by using a priori
information, and spatial and/or temporal constraints. Striving to improve the
accuracy of LAI and Cab estimates from single remote sensing images, this
contribution proposes a Bayesian object-based approach to invert at-sensor radiance
data, combining the strengths of regularization by model coupling, as well as using a
priori data and object-level spatial constraints.
The approach was applied to a study area consisting of homogeneous agricultural
fields, which were used as objects for applying the spatial constraints. LAI and Cab
were estimated from at-sensor radiance data of the Airborne Prism EXperiment
(APEX) imaging spectrometer by inverting the coupled SLC-MODTRAN4 canopyatmosphere model. The estimation was implemented in two steps. In the first step, up
to six variables were estimated for each object using a Bayesian optimization
algorithm. In the second step, a look-up-table (LUT) was built for each object with
only LAI and Cab as free variables, constraining the values of all other variables to
the values obtained in the first step. The results indicated that the Bayesian objectbased approach estimated LAI more accurately (R2 = 0.45) than a LUT with a
Bayesian cost function (LUT-BCF) approach (R2 = 0.22), and Cab with a smaller
absolute bias.
The results of this study are an important contribution to further improve the
regularization of ill-posed RT model inversions. The proposed approach allows
reducing uncertainties of estimated vegetation variables, which is essential to support
various environmental applications. The definition of objects and a priori data in
cases where less extensive ground data is available, as well as the definition of the
observation covariance matrix, are critical issues which require further research.
Keywords
At-sensor radiance; coupled canopy-atmosphere;
estimation; Bayesian optimization; object-based;
regularization
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4.1 Introduction
Vegetation is an important component of the Earth’s biosphere and therefore
plays an important role in the climate and carbon cycles (Foley et al. 2000).
Vegetation variables such as leaf area index (LAI) and leaf chlorophyll content (Cab)
are therefore essential inputs in dynamic global vegetation models. Remote sensing
(RS) allows obtaining spatially continuous maps of vegetation variables at regular
time intervals, including LAI (Baret et al. 2007; Myneni et al. 2002) and canopy
chlorophyll content (Dash et al. 2010).
There are two main approaches to estimate vegetation variables from RS data.
Empirical approaches are based on statistical relationships between the variables of
interest and the RS data. Such statistical relationships require extensive field data,
are specific to the vegetation type, development stage, study site and are only valid
for a given sensor spectral configuration and acquisition geometry (Dorigo et al.
2007; Ustin et al. 2009).
Physically-based approaches rely on canopy radiative transfer (RT) models,
which simulate the optical properties of a vegetation canopy using structural and
biochemical variables (Goel 1988). They can easily be adjusted for various sensor
types and acquisition geometries, and are therefore more general than empirical
approaches (Darvishzadeh et al. 2011; Gemmell et al. 2002). To estimate vegetation
variables, however, the canopy RT models have to be inverted. Look-up tables (LUT)
are a common inversion method (Atzberger and Richter 2012; Darvishzadeh et al.
2008; Kimes et al. 2000; Soenen et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2000) because of their
simplicity, but also optimization (Combal et al. 2002; Lauvernet et al. 2008;
Lavergne et al. 2007; Pinty et al. 2007), neural nets (Atzberger 2004), support vector
machines (Durbha et al. 2007) and genetic algorithms (Fang et al. 2003) can be used.
The inversion of canopy RT models is an under-determined and ill-posed problem
because of i) the limited information content of the measured RS data (Jacquemoud
et al. 2009), ii) uncertainties of models and measurements (Baret and Buis 2008;
Combal et al. 2002) and iii) a similar response of radiometric signals to different
variable combinations (Atzberger 2004). Several regularization methods can be
implemented to reduce the ill-posedness of the inverse problem: model coupling, a
priori information, and temporal and spatial constraints.
Model coupling allows reducing the number of input parameters in the forward
model and therefore reduces the number of free variables during model inversion
(Baret and Buis 2008). This efficiently reduces the risk of under-determined
inversion problems because the number of retrieved variables is closer to the
dimensionality of the data, which usually varies between 3 for mono-angular data
and 6 for multi-angular data (Laurent et al. 2011c). Traditional model couplings
involve soil, leaf and canopy RT models, but also atmospheric RT models can be
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added to the coupling set-up. This allows estimating leaf and canopy variables
directly from the top of atmosphere radiance data (Baret et al. 2006; Laurent et al.
2011b; Lauvernet et al. 2008; Verhoef and Bach 2003a), and also reduces the image
pre-processing to only radiometric calibration, geometric correction, and possibly
ortho-rectification. The complex atmospheric correction step, which has a number of
limitations, is not needed and working directly with at-sensor radiance data using a
coupled canopy-atmosphere model is therefore theoretically more accurate (Laurent
et al. 2011b).
The use of a priori information allows avoiding unlikely variable combinations by
reducing the variable space to a smaller subspace, thus facilitating the inversion
(Combal et al. 2002; Li et al. 2001). A priori information can be collected from field
data, expert knowledge, or agricultural databases, at various spatial scales such as
agricultural fields or land cover types. It includes the knowledge of which variables
can be kept fixed and which are important for a given level, and can be as extensive
as the full prior probability distribution (prior) for each variable, or simply consist of
the main statistics (e.g., mean, minimum, maximum, variance). When including the a
priori information in the cost function, one obtains the Bayesian approach (Tarantola
2005). The Bayesian cost function can be used in combination with all inversion
methods, but it has been most frequently used with optimization (Lavergne et al.
2007; Meroni et al. 2004; Pinty et al. 2007; Verhoef 2007; Yao et al. 2008). In
addition to its use as regularization method, the Bayesian approach also provides an
interesting framework for data assimilation (Lewis et al. 2012; Verhoef 2007).
Temporal constraints can be applied when several RS images from a time series
are available. One approach is to use all the images concurrently in the inversion,
constraining some variables to be constant over the acquisition time period (Houborg
et al. 2007; Lauvernet et al. 2008). Another approach is to use the images
sequentially in the inversion process, constraining the variation of some variables
(usually LAI, because of its slower change rate) over the acquisition time period,
either by the expected growth of the plants (CROMA 2000; Koetz et al. 2007), or by
imposing temporal smoothness (Quaife and Lewis 2010).
Spatial constraints were introduced by Atzberger (2004) who demonstrated, using
synthetic Landsat data, an increase of the inversion performance when using object
statistics in addition to the pixel spectral signature. The appropriate object size
depends on the variable of interest. For example, 3 x 3 windows may be used for soil
brightness and the canopy hot spot parameter (Atzberger and Richter 2012),
agricultural fields may be used for the leaf inclination distribution function (LIDF)
(Atzberger and Richter 2012; Houborg et al. 2009), while the entire image may be
suitable for atmospheric parameters (Lauvernet et al. 2008). It is also possible to
implement an object size hierarchy to fine-tune the implementation of the spatial
constraints (Atzberger and Richter 2012). Finally, similarly to the temporal case,
spatial smoothness constraints can also be applied (Wang et al. 2008).
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Spatial constraints are a recent development in the regularization of RT model
inversion. All studies available in literature used either synthetic data (Atzberger
2004; Lauvernet et al. 2008), or satellite sensors with few spectral bands (Atzberger
and Richter 2012; Houborg et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2008). Despite appropriate pixel
sizes for measuring LAI and leaf chlorophyll content at their typical process length
scales, and very high spectral resolutions, airborne imaging spectrometer data have
not been used yet for investigating the potential of using spatial constraints.
This contribution proposes the use of a Bayesian object-based approach to invert
a coupled canopy-atmosphere RT model to estimate vegetation variables from
airborne imaging spectrometer at-sensor radiance data. The approach combines the
strengths of three inversion regularization strategies, namely i) the coupling of
models, ii) the incorporation of a priori data, and iii) the application of object-level
spatial constraints. The approach was applied to an agricultural study area in
Switzerland, using homogeneous fields serving as objects to apply the spatial
constraints. LAI and leaf chlorophyll content (Cab) were estimated from at-sensor
radiances of the Airborne Prism Experiment (APEX) imaging spectrometer (Jehle et
al. 2010), using the coupled SLC-MODTRAN canopy-atmosphere RT model
(Laurent et al. 2011b). The specific objectives of this study were to: 1) introduce the
Bayesian object-based approach, 2) evaluate its performance for estimating LAI and
Cab, and 3) highlight the added value of spatial constrains for model inversion by
comparing the new approach against a LUT with Bayesian cost function (LUT-BCF)
approach. The results of this study are an important contribution to further improve
the regularization of ill-posed RT model inversions. The proposed approach allows
reducing uncertainties in the estimates of vegetation variables, which is essential to
support various environmental applications.

4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Study area

The study area was located south of Basel, Switzerland, near the village of
Oensingen, at +47° 16’ 44” N, +7° 43’ 53” E, and at 523 m above sea level (a.s.l.).
The Oensingen test site is an agricultural area with flat topography and consists of
246 homogeneous and well-managed agricultural fields of eight crop types: winter
wheat, corn, sugar beet, bean, grass, pea, rapeseed, and clover. The climate is
temperate continental, with an annual rainfall of 1100 mm and an average annual
temperature of 9°C.
4.2.2 APEX airborne imaging spectrometer data

APEX data were acquired on June 26th, 2010, around 11:30 a.m. local time, from
nadir viewing, with a solar zenith angle of 27.1° and a solar azimuth angle of 146.4°.
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The flight pattern consisted of a single flight line heading north, at 5000 m a.s.l. The
resulting ground pixel size was approximately 2.2 m. APEX is a dispersive
pushbroom imaging spectrometer covering the spectral region between 380 nm and
2500 nm in 313 contiguous spectral bands. The sampling interval varies between
0.55 nm and 10 nm, and the spectral resolution (full width half-maximum) varies
between 0.6 nm and 11 nm, depending on wavelength (D'Odorico et al. 2011; Hüni
2009; Jehle et al. 2010). The data were radiometrically calibrated to obtain at-sensor
radiances. The geometric correction was performed using PARGE (Schläpfer et al.
1998). Using 15 ground control points, the root mean square error (RMSE) was
evaluated to be 2.4 m, which represents an accuracy of about one ground pixel. The
standard deviation was evaluated to be 1.1 m, indicating a good spatial consistency
of the accuracy. The at-sensor radiance image in raw sensor geometry was used for
processing, in order to use the highest quality radiance data. The final outputs were
geometrically corrected to be compared with the ground measurements.
4.2.3 Ground measurements

The ground measurements were acquired within 30 minutes of the APEX
overflight. Extensive measurements were carried out in five fields: winter wheat (id
6), corn (id 36), sugar beet (id 37), pea (id 50), and clover (id 58) (Damm et al.
2010). In each field, four points, representative of an area of 2 m2 , were chosen along
a transect following the longest direction of the field to measure canopy optical,
biochemical, biophysical and structural properties. The largest field had an extent of
70 x 220 m, so the four points were considered to be representative of a field. Cab
was non-destructively measured with a SPAD-502 chlorophyll-meter, using specific
transfer functions for post-processing from previous campaigns (CEFLES2,
FLUXPATH). During the CEFLES2 campaign (Rascher et al. 2009) an intercomparison of two SPAD devices was performed on several crop types. The devicerelated uncertainty was evaluated to be at most 4 % (not shown), which was
considered negligible. In homogeneous canopies (i.e., winter wheat, pea, sugar beet,
clover), ten leaves were sampled at each point and five measurements were taken in
the middle of each leaf. In heterogeneous canopies (i.e., corn), to account for vertical
gradients (Ciganda et al. 2008; Winterhalter et al. 2012), five leaves were sampled in
each of four canopy layers (total 20 leaves) for each point. Three measurements were
then taken in each of the base, middle and top part (total 9 measurements) of each
sampled leaf. The leaf dry matter (Cdm) and water (Cw) content were determined
from the fresh and dry weight (oven drying at 75°C until constant weight)
measurements of the sampled leaves in the laboratory. Effective LAI measurements
were performed with a LI-COR LAI 2000 instrument under diffuse illumination
conditions. Soil reflectance was measured using an ASD FieldSpec 3 spectrometer in
a bean field, which had very low canopy cover (Cv = 0.1), between the rows of
seedlings.
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4.2.4 Coupled canopy-atmosphere RT model and parameterization

The soil-leaf-canopy model SLC (Verhoef and Bach 2007) was chosen to model
crop canopies. It is a hybrid model with reasonable accuracy and short computation
time, making it suitable for use in the optimization algorithm. SLC combines the
4SOIL soil reflectance model (Verhoef and Bach 2007) with the PROSPECT leaf
optical properties model and the 4SAIL2 canopy reflectance model. The PROSPECT
version used in this study is a robust version of PROSPECT-3 (Jacquemoud and
Baret 1990), which uses the 1-nm specific absorption coefficients of PROSPECT-4
(Feret et al. 2008) and has been extended to include brown pigments (Cs) (Verhoef
and Bach 2003b). The refraction index of the leaf tissue and the angle of incidence of
incoming radiation of PROSPECT-3 were retained. 4SAIL2 is based on the SAIL
model (Verhoef 1984), and also assumes arbitrarily inclined leaves, as described by
two LIDF parameters: LIDFa, which controls the average leaf slope, and LIDFb,
which controls the bimodality of the distribution. A fraction of the total LAI can be
assigned to brown leaves (fB) (Verhoef and Bach 2003b). The vertical distribution of
the brown leaves in the two canopy layers is controlled by the dissociation parameter
(D): if D = 0, the brown leaves are homogeneously distributed, if D = 1, all the
brown leaves are at the bottom of the canopy. The crown-level clumping is modelled
using porous spheres and is controlled by the canopy cover (Cv), and the crown
shape parameter (Zeta), calculated at the ratio of the crown diameter to the height of
the crown centre above ground. This is an interesting feature to model young crops
having discontinuous cover and where the individual plants are distinguishable.
Finally, the semi-empirical hot spot parameter (Hot) controls the angular width of the
hot spot reflectance peak in the angular domain.
The atmosphere was simulated using the MODTRAN4 RT model (Berk et al.
2003). It is a state-of-the-art model with rather high computational requirements,
depending on spectral resolution and range. The canopy-atmosphere coupling
approach of Verhoef and Bach (2003b), as adapted by Laurent et al. (2011b),
however, requires only three runs for surface albedo values of 0, 0.5, and 1. These
can be computed in advance. This approach avoided repeating time-consuming
MODTRAN4 runs for each new radiance simulation, and allowed the coupled SLCMODTRAN4 model to be used in the optimization. The canopy-atmosphere coupling
relies on the 4-stream theory, making full use of the four directional components of
the canopy reflectance as provided by SLC. SLC and MODTRAN4 simulations were
performed at 1 nm spectral resolution and the final radiance output signature was
convolved to the APEX bands using Gaussian response functions (D'Odorico et al.
2013).
The soil spectrum measured in the field was used instead of invoking the 4SOIL
model. For all crop types, the brown leaf parameters were set as follows: Cab = 5
µg/cm2, Cw = 0.001 cm, Cdm = 0.005 g/cm2 , Cs = 1, and the mesophyll parameter
(N) was set to 2. MODTRAN4 was run between ground and APEX flight altitudes,
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using the “mid-latitude summer” model atmosphere with “rural” aerosols and the 1
cm -1 band model. The visibility was set to 20 km, which is the value usually observed
in summer in Switzerland. The water vapour was estimated per pixel using the
algorithm of Richter and Schläpfer (2002). The average water vapour column over
the study area was 2.070 g/cm2 . The default surface pressure (908.9 hPa) and the
ozone column (7.07 g/m2 ) of the “mid-latitude summer” model atmosphere were
used. The surface temperature was set to 20°C. Soil spectrum, brown leaf parameters
and atmospheric parameters were considered constant over the study area.
4.2.5 Bayesian object-based estimation of LAI and Cab
4.2.5.1 Objects, classification and a priori information
The study area is intensively managed and the agricultural fields were therefore
assumed homogenous and used as objects to apply the spatial constraints. The 246
fields were digitized manually, avoiding mixed pixels at the edges. The image pixels
were classified into the eight crop types present in the area using a maximum
likelihood classifier. The classification was run on the first ten bands of a minimum
noise fraction (MNF) transformed image to minimize the effects of image along-track
striping. The crop type with the highest number of pixels in the object was taken as
the object crop type.
Three levels of information were used to set the canopy and green leaf variables:
crop types, crop field objects, and pixels. For each crop type, Cs, D, LIDFa, LIDFb,
Zeta and Hot were fixed to the values indicated in Table 4.1 according to expert
knowledge. The other variables were free in the Bayesian object-based optimization
at the object level (step 1). Their a priori information was defined for each crop,
using extensive expert knowledge (Table 4.2) accounting for the individual growth
stage of the crops. For example, winter wheat and rapeseed were well-developed,
with full canopy cover and fruits in the canopy, whereas beans were in an early stage,
with only a few leaves per plant and very low canopy cover. Cv was fixed to 1 for
well-developed crops, and kept free for younger crops, which had discontinuous
cover and where the individual plants were distinguishable, because the porous
spheres are the best approximation of discontinuous canopies available in the SLC

Table 4.1 Fixed parameter values for the SLC model for the eight crop types (W: winter wheat, Co: corn, S: sugar
beet, B: bean, G: grass, P: pea, R: rapeseed, Cl: clover).
Parameter (unit)
Cs (-)
D (-)
LIDFa (-)
LIDFb (-)
Zeta (-)
Hot (-)
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W
0.05
0
-0.7
0
1
0.05

Co
0.2
0
-0.35
-0.15
1
0.05

S
0.05
0
0
-0.8
1
0.2

B
0.05
0
0.8
0
0.5
0.05

G
0.05
0
-0.35
-0.15
1
0.05

P
0.05
0
-0.35
-0.15
1
0.05

R
0.05
0
-0.35
-0.15
1
0.05

Cl
0
0
0.8
0
1
0.05

Table 4.2 A priori values (va), standard deviations (σv ) and ranges for each variable [vmin , vmax] in the Bayesian optimization, for the eight crop types (n/a: not
applicable). For explanation of crop types see Table 4.1.
Variable
(unit)
LAI
(-)
Cv
(-)
Cab
(µg/cm 2)
Cw
(cm)
Cdm
(g/cm 2 )
N
(-)
fB
(-)

W

Co

S

B

G

P

R

Cl

2.5 (2)
[0, 8]
1 (n/a)
[n/a, n/a]
45 (20)
[0, 100]
0.04 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.005 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.3 (0.5)
[1, 1.5]
0.2 (0.1)
[0, 0.5]

1.3 (1)
[0, 8]
0.8 (0.2)
[0.5, 1]
30 (20)
[10, 100]
0.03 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.003 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.5 (0.5)
[1, 1.5]
0 (n/a)
[n/a]

2.3 (2)
[0, 8]
0.8 (0.2)
[0.5, 1]
40 (20)
[10, 100]
0.035 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.005 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
2 (0.5)
[1.5, 2.5]
0 (n/a)
[n/a]

0.5 (1)
[0, 8]
0.3 (0.2)
[0.1, 0.5]
30 (20)
[10, 100]
0.02 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.004 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.8 (0.5)
[1, 2]
0 (n/a)
[n/a]

3 (2)
[0, 8]
1 (n/a)
[n/a, n/a]
30 (20)
[10, 100]
0.02 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.004 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.5 (0.5)
[1, 2]
0.1 (0.1)
[0, 0.3]

1.5 (2)
[0, 8]
0.8 (0.2)
[0.5, 1]
50 (20)
[10, 100]
0.03 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.003 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.8 (0.5)
[1, 2]
0 (n/a)
[n/a]

2.5 (2)
[0, 8]
1 (n/a)
[n/a, n/a]
45 (20)
[10, 100]
0.04 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.005 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.3 (0.5)
[1, 1.5]
0.2 (0.1)
[0, 0.3]

4.5 (2)
[0, 8]
1 (n/a)
[n/a, n/a]
30 (20)
[10, 100]
0.02 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.004 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.8 (0.5)
[1, 2]
0 (n/a)
[n/a]
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model. fB was assumed smaller than 0.3 for grass and rapeseed, and smaller than 0.5
for winter wheat. Based on visual assessment on the field, the green and brown
leaves were assumed vertically homogeneously distributed in the canopy, so the
dissociation parameter D was set to zero. For the other crops, fB was zero, and D was
therefore non-influential and set to zero. The a priori values for N were chosen
according to expert knowledge and simulations with trial and error. Contrary to other
studies using broad ranges for N in order to include various plant species or
development stages (Atzberger 2004; Combal et al. 2002; Féret et al. 2011), N was
assumed to vary little within a crop type, and smaller variation ranges were therefore
used (Darvishzadeh et al. 2011). At the pixel level, only LAI and Cab were kept free,
and all other variables were fixed to their object optimized value obtained in step 1
or to their value in Table 4.1 (step 2).
4.2.5.2 Bayesian optimization at the object level (step 1)
To find the maximum likelihood object estimates of LAI, Cab, Cw, Cdm, N, and
eventually Cv or fB according to Table 4.2, the Bayesian cost function χ 2 was
calculated as (Tarantola 2005):

χ 2 = 1 2 (L o − L) T C o−1 (L o − L) +

1

2 (v a

− v) T C a−1 ( v a − v)

(4.1),

where Lo is the vector of average observed APEX radiance of the object, L is the
vector of simulated radiance, C o is the covariance matrix containing the observation
and model uncertainties in each spectral band, v is the vector of variable values, v a is
the vector of a priori variable values, and C a is the covariance matrix of the a priori
variables. The first term of the cost function is related to the difference between the
model simulation and the observation (radiometric cost), whereas the second term is
related to the difference between the variable values used in the model simulations
and the a priori variable values (a priori cost). Each term is weighted by the inverse
of its covariance matrix, which represents the Bayesian degree of belief. The
measurement uncertainties for the a priori data and APEX observations were
assumed uncorrelated, so the two covariance matrices were diagonal. The diagonal of
the C a matrix was filled with the a priori variance of the variables, calculated from
Table 4.2. The noise of the APEX data was assumed to be equal to 1 [mW/(m2 sr
nm)] 2 for all spectral bands, and the modelling errors were assumed negligible, so the
C o matrix was equal to the identity matrix. A detailed discussion on the C o matrix
can be found in section 4.4.4.2.
From the cost function, one can derive the following formula to calculate the
update vector Δv to be applied to v in each iteration of the optimization algorithm:
Δv = [J T C o−1 J + C a−1 ] −1 [J T C 0−1 (L o − L ) + C a−1 (v a − v)]
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where J is the Jacobian matrix. In each column, J contains the partial derivatives of
the model, obtained by varying each variable by 1 % of its allowed range (Laurent et
al. 2011b). Leaving aside the terms related to the a priori data, Equation 4.2 boils
down to the Gauss-Newton algorithm, which relies on the Jacobians to calculate the
update vector and therefore only works well if v + Δv is within the neighbourhood of
v where the model can be considered linear. A common problem when using the
Gauss-Newton algorithm is that some iteration steps may lead to an increase in the
cost function. A solution to this problem, as implemented in the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm, is to introduce an extra term which allows rotating the update
vector towards the direction of the steepest descent. In our case with a priori
information, the formula to calculate the update vector becomes:
Δv = [J T C o−1 J + C a−1 + μJ T J]−1 [J T C 0−1 (L o − L ) + C a−1 (v a − v)]

(4.3),

where µ is a damping factor controlling the weight of the steepest descent part of the
formula. At the beginning of each optimization iteration, µ is set to an initial value of
zero. If the calculated update vector leads to an increase in cost, µ is set to one. If the
new value of µ again leads to an increase in cost, µ is multiplied by 10, and so on,
until a decrease in cost is obtained, or until µ reaches 10 10 (set as threshold).
The a priori knowledge about the variation range of each variable v was included
in the optimization algorithm by constraining the variables between their minimum
(v min) and maximum ( vmax) values throughout the iterations. This constraint was
implemented by replacing each variable v by a transformed variable u:


 v − v min
u = arcsin 2
− 1

 vmax − vmin

(4.4),

which varies within the interval [-π/2; π/2]. The iteration step is then performed
using the vector u of transformed variables, and C a and J have to be expressed in
terms of transformed variables. Equation 4.3 then allows calculating the update
vector Δu. If some values in u + Δu are outside of the interval [-π/2; π/2], the
corresponding values in the original variable space are reshuffled within the interval
[v min, v max ], because the inverse transformation involves the sine function which is
periodical:

v = v min +

1
(vmax − vmin )(sin(u ) + 1)
2

(4.5).

The initial values of all variables were set to the centre of their a priori variation
range, except LAI whose initial value was set to 2, where it is more influential. The
optimization was terminated when the update values (Equation 4.3) for all the
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variables became smaller than 1% of their a priori variation range, or when 10
iterations had been performed.
4.2.5.3 LUT inversion at the pixel level (step 2)
LAI and Cab were estimated at pixel level using LUTs and applying spatial
constraints at object level. For each object, Cv, fB, Cw, Cdm, and N were fixed to the
values obtained for the object in step 1, and the LAI and Cab sampling was tailored
as described below.
First, the LAI sampling was determined because LAI has influence over the whole
spectral domain, and has consequently more influence on the cost function than Cab,
which only has influence in the range from 400 to 800 nm. LAI has the greatest
influence (highest absolute value of the Jacobians in the local sensitivity analysis,
not shown) in the range from 800 to 880 nm. Therefore, LAI min and LAI max were
determined for each object using the pixels having lowest and highest mean radiance
in the range from 800 to 880 nm. For each of these two pixels, LAI was estimated
using the Bayesian optimization algorithm of step 1, starting from the objectoptimized values (step 1), with a maximum of five iterations, and using only the
range from 800 to 880 nm. LAI was then sampled between LAImin and LAI max using a
regular sampling scheme. To ensure that the step size would have comparable
magnitude for fields having different LAI ranges, the number of steps was increased
from three steps when the LAI range was smaller than 0.5, up to eight steps when the
LAI range was larger than 6. This sampling scheme ensures that the step size is
smaller than 1 LAI unit, representing the usual LAI measurement accuracy.
Second, for each LAI value, the Cab range was determined according to the LAICab scatterplot of all objects in the study area (step 1). The minimum Cab was set to
10 μ g/cm2 for LAI < 4, and to 15 μ g/cm2 for LAI ≥4. The maximum Cab increased
from 60 μ g/cm2 for LAI < 1 to 100 μg/cm2 for LAI ≥4. The Cab range was then
sampled using a step size of 5 μ g/cm2.
The Bayesian cost values were calculated for each LUT entry (Equation 4.1),
using the pixel signature as Lo and the LAI and Cab values obtained in step 1 as a
priori information. The entry with the lowest cost was chosen as estimate of LAI and
Cab.
4.2.6 LUT with Bayesian cost function (LUT-BCF) approach

To assess the added value of the object spatial constraints, the performance of the
Bayesian object-based approach was compared to that of a pixel-based approach.
Applying the Bayesian optimization for each pixel would be very computationally
demanding, so a LUT-BCF approach was chosen. One LUT was built for each crop,
using the crop-specific values given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 to parameterize the
coupled SLC-MODTRAN4 model. The variables LAI, Cv, Cab, and Cw were kept
free within their a priori ranges and 25,000 combinations were randomly sampled
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assuming uniform distributions between their a priori minimum and maximum
values. The coupled model was run for each variable combination, filling the LUT
with simulated at-sensor radiance signatures. For each pixel in the study area, the
appropriate LUT was selected using its crop type. The Bayesian cost values were
calculated for each LUT entry (Equation 4.1) using the pixel signature as Lo and the
crop data of Table 4.2 as a priori information. The entry with the lowest cost was
chosen as estimate of LAI, Cv, Cab, and Cw.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Bayesian object-based approach

4.3.1.1 Bayesian optimization of a winter wheat object
The optimization procedure is described in detail for the example of a winter
wheat field (object id = 6) for which ground measurements were available. The left
side of Figure 4.1 shows the variation of the total, radiometric and a priori costs, the
variation of the six free variables and the variation of the damping factor through the
iterations of the optimization algorithm. Iteration 0 represents the starting point of
the optimization, and the algorithm stopped at iteration 5 because the changes for all
variables became smaller than 1% of their a priori variation range. The values at
iteration 5 therefore are the estimates. The comparison with reference data (see Table
4.3) shows that good estimates were obtained for LAI and Cab, whereas Cw and Cdm
were overestimated. Through the iterations, the total cost decreased from about 1600
to close to 900. The total cost consisted almost entirely of the radiometric cost,
because the a priori cost was very low (< 8). This situation of very high radiometric
cost and very small a priori cost was similar for all objects in the study area. The
effect of constraining the variables in their a priori range cannot be seen in this
example. After iteration 2, the changes in the variable values became small, until the
damping factor (µ) increased between iterations 4 and 5, leading to the termination of
the optimization.
The right side of Figure 4.1 shows the variations of the simulated radiance
through the optimization in visible (VIS), near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared
(SWIR) feature spaces. Iteration 1 brought the simulation closer to the APEX
measurements in the three spectral domains. Iteration 2 provided an improvement in
the SWIR, but not in the VIS and NIR. The small changes in the parameter values in
iteration 3 to 5 caused small changes in the simulated radiance. No changes were
visible in the VIS and SWIR, but the simulated radiance at 847 nm drifted slightly
away from the APEX measurement. The variable changes in iterations 3 to 5,
however, decreased the cost value, so that they must have provided improvements in
spectral bands not shown in Figure 4.1.
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The final match between APEX measurement and model simulation at the end of
the optimization is presented in Figure 4.2. The overall agreement was very good,
with slightly higher simulated radiances in the VIS and SWIR spectral domains. The

Figure 4.1 Variation of the costs, variables, damping factor µ (left) and radiance values (right) for a winter wheat
object (id = 6) through the optimization iterations. The allowed variation range for the variables and damping
factors were used as limits for the y axes of the corresponding plots. In the right part of the figure, the numbers
refer to iterations 0, 1, 2 and 5, and VIS, NIR and SWIR refer to the visible, near-infrared and shortwave infrared
domains.
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Figure 4.2 Radiometric match and absolute radiometric error at the end of the Bayesian optimization of a winter
wheat object (id = 6).

absolute error was less than 1 mW/(m2 sr nm) in the SWIR, and less than
5 mW/(m2 sr nm) in the VIS. The obvious spikes in the error curve in the NIR
domain have no apparent trend to over- or under-simulation.
4.3.1.2 Object-level results
The results obtained from the Bayesian optimization at object level are presented in
Figure 4.3. The object-level crop classification had an overall accuracy of 79 %. The
misclassifications concerned mostly the fields having low canopy cover, such as
short grass, bean and pea. For all variables, the estimated values covered the entire a
priori ranges, except for very high values of Cab (Cabmax was 100 μg/cm2 ) and fB
(fB max was 0.5). A visual check with the true colour APEX image (not shown)
revealed that the pattern of fields having low estimated Cv is realistic. Further, very
high LAI values are mostly found in winter wheat objects, but some are found in
objects having low Cv values and may therefore be erroneous. The leaf variables
show a lot of variation from object to object, but it is not possible to visually
evaluate the plausibility of the results. The cost values are a good proxy to judge the
estimation performance. Low costs indicate a good radiometric match and a reliable
estimate and vice versa. More than half of the study area had costs lower than 2839
and only a few objects had very high costs indicating unrealistic estimates. These
were mainly fields having low canopy cover (short grass, bean and pea).
The object estimates of LAI, Cab, Cdm and Cw were compared with the average
of the four point measurements taken in the corresponding field. Table 4.3 shows that
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LAI was estimated most accurately, followed by Cw, and Cdm. Cab was poorly
estimated. A positive bias was observed for LAI and Cab.
4.3.1.3 Pixel-level results: LAI and Cab estimates
The LAI, Cab and cost maps obtained at pixel level from the object-based LUTs
(Figure 4.4) present similar spatial patterns to those observed at the object level
(Figure 4.3), but intra-object variability appears. This intra-object variability was

Figure 4.3 Object crop map, maps of the estimates of the seven variables at the object level, and map of the total
cost, obtained from step 1 of the Bayesian object-based approach (raw image geometry, north towards the top).
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Table 4.3 Comparison of the object-level estimates (step 1 of the Bayesian object-based approach) with the
ground measurements (averages of the four point measurements taken in each field). For explanation of crop types
see Table 4.1.
Object
Crop
id
W
6
Co
36
S
37
P
50
Cl
58
R2
RMSE
Bias

LAI (-)
Measured Estimated
3.4
3.3
1.3
1.9
2.3
2.1
1.5
2
4.5
3.8
0.95
1.1
1.0

Cab (μg/cm 2 )
Measured Estimated
36
50
25
32
34
48
35
39
36
27
0.11
23
16

Cdm (g/cm2 )
Measured Estimated
0.005
0.009
0.003
0.003
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.007
0.36
0.005
-0.0006

Cw (cm)
Measured Estimated
0.01
0.004
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.68
0.012
0.002

expected and is related to small scale variations due to management practices of the
farmers or due to local variation in the soil conditions. Another spatial pattern
appearing on the pixel-level Cab map was a very narrow vertical striping. This effect
is typical for pushbroom sensors like APEX and can be explained by small deviations
of the response of detector elements across track. In the objects, the cost values are
higher in areas with less vegetation, indicating a higher estimation uncertainty. A
closer look at this effect reveals that objects presenting a wide range of Cab values
are typically characterized by a low LAI, whereas objects with higher LAI have a
lower variability in Cab. This reflects the smaller sensitivity to Cab in canopies
having a smaller LAI.
The estimates were compared with the 20 available ground measurements using 3
by 3 averaging windows. The comparison (left plots in Figure 4.5) shows that the
quality of the estimates was rather poor and that LAI (R2 = 0.45) was estimated more
accurately than Cab (R2 = 0.18).

Figure 4.4 Maps of the LAI and Cab estimates and of the total cost obtained from step 2 of the Bayesian objectbased approach (raw image geometry, north towards the top).
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of the LAI and Cab estimates obtained from the two approaches. The plots on the left side
present the comparison of the estimates with the ground measurements (the line is the 1:1 line), and the maps on
the right side present the absolute difference between the estimates obtained from the two approaches, red
indicates that the estimate from the Bayesian object-based approach had a higher value than that of the LUT-BCF
approach (raw image geometry, north towards the top). The LAI values are unitless, and the Cab values are in
μg/cm2.

4.3.2 LAI and Cab from the LUT-BCF approach

The output maps of the LUT-BCF approach (Figure 4.6) show inter- and intraobject variability. The overall patterns of LAI and Cv correspond quite well with the
vegetation patterns seen on the true colour APEX image, with some exception of
objects having high LAI and very low Cv. The comparison of the estimates to the
ground measurements (right plots of Figure 4.5) shows that the quality of the
estimates was poor and that Cab (R2 = 0.26) was estimated more accurately than LAI
(R2 = 0.22).
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Figure 4.6 Maps of the estimates of LAI, Cv, Cab and Cw and of the total cost, obtained from the pixel-based
LUT-BCF approach (raw image geometry, north towards the top).

4.3.3 Comparison of the two approaches

A visual comparison of the output maps of the LUT-BCF approach (Figure 4.6)
with the output maps of the Bayesian object-based approach (Figure 4.4 for LAI, Cab
and total cost, and Figure 4.3 for Cv and Cw) shows that the obtained spatial patterns
are similar. The R2 between the two estimated LAI maps is 0.78, and reaches 0.92
between the two Cab maps. This similarity is supported by the difference maps
calculated for LAI and Cab (Figure 4.5). Most of the study area has differences close
to zero, especially for Cab. Two objects in the south east of the study area, however,
show high differences in LAI, mostly caused by misclassifications.
The LAI plots obtained from the two approaches show different trends. The LUTBCF approach strongly overestimated low LAI values and strongly underestimated
high LAI values. By contrast, the Bayesian object-based approach provided more
realistic estimates closer to the 1:1 line. For this reason, the R2 of the Bayesian
object-based approach is higher than the R2 of the LUT-BCF approach, indicating a
better performance and higher accuracy of the Bayesian object-based approach. In
addition, the RMSE and bias of the Bayesian object-based approach are smaller than
those of the LUT-BCF approach. The Cab plots obtained from the two approaches
are very similar, which is consistent with the very high R2 observed between the two
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Cab maps. Despite its smaller R2 value, the Bayesian object-based approach had a
bias closer to zero (- 9 µg/cm2 ) than the LUT-BCF approach (- 23 µg/cm2 ).

4.4 Discussion
We structure the discussion starting with the most general findings first, and then
focusing on aspects requiring more detailed descriptions.
4.4.1 Bayesian object-based approach versus LUT-BCF approach

The performance of the two approaches in terms of R2 or RMSE values was
poorer than reported for grasslands (Darvishzadeh et al. 2011; Darvishzadeh et al.
2008) and maize (Yao et al. 2008). The improvement of the performance of the
estimation when including spatial constraints, however, supports the results of
previous studies on synthetic (Atzberger 2004; Lauvernet et al. 2008) and actual data
(Atzberger and Richter 2012). The better performance of the Bayesian object-based
approach over the LUT-BCF approach can be explained by two main factors. First,
the higher number of free variables in step 1 allows improving the values for more
variables, thus reducing the sensitivity to crop misclassifications and use of
erroneous a priori values. Second, the tailoring of the LUTs of step 2 to each object
effectively avoids unrealistic values of LAI and Cab and variable compensation
effects that occur in the LUT-BCF approach, as for example between LAI and Cv for
two objects in the south-east of the study area which had very high LAI differences
(Figure 4.5). Finally, one can note that the different ranges used for the variables in
the LUTs of the two approaches did not affect the cost values directly, because only
the mean and variance of the a priori variables are used in the cost function.
4.4.2 Objects and spatial constraints

The spatial constraints were implemented using the concept of variable
smoothness (Wang et al. 2008) strictly, imposing that all parameters and variables,
except LAI and Cab, have the same values in all pixels of a given object. This
approach was also used in other studies, but for LIDF (Atzberger and Richter 2012),
and additionally N and a clumping parameter (Houborg et al. 2009). The object
definition depends on the study area, on the variables of interest and on their
associated assumptions (constraints). In other studies where less strict spatial
constraints were desired, smaller objects (e.g., 3 x 3 pixel windows) were added to
allow smooth spatial variation of some variables inside the fields (Atzberger and
Richter 2012). Larger objects (e.g. a few km2) were also used for atmospheric
parameters (Lauvernet et al. 2008). For operational implementation, an automatic
segmentation algorithm may be used to obtain the objects (Blaschke 2010).
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4.4.3 Assigning the a priori data

Assigning the correct crop type and associated a priori data to each object is
crucial for a good estimation performance (Houborg and Boegh 2008; Yang et al.
2006b). The good accuracy of 79 % of the object crop classification, however, is
likely to decrease towards the west and east edges of the image because of lack of
ground truth in those areas, and because of view angle effects in the APEX data.
Misclassifications could partly explain the very high cost values observed in Figures
4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. Very detailed a priori data could be used because of the availability
of extensive ground data and of the homogeneity of the study area in terms of sowing
date. In general, however, the availability of a priori knowledge may be problematic
and labour-intensive, because of local spatial variations of crop development stages,
and because of the dependency of the a priori values on the time of year (Ciganda et
al. 2008). In other situations, where the crop types may not be known in advance,
broader classes such as several levels of vegetation greenness may be used (Dorigo et
al. 2009).
4.4.4 Bayesian optimization algorithm

4.4.4.1 Inversion algorithm
Inversion of the PROSPECT + SAIL model by downhill simplex numerical
optimization was found to be more accurate than inversion by artificial neural
networks or LUTs (Vohland et al. 2010). This may be thanks to the full use of the
sensitivity of the model variables contained in the Jacobian matrix, as illustrated in
Yao et al. (2008). The Jacobian matrix was also fully exploited in the Bayesian
optimization algorithm.
Contrary to other studies, which relied on a LUT inversion at the object-level
(Atzberger and Richter 2012; Houborg et al. 2009), LIDFa and LIDFb were kept
fixed because they caused confusions with other variables in the optimization. These
parameters have a strong influence on the radiance signal and they were therefore
carefully set. It may be possible to include them as free variables in the optimization
if fixing other variables (e.g., N, fB or Cv) or if multi-angular observations are
available (Migdall et al. 2009).
4.4.4.2 Observation covariance matrix
In theory, the C o matrix contains both observation and model uncertainties
(Kimes et al. 2000; Li et al. 2001). Model uncertainties are very difficult to assess
because they depend on the parameter values and because of the lack of perfect
reference observations (Widlowski et al. 2007), and they are therefore usually
ignored. Observation uncertainties arise from multiple factors (Widlowski et al.
2001; Yao et al. 2008) related to the instrument (e.g. sensitivity, spectral shifts,
stability in time) and to the pre-processing of the data (e.g. radiometric calibration,
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geometric correction), and are therefore complex to evaluate. Most studies avoid
these problems by summarizing C o and C a matrices into a single weight vector
containing the ratios of information contained in the observations to the information
contained in the a priori data for each variable (Combal et al. 2002; Li et al. 2001;
Meroni et al. 2004). These ratios are based on expert knowledge and vary between
0.25 and 1, giving equal or more weight to the a priori data. Other approaches used a
diagonal C o matrix, assuming uncorrelated uncertainties with a constant noise
percentage level for the observations (Lauvernet et al. 2008; Lavergne et al. 2007;
Pinty et al. 2007). Finally, a recent approach used the covariance matrix of all pixels
belonging to each land cover type separately (Dorigo et al. 2009). Such a matrix,
however, also includes the noise due to the spatial variation of the environment.
The approach using a weight vector to balance radiometric and a priori
information is subjective, and, to our opinion, gives too much weight to the a priori
data. On the other hand, approximating C o by the variance matrix of the vegetation
pixels of the APEX image (not shown) gave very high weight to the observations (in
the order of 10 6), with emphasis on the SWIR bands because they have a smaller
variance. Consequently, the optimized radiance matched the APEX observation very
well in the SWIR, but the match in the visible and NIR ranges was poor, leading to
erroneous estimates of LAI and Cab. This is why a compromise between these two
approaches was chosen.
4.4.4.3 Effectiveness of the use of the a priori information
The much lower magnitude of the a priori cost, as compared to the radiometric
cost, means that the a priori data has virtually no influence on the cost function.
Consequently, the optimization is almost entirely driven by the radiometric match
between model simulation and APEX data. In practice, however, the a priori
information prevents the possibility of a singular matrix in the inverted term of
Equation 4.2, and allows strictly constraining the variables in their ranges. Contrary
to the suggestion of Li and Strahler (1996), the a priori values were not used for
initializing the optimization in order to have an objective initialization of the
algorithm. No assumption was made on the prior distribution of the variables, making
the Bayesian optimization more flexible and objective. This, however, prevents
obtaining the posterior distribution of the variables and the posterior confidence
intervals for the estimated values.
4.4.5 Model and data related issues

4.4.5.1 Model choice
Yao et al. (2008) found that the ROW model, a RT model specifically designed
for row crops, performed better than the SAIL model for estimating vegetation
variables in row-planted corn. The results of our study, however, showed that the
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coupled SLC-MODTRAN4 model was able to provide adequate radiance simulations
for all crop types and good estimates for the reference objects where ground
measurements were available. This may be because of the clumping feature included
in SLC to extend the capabilities of SAIL to discontinuous canopies. SLC, like SAIL,
models the vegetation canopy as a turbid medium, which may explain why the crown
shape parameter and hot spot parameter were important, despite the nadir viewing of
APEX. In addition, the high estimated fB values (up to 0.48 for a few objects)
compensate for non-leaf elements such as stems and fruits, which have a smaller
transmittance than leaves and which are not included in the SAIL model.
The use of a single soil spectral signature and constant atmospheric parameters
might have limited the performance of the coupled SLC-MODTRAN model. These
assumptions were, however, considered reasonable for the small extent of the study
area. The soil signature, which was measured in a bean field having very low Cv and
LAI, was slightly contaminated by vegetation and showed a very faint red-edge. This
may explain the higher cost values in the areas of some objects which had smaller
LAI (Figure 4.4).
4.4.5.2 Imaging spectrometer APEX data
Mono-angular multispectral data usually have a dimensionality of 3, and the
imaging spectrometer APEX data used here had a dimensionality of 4 (the first 4
principal components of the image, masked to use only the 246 investigated fields,
accounted for 99 % of the variance). The Bayesian optimization, however, was able
to estimate up to six variables. This high performance is related to the use of full
radiance signature vectors in Equation 4.2, which allowed taking full advantage of
the very high spectral resolution of APEX. This, in turn, enabled a fine distinction of
the variables thanks to their detailed sensitivity profiles as contained in the Jacobian
matrix.
The APEX data suffer from slight along-track striping and were not smilecorrected. Small spectral shifts may therefore explain the spikiness of the absolute
error curve observed on Figure 4.2.
4.4.5.3 Ground measurements
Four measurement points per field were considered to be sufficient to represent
within-field inhomogeneities and to compare the performance of the two approaches.
To thoroughly evaluate the added value of the spatial constraints, however, it would
be desirable to have a dense and regular spatial sampling scheme in fields of varying
heterogeneity. Furthermore, LAI indirect measurements can suffer from uncertainties
up to about 1 LAI unit (Verger et al. 2009). The Cab measurements suffered from
errors introduced by the use of specific transfer functions from other field campaigns.
In addition, in the cut leaf samples, Cab decreases over time, from the field to the
lab, leading to underestimation of in vivo Cab. Finally, despite all precautions taken,
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the leaves may also have dried during transport, leading to inaccurate, smaller Cw
measurements. Therefore, LAI values should be considered with a confidence
interval of 1 LAI unit, and in vivo Cab and Cw values are expected to be higher than
the measured values, which may partly explain the overestimation of Cab and Cw.

4.5 Conclusions
Striving to improve the accuracy of LAI and Cab estimates from single RS
images, this contribution proposed a new approach combining the strengths of model
coupling, inclusion of a priori data, and object-level spatial constraints in order to
regularize the inverse problem as much as possible. Inverting the coupled SLCMODTRAN4 canopy-atmosphere model against APEX at-sensor radiance data, this
novel Bayesian object-based approach improved the LAI estimates (R2 = 0.45) as
compared to using a pixel-based LUT-BCF approach (R 2 = 0.22), and estimated Cab
with a smaller absolute bias.
The results of this study are an important contribution to further improve the
regularization of the ill-posed RT model inversion. The proposed approach allows
reducing uncertainties of estimated vegetation variables, thus increasing the quality
of RS vegetation products, which is essential to support various environmental
applications.
Two main issues were identified as critical and require further research. The first
is to improve the strategy for defining objects and assigning them a land cover class
with associated a priori data. This is essential to be able to apply the proposed
method in areas with limited ground data. The second issue concerns a better
implementation of the observation covariance matrix, which is critical to properly
balance the radiometric information versus the a priori information.
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Chapter 5
Bayesian object-based estimation of LAI and
chlorophyll from a simulated Sentinel-2 top-ofatmosphere radiance scene

This chapter is based on:
Laurent, V.C.E., Schaepman, M.E., Verhoef, W., Weyermann, J., & Chávez, R.O. (In
review). Bayesian object-based estimation of LAI and chlorophyll from a simulated
Sentinel-2 top-of-atmosphere radiance scene. Remote Sensing of Environment
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Abstract
Leaf area index (LAI) and chlorophyll content (Cab) are important vegetation
variables which can be monitored using remote sensing (RS). Physically-based
approaches have higher transferability and are therefore better suited than
empirically-based approaches for estimating LAI and Cab at global scales. These
approaches, however, require the inversion of radiative transfer (RT) models, which
is an ill-posed and underdetermined problem. Four regularization methods have been
proposed, allowing finding stable solutions: 1) model coupling, 2) using a priori
information (e.g. Bayesian approaches), 3) spatial constraints (e.g. using objects),
and 4) temporal constraints. For mono-temporal data, only the first three methods can
be applied.
In an earlier study, we presented a Bayesian object-based algorithm for inverting
the SLC-MODTRAN4 coupled canopy-atmosphere RT model, and compared it with
a Bayesian LUT inversion. The results showed that the object-based approach
provided more accurate LAI estimates. This study, however, heavily relied on expert
knowledge about the objects and vegetation classes. Therefore, in this new
contribution, we investigated the applicability of the Bayesian object-based inversion
of the SLC-MODTRAN4 model to a situation where no such knowledge was
available.
The case study used a 16 x 22 km2 simulated top-of-atmosphere scene of the
upcoming Sentinel-2 sensor, covering the area near the city of Zurich, Switzerland.
Seven APEX radiance images were nadir-normalized using the parametric Li-Ross
model, spectrally and spatially resampled to Sentinel-2 specifications, geometrically
corrected, and mosaicked. The atmospheric effects between APEX flight height and
top-of-atmosphere level were added using the MODTRAN4 model. The vegetation
objects were automatically identified and extracted using a segmentation algorithm,
and classified in four levels of brightness in the visible domain. The LAI and Cab
maps obtained from the Bayesian object-based inversion of the coupled SLCMODTRAN4 model presented realistic spatial patterns. The impact of the parametric
Li-Ross nadir-normalization was evaluated. The differences between the LAI and
Cab maps obtained from the data with or without nadir normalization increased from
the centre towards the edges of the across-track direction. The results of this study
contribute to preparing the RS community for the arrival of Sentinel-2 data in the
near future, and generalize the applicability of the Bayesian object-based approach
for estimating vegetation variables to cases where no field data are available.
Keywords
Top-of-atmosphere radiance; Sentinel-2; APEX; variable estimation; Bayesian
optimization; object-based; coupled model; radiative transfer; SLC; MODTRAN4;
Li-Ross; nadir-normalization
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5.1 Introduction
Global climate and carbon cycles are strongly influenced by the Earth’s
biosphere, and in particular by its vegetation component. Vegetation variables, such
as leaf area index (LAI) and leaf chlorophyll content (Cab), are therefore important
inputs in dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM) (Foley et al. 2000). These
vegetation inputs can be provided in a spatially continuous way and at global scale
by satellite remote sensing (Bacour et al. 2006a; Baret et al. 2007; Myneni et al.
2002).
Usually, remote sensing data are first atmospherically corrected to top-of-canopy
(TOC) reflectance data before they are used for estimating the vegetation variables.
The variables can be estimated by using two main approaches. Empirical approaches
rely on statistical relationships between the vegetation variables and the TOC
reflectance data. The statistical relationships, however, require extensive field data
collection and are only valid for the specific conditions for which they were
developed, including sensor, acquisition geometry, and vegetation type (Dorigo et al.
2007; Ustin et al. 2009). Physically based approaches rely on vegetation canopy
reflectance models, which are mostly based on radiative transfer (RT) theory, and are
therefore more general because they can be adapted for different sensors, acquisition
geometry and be parameterized for various vegetation types (Gemmell et al. 2002;
Malenovský et al. 2008).
5.1.1 Physically-based estimation of vegetation variables

To estimate the vegetation variables from the TOC reflectance data, however, the
canopy RT model has to be inverted. This inverse problem is ill-posed (Combal et al.
2002; Jacquemoud et al. 2009), and four types of regularization methods have been
proposed (Baret and Buis 2008): 1) coupling models, 2) using a priori data, 3) using
spatial constraints and 4) using temporal constraints, or combinations of these.
Model coupling allows reducing the number of input parameters, thereby reducing
the under-determined nature of the inversion. The maximum model coupling set-up
involves soil, leaf, canopy, and atmosphere RT models (Baret and Buis 2008). Using
such a coupled model allows working directly with the top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
radiance data, skipping the atmospheric correction step (Laurent et al. 2011b). The
atmospheric correction requires inverting the atmospheric RT model, whereas, when
working at TOA level, the atmospheric RT model is used in forward mode, which is
more accurate and allows for better inclusion of canopy directional effects (Laurent
et al. 2011c), topography and adjacency effects in the coupled canopy-atmosphere
model.
A priori information allows restricting the variable space to a smaller subspace,
thus facilitating the inversion (Combal et al. 2002). Bayesian approaches use the a
priori data directly in the cost function, and have been widely used for estimating
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vegetation variables (Lavergne et al. 2007; Li et al. 2001; Pinty et al. 2007). Spatial
constraints allow using the information contained in the neighbouring pixels in the
inversion (Atzberger 2004; Atzberger and Richter 2012; Houborg et al. 2009), while
temporal constraints allow using the information contained in a time series of remote
sensing observations (Kötz et al. 2005; Lauvernet et al. 2008).
For a single RS image, the maximum regularization set-up involves a coupled
canopy-atmosphere RT model, a priori information, and spatial constraints (Laurent
et al. In review-b).
5.1.2 Sentinel-2

Sentinel-2 is a scheduled multispectral and high spatial resolution mission which
is part of the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES) program
(Berger et al. 2012; Drusch et al. 2012; Malenovský et al. 2012). The spectral and
spatial characteristics for the Sentinel-2 mission have been specified so as to provide
enhanced continuity for SPOT and Landsat missions in the visible (VIS), near
infrared (NIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) spectral domains. The Multi Spectral
Instrument (MSI) on-board Sentinel-2 will have 13 spectral bands in the range from
400 to 2400 nm, with pixel sizes of 10, 20, or 60 m, depending on the spectral band
(Drusch et al. 2012; Sentinel-2 PDGS Project Team 2011). The first of two satellites
is planned to be launched in 2014. Until Sentinel-2 data are available, several studies
have investigated the potential of Sentinel-2 for vegetation applications.
Most of the Sentinel-2 exploratory studies focussed on the spectral dimension,
selecting appropriate bands from surrogate sensors such as CHRIS (Atzberger and
Richter 2012; Delegido et al. 2011) and HyMap (Richter et al. 2012), or convolving
the bands of hyperspectral sensors such as CASI (Richter et al. 2011a; Richter et al.
2009) or field spectrometers (Clevers and Gitelson 2012; Herrmann et al. 2011) to
the Sentinel-2 bands. Limited by the spectral range of the surrogate sensor used, most
of these studies were not able to simulate the blue and the SWIR Sentinel-2 bands in
full.
Further, few studies included the varying pixel size in their simulated Sentinel-2
data (Richter et al. 2011b), and even fewer investigated the potential of the spatial
characteristics of the Sentinel-2 data (Hedley et al. 2012; Verrelst et al. 2012). Only
two studies made use of top-of-atmosphere simulated Sentinel-2 data, and they
focussed on cloud detection and correction (Hagolle et al. 2010; Richter et al.
2011b), but not on vegetation.
Therefore, despite its potential use for supporting the development of
(pre)processing algorithms in advance, a full TOA simulated scene compliant with all
spectral and spatial characteristics of the Sentinel-2 mission so far was still missing.
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5.1.3 Objectives

The two main objectives of this study were to: 1) build a realistic TOA Sentinel-2
scene with full spectral and spatial characteristics as specified in the Sentinel-2
documentation, and 2) estimate LAI and Cab from the Sentinel-2 scene by inverting
of a coupled canopy-atmosphere RT model.
The Sentinel-2 scene was built using seven flight lines of the APEX imaging
spectrometer covering the area around the city of Zurich, Switzerland, which
includes a wide range of land cover types (e.g., agriculture, forest, lakes, an airport
and urban areas). The APEX images were normalized to nadir viewing before being
spatially and spectrally resampled and mosaicked to obtain a simulated Sentinel-2
scene covering 16 x 22 km2. In order to obtain the most accurate LAI and Cab
estimates as possible from this single scene, the Bayesian object-based approach of
(Laurent et al. In review-b) was chosen, because it combines the strengths of model
coupling, a priori data and spatial constraints regularization methods. This latter
study, however, relied on manual digitization of the objects used to apply the spatial
constraints and was based on extensive field data on vegetation classes and their
associated a priori data. Therefore, two specific objectives were added to the main
objectives: 1) evaluate the effect of the normalization to nadir viewing of the APEX
images, and 2) propose an automatic image-based approach for extracting objects,
and a general vegetation classification associated with a priori data which does not
require field data.
The results of this study contribute to preparing the RS community for the arrival
of Sentinel-2 data in the near future, and generalize the applicability of the Bayesian
object-based approach of Laurent et al. (In review-b) for estimating vegetation
variables to cases where no field data are available, as is generally the case for
studies in less accessible regions as well as global studies.

5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Study area and APEX data

The study area covered the city of Zurich, Switzerland (+ 47° 22' 2" N,
+ 8° 32' 40" E) and its surrounding rural areas. A wide range of land covers and land
uses are present in the area: buildings, urban parks, an airport, lakes, rivers, forests,
and crop fields at various phenological stages. The lake is framed by two hill slopes,
with altitudes varying between 392 and 871 m a.s.l. The average altitude of the area
was 485 m a.s.l.
The remote sensing data were acquired on June 26th, 2011, under cloud-free
conditions, with the APEX instrument. APEX is a dispersive push broom imaging
spectrometer which records 1000 pixels per scan line with a field of view (FOV) of
28°. It covers the spectral region between 380 nm and 2500 nm in 313 spectral bands
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with a sampling interval varying between 0.4 and 10 nm (Hüni 2009; Jehle et al.
2010). The flight pattern consisted of seven flight lines with headings alternating
between north (34.2°) and south (214.2°). The data were acquired at an altitude of
about 6400 m a.s.l., resulting in a raw across-track ground sampling distance of
approximately 3.0 m. The solar zenith angle varied between 34.7 and 43.2°, with an
average of 38.6°, and the solar azimuth angle varied between 107.6 and 122.7°, with
an average of 115.3°. The seven resulting APEX images were radiometrically
calibrated to obtain at-sensor radiance images.
5.2.2 Simulated Sentinel-2 scene

Each APEX radiance image was pre-processed individually before mosaicking.
The pre-processing included: nadir-normalization, spectral resampling, geometric
correction, and spatial resampling.
First the images were normalized to nadir viewing by applying a Li-Ross BRDF
(bidirectional reflectance distribution function) correction based on a land cover
classification with five classes (two vegetation structural classes, soil, water and
urban surfaces) (Weyermann et al. Accepted). The land cover maps were obtained by
classifying the atmospherically-corrected images using spectral angle mapping, with
reference signatures extracted from the images. The Li-Ross BRDF correction was
then applied individually to each land cover. For each land cover, the kernels for
geometric (Li-dense or Li-sparse) and volumetric (Ross-thick or Ross-thin) scattering
were selected based on a RMSE analysis.
The nadir-normalized data were spectrally convolved to the Sentinel-2 sensor
response functions. They were then geo-corrected and ortho-rectified to the Swiss
National Grid (CH1903) with a ground sampling distance of 10 m, using bi-linear
interpolation. The seven APEX radiance images were then mosaicked. The Sentinel-2
bands of the mosaic having resolutions of 20 and 60 m were then further spatially
resampled.
Finally, the Sentinel-2 TOA radiances were calculated from the radiances in the
mosaic that correspond to measurements at the height of the APEX flight (L APEX )
using the following equation (Green et al. 2003):

L = L path + Tatm LAPEX

(5.1),

where Lpath is the atmospheric path radiance, and Tatm is the total atmospheric upward
transmittance between the APEX flight height and the top of the atmosphere. These
two variables were calculated using MODTRAN4 as described in (Guanter et al.
2009) for surface albedo values of 0 and 0.5. The MODTRAN4 runs were performed
with a “ground altitude” of 6 km, the maximum allowed in MODTRAN4, instead of
the APEX flight height of 6.4 km, and the maximum water column of 0.36308 g/cm2,
which was the allowed value closest to the water column estimated in the
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atmospheric correction. The final image spatially and spectrally corresponds to a
Sentinel-2 level 1c product.
5.2.3 Objects segmentation and classification

The simulated Sentinel-2 image was segmented in spectrally homogeneous
objects using the multi-resolution segmentation algorithm as implemented in
eCognition (version 8.0.1). This is a region-growing algorithm which minimizes the
internal spectral and spatial heterogeneity of the objects. The segmentation is
performed using three user-defined parameters: the scale parameter (scale) which
controls the internal homogeneity and therefore the size of the objects, the shape
parameter (shape) which weights the importance of the spatial information versus the
spectral information, and the compactness parameter (compact) which weights the
importance of the compactness versus the smoothness of the object within the shape
weight (Benz et al. 2004).
The segmentation was performed on the Sentinel-2 bands having the highest
spatial resolution of 10 m: band 2 (blue, B), band 3 (green, G), band 4 (red, R), and
band 8 (near infra-red, NIR). The three segmentation parameters were chosen by trial
and error, paying attention to keeping agricultural fields and forest stands as
individual objects. They were set as follows: scale = 8, shape = 0.2 and
compact = 0.5.
The objects were then classified into five land cover classes: no vegetation, and
four vegetation classes (see Table 5.1). The normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) was used to discriminate vegetated and non-vegetated objects. The vegetated
objects were then classified in four classes having similar radiative transfer regime,
as related to their structural complexity. The structural complexity is inversely
related to the brightness in the visible domain and the four vegetation classes (VB1
to VB4) were therefore defined using the sum of the R, G, and B bands (R+G+B).
Table 5.1 Decision rules used for classifying the objects.
NDVI
(-)
NDVI > 0.3
NDVI ≤ 0.3

R+G+B
(mW/(m 2 sr nm))
R+G+B ≤ 86
86 < R+G+B ≤ 100
100 < R+G+B < 130
R+G+B ≥ 130

Class
VB1
VB2
VB3
VB4
No vegetation
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5.2.4 Bayesian object-based estimation of LAI and Cab

5.2.4.1 Estimation algorithm
LAI and Cab were estimated directly from the TOA radiance data using a
Bayesian object-based algorithm (Laurent et al. In review-b). This algorithm consists
of two steps which are briefly described below.
In the first step, six to seven variables, including LAI and Cab, are estimated for
each object, using a Bayesian optimization algorithm. This algorithm seeks to find
the maximum likelihood estimate by minimizing the cost function χ2 (Tarantola
2005):

χ 2 = 1 2 (L o − L) T C o−1 (L o − L) +

1

2 (v a

− v) T C a−1 ( v a − v)

(5.2),

where L o is the vector of average observed radiance for the object, L is the vector of
simulated radiance, C o is the covariance matrix containing the observation and model
uncertainties in each spectral band, va is the vector of a priori variable values, v is
the vector of variable values, and C a is the covariance matrix of the a priori
variables. The first term of Equation 5.2 is the radiometric cost, and the second term
is the a priori cost.
The update vector Δv to apply to v in each iteration of the optimization is given
by:
Δv = [J T C o−1 J + C a−1 + μJ T J]−1 [J T C 0−1 (L o − L ) + C a−1 (v a − v)]

(5.3),

where J is the Jacobian matrix, and µ is the damping factor. J contains the partial
derivatives of the model, obtained by varying each variable, by 1 % of its allowed
range (Laurent et al. 2011b). The damping factor was introduced to avoid the
occasional cost increase which can happen with the Gauss-Newton-like formula by
rotating Δv towards the direction of steepest descent, similarly to the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. It is set to zero at the beginning of each iteration. In case of
increasing cost, µ is set to one, and subsequently multiplied by 10, until a decrease in
cost is obtained, or until µ reaches 1010 .
Each variable v is constrained between its a priori minimum (v min) and maximum
(v max ) values by a transformation into a variable u:



v − v min
− 1
u = arcsin 2
 vmax − vmin


(5.4).

The optimization is performed in the transformed variable space, so the C a and J
matrices are also expressed in the transformed variables. At the end of the
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optimization, the optimized variable values are transformed back into the original
variable space.
In the second step, LAI and Cab are estimated for each pixel in the object using a
LUT, constrained by the outputs of the Bayesian optimisation at the object level. All
variables, except LAI and Cab are fixed to their optimized values. The LAI range is
chosen by optimizing LAI for the two pixels having the minimum and maximum
radiance in the NIR bands (bands 8 and 9), using the Bayesian optimization
algorithm of the first step. LAI is then uniformly sampled within the obtained range,
increasing the number of samples with increasing LAI range. For each sampled LAI,
the range for Cab was chosen according to the LAI value. Cab was then sampled in
its range using steps of 10 μ g/cm2 . Finally, the coupled model was run for all
LAI-Cab combinations to populate the LUT.

5.2.4.2 Coupled canopy-atmosphere model
The vegetation canopy was modelled with the soil-leaf-canopy model SLC
(Verhoef and Bach 2007). It was chosen because it is a hybrid RT model with good
accuracy and fast running time for use in the optimization algorithm. SLC couples
the soil model 4SOIL with the leaf model PROSPECT and the canopy model
4SAIL2.
PROSPECT simulates the leaf optical properties based on the leaf concentrations
in chlorophyll (Cab), dry matter (Cdm), water (Cw), and on the leaf mesophyll
parameter (N) (Jacquemoud and Baret 1990). The refractive index of leaf material
and the specific absorption coefficients of chlorophyll, dry matter and water at 1 nm
resolution were taken from Feret et al. (2008). In addition, the model was extended to
include the concentration in brown pigments (Cs) (Verhoef and Bach 2003b).
4SAIL2 is based on the SAIL model (Verhoef 1984), which assumes arbitrarily
inclined leaves, as described by the leaf inclination distribution (LIDF). 4SAIL2
allows for two horizontal canopy layers, which can have different proportions of
brown and green leaves in their total leaf area (fB). The vertical distribution of the
brown and green leaves is controlled by the dissociation parameter (D): if D = 0, the
brown and green leaves are homogeneously distributed, if D = 1, the brown leaves
are all in the bottom layer of the canopy, and the green leaves in the top layer. The
crown-level clumping is modelled assuming spherical crown shapes and is controlled
by the canopy cover (Cv), and the crown shape parameter (Zeta), defined as the ratio
of the crown diameter to the height of the crown centre above ground (Verhoef and
Bach 2007). The crown clumping is an interesting feature to model open canopies.
Finally, the hot spot parameter (Hot) controls the width of the hot spot reflectance
peak in the angular domain.
The atmosphere was simulated using the MODTRAN4 RT model (Berk et al.
2003). It is a state-of-the-art model with rather long running time. The canopyatmosphere coupling approach of Laurent et al. (2011b; 2011c), however, requires
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only three runs for surface albedo values of 0, 0.5, and 1 (Verhoef and Bach 2003b)
which can be performed in advance. Because the atmospheric parameters were
considered constant, this allowed using the coupled SLC-MODTRAN4 model in the
optimization. The canopy-atmosphere coupling relies on the 4-stream theory, and
allows making full use of the four directional components of the canopy reflectance
provided by SLC.

5.2.4.3 Parameterization of the model and estimation algorithm
A soil spectrum measured with an ASD spectroradiometer in a neighbouring test
site with similar soil type (Oensingen, Switzerland, +47° 16’ 44” N, +7° 43’ 53” E)
was used, instead of using the 4SOIL model, and it was considered constant in the
study area. The SLC parameters were fixed independently for each vegetation class,
using expert knowledge (Table 5.2). The three MODTRAN4 runs were conducted for
a visibility of 60 km, a water vapour column of 1.3 g/cm2, between the average
height of the study area and TOA level, using the 1 cm-1 band model. The visibility
of 60 km and water vapour column of 1.3 g/cm2 were obtained by averaging the
values calculated for the atmospheric correction of the individual flight lines. The
SLC and MODTRAN4 simulations were performed at 1 nm spectral resolution, and
the final radiance output signature was convolved to the Sentinel-2 bands using the
spectral response functions as defined in Drusch et al. (2012).
LAI and Cab were estimated using the Bayesian object-based estimation
algorithm (section 5.2.4.1) for all vegetated objects whose size was larger than 1000
m2 (ten pixels of 10 m). The free variables in the object-based Bayesian optimization
were: LAI, Cv, Cab, Cw, Cdm, N (of the green leaves), and additionally fB for the
VB1 and VB2 objects, which correspond to forest or mature crop fields. The a priori
data for these six or seven variables for each vegetation class were chosen using
expert knowledge (Table 5.3). The initial values of all the variables were set to the
middle of their a priori variation range, except LAI whose initial value was 2. The
optimization was terminated when the update changes (Equation 5.3) for all the

Table 5.2 Fixed parameter values for the SLC model for the four vegetation classes.

Canopy

Brown leaves

Green leaves
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Parameter (unit)
LIDF (-)
D (-)
Zeta (-)
Hot (-)
Cab (µg/cm 2 )
Cw (cm)
Cdm (g/cm 2 )
Cs (-)
N (-)
Cs (-)

VB1
Spherical
0
0.5
0.01
10
0
0.5
15
10
0.05

Vegetation class
VB2
VB3
Spherical
Spherical
0
0
0.5
1
0.05
0.05
5
5
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.005
1
1
2
2
0.05
0.05

VB4
Spherical
0
1
0.05
5
0.001
0.005
1
2
0.05
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variables were smaller than 1 % of their a priori variable range, or when ten
iterations had been performed. The measurement uncertainties for the a priori data
and the Sentinel-2 observations were assumed to be uncorrelated, so the two
covariance matrices were both diagonal. The diagonal of the C a matrix was filled
with the a priori variance of the variables, calculated from Table 5.3. Following
Laurent et al. (In review-b), the noise of the Sentinel-2 data was assumed
uncorrelated and equal to 1 [mW/(m2 sr nm)] 2 for all spectral bands, and the model
errors were ignored, so the C o matrix was equal to the identity matrix.
5.2.5 Evaluation of the effects of the parametric nadir-normalization
There is a conceptual issue when using a parametric RT model to normalize the
radiance data to nadir viewing, and then estimating the variables from the nadirnormalized data using a physically-based RT model. Indeed, the radiance values are
corrected to nadir-viewing according to the angular behaviour of the parametric
model, which may differ from that of the physically-based model, and therefore
reduce the performance of the inversion of the physically-based model. First, the
discrepancy between the Li-Ross and SLC-MODTRAN4 angular signatures was
investigated, and second the impact of the Li-Ross nadir-normalization on the LAI
and Cab estimates was evaluated. These two analyses were performed at APEX flight
height, before applying Equation 5.1. The results are easily transferred to TOA level,
because the TOA radiance is a linear transformation of the radiance at APEX flight
height (Equation 5.1). The westernmost image (flight line 9, FL9) was selected
because it had the most vegetation. The solar zenith angle for FL9 was 34.7° and the
solar azimuth angle was 122.7°. MODTRAN4 was run in advance, between the

Table 5.3 A priori mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values of the canopy and green leaves
variables for the four vegetation classes.
Variable
(unit)
LAI
(-)
Cv
(-)
Cab
(µg/cm2 )
Cw
(cm)
Cdm
(g/cm 2)
N
(-)
fB
(-)

VB1
4 (2)
[2, 8]
1 (0.2)
[0.7, 1]
40 (20)
[10, 100]
0.02 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.005 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.8 (0.5)
[1, 2.5]
0.2 (0.1)
[0, 0.5]

Vegetation class
VB2
VB3
3 (2)
1 (2)
[1, 8]
[0, 4]
1 (0.2)
0.8 (0.2)
[0.5, 1]
[0.3, 1]
40 (20)
40 (20)
[10, 100]
[10, 100]
0.02 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
[0.005, 0.05]
0.005 (0.001)
0.005 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
[0.001, 0.01]
1.8 (0.5)
1.8 (0.5)
[1, 2.5]
[1, 2.5]
0.2 (0.1)
0 (n/a)
[0, 0.5]
[n/a]

VB4
0.5 (2)
[0, 2]
0.3 (0.2)
[0, 0.5]
40 (20)
[10, 100]
0.02 (0.01)
[0.005, 0.05]
0.005 (0.001)
[0.001, 0.01]
1.8 (0.5)
[1, 2.5]
0 (n/a)
[n/a]
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average altitude of the study area and the APEX flight height, for viewing zenith
angles (VZA) between -14° and +14° (APEX FOV) in steps of 2°. The outputs were
stored in an atmospheric database. Positive VZA values indicate viewing directions
opposite to the sun (forward direction).

5.2.5.1 Angular signatures
The angular signatures simulated by the SLC-MODTRAN4 and Li-Ross models
were compared for the four vegetation classes for the four 10 m bands of Sentinel-2.
For each class, the SLC-MODTRAN4 was run using the default parameter values
(Table 5.2) and the a priori values (Table 5.3), for each of the 1000 across-track
APEX pixels, interpolating the MODTRAN4 outputs from the atmospheric database.
The obtained angular signatures were then fed to the Li-Ross nadir-normalization
algorithm (see section 5.2.2). The kernels and associated weights chosen by the
algorithm were then used to simulate the Li-Ross angular signatures.
5.2.5.2 LAI and Cab estimates
The impact of the parametric Li-Ross nadir-normalization on the LAI and Cab
estimates was evaluated by comparing the LAI and Cab maps obtained by the
Bayesian object-based inversion of the SLC-MODTRAN4 model (section 5.2.4)
from:
1. the nadir-normalized image, using nadir viewing geometry in the
simulations (NN approach)
2. the original image, using the original viewing geometry in the
simulations (OG approach)
The objects and associated classes needed to apply the Bayesian object-based
estimation algorithm to FL9 were obtained by taking a spatial subset of the objects
and associated vegetation classes obtained for the Sentinel-2 scene (section 5.2.3).
For the OG approach, an image containing the original viewing geometry (zenith and
azimuth angles) for each pixel was created in raw APEX geometry, and then
geometrically corrected in the same way as FL9. The average viewing geometry for
each object were then calculated and used in the SLC-MODTRAN4 simulations.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Simulated Sentinel-2 scene
The simulated Sentinel-2 scene has an extent of 16 x 22 km2 . It has full spectral
and spatial characteristics of the future Sentinel-2 satellite. True and false colour
composites of the 10 m resolution bands are presented in Figure 5.1. Despite the
nadir-normalization applied to each of the seven APEX images, a brighter vertical
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Figure 5.1 True (R: band 4, G: band 3, B: band 2) and false (R: band 8, G: band 4, B: band 3) colour composites
of the simulated Sentinel-2 scene with 10 m resolution. The blue rectangle indicates the area used for Figures 5.2
and 5.4, and the yellow rectangle indicates the area of FL9 used for Figure 5.6.

stripe appears on the west side of the scene, and there is a general trend of increasing
brightness from east to west. This is discussed in section 5.4.3.
5.3.2 Objects identification and classification
The objects and classes for a small area in the south west of the scene are
presented in Figure 5.2. The size of the objects is related to the heterogeneity of the
area. Small objects are predominantly found in urban areas where many types of
surfaces can be found within a few pixels, while larger objects are found in forested
areas, which possess lower spectral and spatial internal variability. Agricultural
fields are spectrally and spatially more homogenous than forest patches, but objects
in agricultural areas are smaller because of the sharp transition from one crop to the
next at the edges of the small Swiss fields.
The classification criteria (Table 5.1) efficiently discriminated vegetated and non
vegetated objects such as urban areas and bare fields. As expected, most forest
objects were classified as VB1, and brown field objects having low vegetation cover
were classified as VB4. Vegetated objects located within urban areas and larger than
1000 m2 were included in the LAI and Cab estimation.
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Figure 5.2 Objects (red polygons) with the true colour composite (left) and with the vegetation classes (right) for a
zoomed area (blue rectangle on Figure 5.1). The white areas were classified as no vegetation.

5.3.3 Bayesian object-based estimation
The object-level maps of the estimates of the seven free variables in the Bayesian
optimization algorithm are presented in Figure 5.3, as well as the full vegetation
classification map, and the cost map. Most objects had high Cv values, except for
VB4 objects and a few VB3 objects, accordingly to the Cv ranges used in the a priori
data (Table 5.3). The highest LAI values were found in VB1 objects. These objects
also had higher Cab and higher fB than the objects classified as VB2 to VB4. The
differences between object classes were less marked for Cdm, Cw, and N. The cost
map was represented using the value range from 8 to 100. Because the a priori costs
were much smaller than the radiometric costs, this corresponds to an average
radiance mismatch of 1.1 to 3.9 mW/(m2 sr nm) in each band, assuming an equal
radiance mismatch in all 13 bands. This can be related to the magnitude of the
radiance values, which is usually in the range of 20 to 50 mW/(m2 sr nm) in the
visible, and in the range of 40 to 200 mW/(m2 sr nm) in the NIR for vegetation. Most
objects had cost values smaller than 100, but there was a trend to higher cost values
towards the west of the scene. The brighter vertical stripe on the west side of the
scene translated into visible stripes on the object-level maps of LAI, Cdm, fB, and
cost.
The pixel-level maps of LAI and Cab (not shown) show the same spatial patterns
of higher values in VB1 objects, the values were higher than those obtained at the
object level. Most pixels still had cost values smaller than 100, but much higher cost
values than at object level were reached locally, especially in very high VB1 objects.
The LAI and Cab estimates at object and pixel levels are presented in more detail
for a small area in the south west of the scene (Figure 5.4). The object and pixel
maps of each variable have similar spatial patterns, with more details appearing in
the pixel maps. The added variability at the pixel level concerns mostly the VB1 and
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Figure 5.3 Object-based maps of vegetation classes, LAI, Cv, fB, Cab, Cdm, Cw, N, and cost values obtained
from the simulated Sentinel-2 image.
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Figure 5.4 Object- and pixel-level maps of LAI and Cab for a zoomed area (blue rectangle on Figure 5.1), with
objects boundaries (red polygons).

VB2 objects (see vegetation classes on Figure 5.2). From object to pixel level, the
maximum values increased from 7.6 to 8 for LAI, and from 57 to 100 for Cab.
5.3.4 Effects of the parametric nadir normalization

5.3.4.1 Angular signatures
For the Li-Ross simulations, the nadir normalization algorithm selected the same
kernels for all four vegetation classes and for all four 10 m resolution bands: Rossthin for the volumetric scattering and Li-dense for the geometric scattering (see
section 5.2.2). For all bands and vegetation classes, the spectral profiles of the kernel
weights were similar (not shown). The weights of the isotropic scattering kernel were
the highest, while the weights of the geometric kernel were close to zero, and the
weights for the volumetric kernel were negative.
The relative differences between the Li-Ross and SLC-MODTRAN4 angular
signatures for the four 10 m resolution bands are presented in Figure 5.5. The
difference curves for all four vegetation classes present the same sinusoidal shape for
the four bands, revealing systematic differences between the two models. The LiRoss simulations were lower than the SLC-MODTRAN4 simulations for
VZA < - 11° and for VZA ∈ [1°, 12°], and higher than the SLC-MODTRAN4
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Figure 5.5 Relative difference between the Li-Ross and SLC-MODTRAN4 angular signatures for the four 10 m
bands and for the four vegetation classes.

simulations for VZA ∈ [- 11°, 1°] and VZA >12°. The Li-Ross simulations therefore
differed from the SLC-MODTRAN4 simulations for nadir viewing. For the VB1 and
VB2 vegetation classes, the relative differences were lower in the NIR than in the
visible bands, whereas for the VB3 and VB4 vegetation classes, the relative
differences were lowest in the red bands. All absolute difference values were smaller
than 0.15 mW/(m2 sr nm) in absolute value.

5.3.4.2 LAI and Cab estimates
The LAI, Cab and cost maps obtained from the NN and OG approaches (not
shown) had R 2 values of 0.96 for LAI, 0.98 for Cab and 0.93 for the cost, showing a
good consistency between the two approaches. The difference maps (Figure 5.6)
show the spatial patterns of the differences between the two approaches. The objects
are much more visible on the LAI and cost difference maps than on the Cab
difference map, which appears more scattered. For all three maps, as expected, the
differences are smallest in the across-track centre of the image, and increase towards
the edges. The highest LAI differences are found in very high scattering objects,
where LAI values are higher. The spatial pattern of very high cost differences
roughly follows the pattern of the VB1 and VB2 objects.

5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Objects and spatial constraints
The multi-resolution segmentation algorithm was chosen to demonstrate the
feasibility of object identification within a Sentinel-2 simulated scene. The area of
the city of Zurich and its surroundings presented discrete landscape units with clear
boundaries, favouring object-based approaches. The multi-resolution segmentation
algorithm implemented in eCognition is the most frequently used algorithm in object-
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Figure 5.6 Maps of the difference between the LAI, Cab, and cost obtained from the NN and OG approaches for
the south part of FL9 (area in the yellow rectangle of Figure 5.1). Blue colours indicate areas where the NN
approach gave lower values than the OG approach.

based studies (Blaschke 2010) and has been successfully used for identification and
classification of operational vegetation units (Johansen et al. 2007; Lamonaca et al.
2008; Massada et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2004). This region-growing segmentation
algorithm enables automatic identification and delineation of objects of varying
sizes, because it evaluates the spectral and spatial heterogeneity at each ‘growing’
step of the object segmentation process, until the user-defined maximum internal
heterogeneity (the scale parameter). If this threshold is reached early, at a ‘high
resolution’, the object will be small, e.g. in urban areas (Figure 5.2). On the contrary,
if the threshold is reached at a ‘low resolution’ the object will be bigger, e.g. in
forested areas (Figure 5.2). For this reason, careful tuning of the scale parameter is
important in order to obtain objects homogenous enough to apply the spatial
constraints and to obtain accurate estimates of LAI and Cab at the pixel level.
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Indeed, in this study, the smoothness principle (Wang et al. 2008) was applied
strictly, fixing the object-level variables to their optimized values for all pixels in the
object. If, for example, an object consists of pixels belonging to two vegetation
classes, the object-level variables will be optimized to match the area-weighted
average signature of the two classes. The obtained values will not be suitable for
either of the two classes, and will lead to inaccurate LAI and Cab estimates at the
pixel level. Multi-level image segmentation yields a hierarchical object network
(Benz et al. 2004), which allows obtaining meaningful objects (Blaschke 2010) such
as agricultural fields and urban tree lines. For implementation of the spatial
constraints, however, the homogeneity of the objects is primordial, and single-level
segmentation was more adapted, as it was preferred to have several objects in a
single field rather than two fields in the same object.
The 10 m resolution of four of the Sentinel-2 bands was appropriate for deriving
objects using multi-resolution segmentation. Contrary to the study of (Laurent et al.
In review-b), the mixed pixels at the edges of the objects were not discarded, because
of the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 was not as fine.
5.4.2 Vegetation classes and a priori data
A general, straightforward to apply, vegetation classification was adopted
because, contrary to the study of Laurent et al. (In review-b), no extensive land cover
data was available. The four levels of brightness in the visible domain were related to
vegetation vertical structure, and general expert knowledge could then be used to
define the a priori data (Table 5.3). Because of the broadness of the classes, the
confidence in the a priori values was low. This was reflected by large values for the a
priori standard deviations. This classification is therefore well applicable without the
need of labour- (or cost-) intensive generation of a priori data.
5.4.3 Li-Ross modelling and nadir normalization
In the parametric Li-Ross model each wavelength is treated independently, which
may result in different kernels and kernel weights for each band, whereas the
physically-based SLC-MODTRAN4 model uses the same values of the canopy
parameters for all bands. In addition, the volume scattering component of the Li-Ross
model is based on the assumption of a spherical LIDF and equal leaf reflectance and
transmittance. The latter assumption is better satisfied in the NIR than in the visible
domain, so one would expect smaller angular deviations between Li-Ross and SLCMODTRAN4 in the NIR than in the visible bands. This expectation was only
fulfilled for the VB1 and VB2 vegetation classes. The deviations between the SLCMODTRAN4 and Li-Ross model were expected to be small because the spherical
LIDF assumption used in the Li-Ross volumetric scattering component matches the
spherical LIDF used for defining the vegetation classes (Table 5.2). Although the
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deviations between the two models were small in radiance units, the they were
systematic, which might be due to the much smaller number of degrees of freedom of
the Li-Ross model.
These systematic deviations may have impacted the quality of the nadirnormalization of the APEX images. The main limitation, however, was that the
changes in solar geometry over the two-hour acquisition period were not accounted
for in the Li-Ross BRDF correction algorithm. This explains the trend of increasing
brightness from the east to the west (Figure 5.1) of the Sentinel-2 mosaic. Another
important issue is that the nadir-normalization algorithm relies on a 5-classes land
cover classification, only two of which concerning vegetation. This implies that the
quality of the results depend on the spatial distribution of pixels of each class over
the sensor’s FOV. If observations of a scattering type are rather sparse and not well
distributed over the FOV, the Li-Ross kernel weights can be less stable and
correction may become less reliable. Another interfering effect is caused by
topography, which is not accounted for in the algorithm. The brighter vertical stripe
in the western part may be due to a combination of the described uncertainties. The
Li-Ross BRDF correction cannot distinguish between the anisotropy of the surface
and that of the atmosphere, and therefore corrected them both simultaneously. This is
consistent with the nadir viewing convention used for creating the simulated
Sentinel-2 scene. Enhancements on the BRDF correction approach are subject to
current work. A more robust correction could be achieved by inverting the model on
a set of observations generated from several flight lines if not from all. Applying
different error metrics than least-RMSE for the inversion process, e.g. the least
median of error squares (Susaki et al. 2004) or least variance of white-sky albedo
(Gao et al. 2001) could further enhance the quality of the mosaic.
5.4.4 Simulated Sentinel-2 TOA scene

5.4.4.1 Suitability of APEX data
APEX data has unprecedented spectral, spatial and radiometric resolution,
allowing to simulate each Sentinel-2 band with at least three APEX bands (D'Odorico
et al. 2013) and each Sentinel-2 pixel with at least nine APEX pixels. The APEX
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is also well above the expected SNR of Sentinel-2. The
only pitfall simulating the Sentinel-2 scene is the 2-hour duration of the APEX
acquisition, which resulted in variation of the solar geometry (zenith: 34.7 to 43.2°,
azimuth: 107.6 to 122.7°). The effects on this changing solar geometry on the nadir
normalization were discussed in section 5.4.3.
5.4.4.2 Structural limitations: aspects which were not included in the simulated scene
The simulated Sentinel-2 scene has an extent of 16 x 22 km2, which is smaller
than the 290 km swath and than the 100 x 100 km2 tiles planned for the Sentinel-2
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mission. Despite its restricted extent, however, the Zurich simulated scene covers a
wide range of land cover types including agricultural fields, pastures, forests, water
bodies, urban areas and even an airport. This variety makes this scene an interesting
dataset for preparing and/or testing operational algorithms for Sentinel-2.
The simulated scene consists of a mosaic of nadir-normalized APEX images and
therefore contains nadir-normalized radiance data. If the scene would be at the centre
of the Sentinel-2 swath, the VZA would vary between - 0.6° and + 0.6°, which is
small enough to assume that all pixels are viewed from nadir. The geometry of the
Sentinel-2 MSI is relatively complex because it involves 12 detector modules, each
recording the radiance in 13 spectral bands. Each detector module and spectral band
has a slightly different viewing angle, which causes a significant parallax effect. This
parallax effect, however, was ignored because it will only be visible for targets which
are not at the ground altitude such as clouds and will therefore not be ortho-rectified
properly.

5.4.4.3 Other limitations / sources of error
Each step of the processing described in section 5.2.2 introduced inaccuracies, all
of which propagated in the final simulated Sentinel-2 TOA scene. First are the
inaccuracies associated with the nadir-normalization of the APEX images discussed
in section 5.4.3. The fact that the nadir-normalization ignored the atmospheric and
topographic effects means that these effects were kept in the final simulated Sentinel2 scene. This is good because those effects would also be included in the real
Sentinel-2 imagery. The very high spectral resolution of the APEX data allowed
limiting the inaccuracies related to the spectral convolution, and its high spatial
resolution allowed for precise geometric correction and spatial resampling. The
mosaicking process averaged the radiance values from up to three nadir-normalized
APEX images, but which still included directional effects related to the solar
geometry. The effects of the part of the atmosphere above APEX flight height was
then added using Equation 5.1, which ignored the adjacency effects above APEX
flight height. In addition, the values for the atmospheric parameters at APEX flight
height were not known, so the surface values were used when possible, or replaced
by the maximum value allowed in MODTRAN4. Considering the limitations of the
processing to obtain the simulated Sentinel-2 scene, and despite the much higher
SNR of APEX compared to that of Sentinel-2, no noise was added to the simulated
Sentinel-2 scene.
5.4.5 LAI and Cab estimates
Unfortunately, no field data was available for evaluating the accuracy of the LAI
and Cab estimates. It would be possible to perform an indirect validation using
independent remote sensing products such as MODIS or MERIS LAI and Cab
products. These products, however, have very different pixel size and are also subject
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to uncertainties. In the context of this proof of concept study for applying the
Bayesian object-based approach in areas without field data, it was not considered
necessary to implement such an indirect validation.
The accuracy of the LAI and Cab estimates is limited by the accuracy of the
simulated Sentinel-2 data, as discussed above, and by the performance of the
estimation method, which includes the SLC-MODTRAN4 model and the Bayesian
object-based approach. The Bayesian object-based approach was shown to be more
accurate than a LUT with Bayesian cost function approach by a previous study where
the results were extensively discussed (Laurent et al. In review-b). An indication on
the performance of the estimation method is given by the cost values: higher cost
values correspond to less reliable estimates. At the object level, most cost values
were under 100 (Figure 5.3). At the pixel-level, however, the cost values increased,
especially in VB1 objects. This may be related to the 10 m pixel size of the simulated
Sentinel-2 data, which is too small for SLC to model forest environments: a 10 m
pixel does not cover enough trees, violating the assumption made in SLC of internal
homogeneity within the pixel. Therefore, the object-level LAI and Cab estimates for
VB1 vegetation are more reliable than those at pixel level. Indeed, the lower LAI
values obtained at object level are more realistic because the forests around Zurich
are regularly thinned. Finally, the adjacency and topography effects were ignored in
the coupled canopy-atmosphere RT modelling.

5.5 Conclusions
The Bayesian object-based approach allows implementing the maximum
regulation of the RT model inversion to obtain the most accurate LAI and Cab
estimates: coupling canopy and atmospheric RT models, using a priori data in the
Bayesian optimization at the object level, and using spatial constraints for building
the object-specific LUTs. Thanks to an automatic multi-resolution segmentation to
identify vegetation objects and to a general vegetation classification based on four
levels of brightness in the visible domain, the Bayesian object-based approach was
successfully applied to estimate LAI and Cab from a simulated Sentinel-2 scene for
which no field data was available. The results of this study therefore extend the
applicability of the Bayesian object-based approach to cases where no field data is
available, which is essential for large-scale environmental studies relying on RSbased LAI and Cab maps. Another important contribution of this study is the
demonstration of systematic, although small, differences between the angular
simulations of the physically-based SLC-MODTRAN4 model and the parametric LiRoss model. Therefore, nadir-normalization of the data should be avoided, and it
should be preferred to use original data, including the original geometry for each
object, as was demonstrated here.
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6.1 Main results
Recognizing the need of the scientific community for better vegetation-related
inputs for dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM), this thesis contributes to
improving the accuracy of vegetation variables estimated from mono-temporal
satellite optical remote sensing data. A globally applicable approach is required, and
this thesis thus focussed on the most general and adaptable estimation approach: the
radiometric data-driven inversion of physically-based radiative transfer (RT) models
(section 1.2). The traditional top-of-canopy (TOC) approach, however, suffers from
limitations related to the pre-processing of the measured data to TOC reflectances
(section 1.4), and this thesis therefore proposes to work directly with the radiance
data measured at top-of-atmosphere (TOA) level. Such a TOA-based approach allows
avoiding the limitations of the TOC approach (section 1.5.2.1) and improving the
regularization of the model inversion (section 1.5.2.2). The core hypothesis of this
work was therefore that the TOA approach allows estimating the vegetation variables
more accurately than the TOC approach. Based on this hypothesis, four research
questions were raised (section 1.6). Each of them is answered below.
6.1.1 Research question A: Proof of concept of the TOA approach
A. How accurately can the TOA approach estimate vegetation variables directly from
the radiance data measured by the spaceborne sensor?
This research question was addressed in chapter 2. The aim of this chapter was to
introduce the TOA approach and to compare it with the traditional TOC approach in
a case study using near-nadir CHRIS data of three Norway spruce stands in Czech
Republic. In order to provide a convincing proof of concept for the TOA approach,
question A was investigated in three steps.
First, the accuracy of the coupled canopy-atmosphere RT model was evaluated
(Laurent et al. 2009). This is essential because the vegetation variables can be
estimated in the TOA approach, by inverting the coupled model, only if the coupled
model is accurate enough. The coupling set-up, based on the 4-stream theory,
allowed making full use of the four directional reflectance components simulated by
the SLC canopy model in the TOA radiance simulations. For the proof of concept,
the coupled model should be at least as accurate as the canopy model. To compare
the accuracy of the two models, which simulate different physical quantities, the
relative errors were used to calculate the cost function. For the three stands, the costs
were smaller at TOA level (between 0.05 and 0.14) than at TOC level (between 0.2
and 0.5), but this was due to the atmospheric path radiance which increased the
radiance signal. Therefore, the accuracy of the coupled canopy-atmosphere model
was similar to that of the canopy model for this case study.
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Second, the dimensionality and the sensitivity to the inputs of the two models
were investigated. This is important because the number of variables that can be
estimated is limited by the dimensionality, and only the variables having a significant
influence on the model simulations can be reliably estimated. An influence indicator
was calculated for each model input based on the Jacobian matrix. The local
sensitivity analysis showed that, for the three stands, and at both TOA and TOC
levels, the canopy structure parameters were most influential, followed by the leaf
parameters and the brown material parameters. At TOA level, the atmospheric
parameters had the smallest influence, and therefore they did not limit the estimation
of vegetation variables from the TOA approach. The singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the Jacobian matrix evaluated the dimensionality to be 3 for the three
stands for both TOA and TOC level. Therefore, four of the most influential model
inputs were chosen as variables to estimate: canopy crown cover (Cv), fraction of
brown material (fB), and leaf chlorophyll (Cab) and dry matter (Cdm) contents.
Third, the performance of the TOA approach for estimating these four variables
was compared to that of the TOC approach. This constitutes the core of research
question A. For each stand, two look-up tables (LUT) with Cv, fB, Cab and Cdm as
free variables were built: one with TOA radiances for the TOA approach and the
other with TOC reflectances for the TOC approach. The results showed that TOA and
TOC approaches had similar estimation performance for the three stands (Laurent et
al. 2010a).
Finally, this case study demonstrated that, having similar forward modelling
accuracy, similar dimensionality and similar parameter influence profile as the TOC
approach, the TOA approach was able to estimate the vegetation variables with
similar accuracy as the TOC approach (Laurent et al. 2011b). Similar performance,
however, is already sufficient to prefer the TOA approach over the TOC approach for
applications where minimal pre-processing of the data is advantageous, such as the
estimation of vegetation variables from multi-angular data where each dataset has to
be pre-processed individually in the TOC approach.
6.1.2 Research question B: TOA approach and multi-angular data
B. What is the added value of multi-angular radiance data for estimating vegetation
variables using the TOA approach?
This research question was addressed in chapter 3, using the same three Norway
spruce stands as in research question A, but this time making use of the three
available multi-angular CHRIS datasets in addition to using (near-)nadir data only.
Because the TOA approach is new, no study estimating vegetation variables from
measured TOA multi-angular data was found in the literature. It was therefore
considered necessary to proceed with the same three steps as for research question A,
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but comparing mono- and multi-angular approaches instead of TOC and TOA
approaches.
First, the accuracy of the coupled model for simulating the off-nadir
measurements should be comparable to its accuracy for the nadir simulations. The
cost values were based on the root mean square error between simulated and
measured spectral signatures. For the three stands, the off-nadir costs had the same
magnitude as the nadir cost. The cost values, extended to include all four available
observation directions, varied between 2.9 and 4.8 mW/(m2 sr nm) for the three
stands. The magnitude of the forest radiance usually varies between 20 and 50
mW/(m2 sr nm) in the visible, and between 40 to 150 mW/(m2 sr nm) in the nearinfrared. Therefore, the coupled model was able to provide realistic simulations of
the measured multi-angular data.
Second, the dimensionality and the sensitivity to the inputs of the coupled model
for the mono- and multi-angular cases were compared. The dimensionality and
influence of the model inputs were evaluated for all possible combinations of the
four observation directions, by vertically stacking the Jacobian matrices obtained for
each of the observation directions used in the combination. For all angular
combinations, the canopy structure parameters were most influential, followed, in
decreasing order, by the leaf parameters, the brown material parameters, and the
atmospheric parameters. For the three stands, the SVD of the Jacobian matrix
indicated that the dimensionality increased from 3 to 6 when increasing the number
of observation directions from 1 to 4 (Laurent et al. 2010b; Laurent et al. 2011a).
Therefore, the extreme dimensionality cases were tested by estimating either four or
seven variables. fB, Cv, Cdm and Cab were chosen for the 4-variable case, and the
leaf concentration in brown pigments (Cs), the dissociation factor (D), and the tree
shape factor (Zeta) were added for the 7-variable case.
Third, the performances of all angular combinations for estimating these four and
seven variables using the TOA approach were compared. For each stand, a 4-variable
LUT and a 7-variable LUT were built. The variables were estimated from each LUT,
using all possible angular combinations. For the three stands and for both cases, the
angular combinations which provided the best estimates had two or three observation
directions. These results did not match the expectation that the more observation
directions used, the more accurate the estimates, thus pointing out the difficulty of
fully exploiting multi-angular data.
Finally, this case study showed that the dimensionality increased when increasing
the number of observation directions, therefore demonstrating a higher potential of
multi-angular data over mono-angular data for estimating vegetation variables. This
added value of multi-angular data was already known for TOC reflectance data, but
this study showed that this is also true at TOA level (Laurent et al. 2011c).
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6.1.3 Research question C: Bayesian object-based approach
C. What is the potential of a Bayesian object-based approach for estimating LAI and
Cab using a coupled canopy-atmosphere model?
This research question was addressed in chapter 4. The aim of this chapter was to
introduce a Bayesian object-based approach implementing three regularization
methods: model coupling, a priori information and spatial constraints. The approach
relies on spectrally homogeneous objects which are treated independently. For each
object, the approach consists of two steps: 1) Bayesian optimization of up to six
variables (LAI, Cab, Cdm, leaf water content Cw, and leaf mesophyll parameter N,
and either Cv or fB), and 2) LUT estimation of LAI and Cab for each pixel, fixing all
other variables to their optimized values. The potential of this new approach for
estimating LAI and Cab was tested on APEX airborne imaging spectrometer data
over an agricultural test site in Oensingen, Switzerland. Three steps were required to
answer research question C.
First, the performance of the Bayesian optimization for estimating the variables at
object level was evaluated. This is important because accurate object-level estimates
are crucial for building appropriate object-specific LUTs and therefore to the
accuracy of the pixel-level LAI and Cab estimates. Although the dimensionality of
the APEX data was only 4, the Bayesian optimization was able to estimate up to six
variables. This was possible thanks to the use of the Jacobian matrix in the updating
rule, which allowed to distinguish the effects of the variables by their full spectral
sensitivity profiles (Laurent et al. 2012). The a priori information allowed strictly
constraining the variables in their ranges, and the a priori covariance matrix
efficiently avoided obtaining a singular matrix in the update rule. The a priori values
themselves, however, were virtually not used, because the observation covariance
matrix gave very high weight to the observations. Consequently, the optimization
was almost entirely driven by the radiometric match between the model simulation
and the observations. Visually, the patterns of low and high Cv and LAI
corresponded well with the brown and green fields on the true colour image. LAI was
most accurately estimated (R 2 = 0.95), followed by Cw (R 2 = 0.68) and Cdm
(R 2 = 0.36). Cab was poorly estimated (R 2 = 0.11).
Second, the performance of the Bayesian object-based approach for estimating
LAI and Cab at the pixel level was evaluated by comparing the estimates with the
ground data. The obtained spatial patterns were similar to those obtained at objectlevel, but intra-object variability appeared. LAI (R2 = 0.45) was estimated more
accurately than Cab (R 2 = 0.18).
Third, in order to evaluate the impact of the spatial constraints, the performance
of the Bayesian object-based approach was compared with that of a traditional LUT
approach, but using a Bayesian cost function (LUT-BCF). The LUT-BCF approach
estimated Cab (R2 = 0.26) more accurately than LAI (R 2 = 0.22). Both approaches
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suffered from misclassification issues, leading to the use of erroneous a priori data.
The Bayesian object-based approach, however, has a higher degree of freedom in the
Bayesian optimization and the spatial constraints allow avoiding variable
compensation effects in the LUT. These two features allow the Bayesian objectbased approach to provide more accurate LAI estimates than the LUT-BCF approach.
Finally, this case study showed that the Bayesian object-based approach
effectively combined the strengths of model coupling, a priori information and
spatial constraints regularization methods, and that the spatial constraints allow
increasing the accuracy of the LAI estimates (Laurent et al. In review-b). In order to
better balance the observation and the a priori information, more research on the
implementation of the observation covariance matrix is needed. Furthermore, for this
proof of concept study, the objects were manually digitized, and extensive a priori
information was available. Therefore, the applicability of the Bayesian object-based
approach in cases where less extensive knowledge about objects and land cover is
available still needs to be investigated.
6.1.4 Research question D: Extending the Bayesian object-based approach
D. What is the applicability of the Bayesian object-based approach for estimating LAI
and Cab from a TOA image for which less a priori information is available?
This research question was addressed in chapter 5. The aim of this chapter was to
propose a method for applying the Bayesian object-based approach to an image for
which there is no available knowledge about the objects or the land cover. The
proposed method uses automatic image segmentation and four general vegetation
classes having similar radiative transfer regime, based on increasing levels of
brightness in the visible domain (classes VB1 to VB4). It was tested on a simulated
Sentinel-2 scene of the Zurich area, which was mosaicked from seven APEX images.
The scene covered an extent of 16 x 22 km2 and was spatially and spectrally
equivalent to the Sentinel-2 level 1c TOA radiance product. The main source of error
in the simulated data was the nadir-normalization of the APEX images, which relied
on a parametric model. The differences between this parametric model and the
physically-based model used for estimating LAI and Cab, as well as the impact of the
nadir-normalization on the estimates, were discussed in Chapter 5. Three steps were
required to answer research question C.
First, the ability of multi-resolution segmentation to automatically derive objects
from the simulated Sentinel-2 scene was tested. Bands 2, 3, 4, and 8 had 10 m pixel
size, which is appropriate to detect vegetation objects in both urban and rural areas.
Based on those four bands, the segmentation was able to detect and identify objects
automatically using only three user-defined parameters: scale , shape , and
compactness. Careful tuning of the scale parameter is critical for obtaining spectrally
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homogeneous objects to apply spatial constraints. In case of doubt, smaller more
homogeneous objects should be preferred.
Second, the usability of the four vegetation classes in the Bayesian optimization
was investigated. Because of the broadness of the classes, general expert knowledge
could be used for defining the a priori information: the VB1 class (low visual
brightness) roughly corresponds to forest environments with high LAI and Cv, the
VB4 class (high visual brightness) corresponds to almost-bare fields with very low
LAI and Cv, the other two classes falling in between. High a priori variances were
used to reflect the low confidence in the a priori values.
Third, the performance of the Bayesian object-based approach for estimating LAI
and Cab based on the automatically segmented objects and on the four broad
vegetation visible brightness classes was evaluated. No field data was available to
validate the LAI and Cab maps, but the patterns of LAI, and Cv obtained at objectlevel were realistic, and the cost values were mostly low. The cost values were higher
at pixel level, indicating a lesser performance. This increase, however, was mostly
limited to VB1 objects, where the assumption of pixel internal homogeneity of the
SLC canopy RT model was violated. For VB1 areas, the object-level estimates were
therefore more reliable than the pixel-level ones.
Finally, automatic multi-resolution segmentation and the vegetation classification
using four levels of visible brightness allowed successful implementation of the
Bayesian object-based approach for the simulated Sentinel-2 scene, which had a
much larger extent and smaller quantity of a priori information than was available in
the APEX scene used for research question C (Laurent et al. In review-a). Because of
the limitations related to the nadir-normalization, however, it should be preferred to
work directly with the original data, using the original pixel viewing geometry. The
accuracy of the LAI and Cab estimates would also be enhanced if topography and
adjacency effects, important in the rugged terrain of the Zurich area, were also
included in the coupled canopy-atmosphere model.

6.2 General conclusions
Having proposed to work directly with the measured radiance data, the main
objective of this thesis was to explore the potential of the TOA approach for
estimating biophysical and biochemical vegetation variables. The main conclusions
from the work presented in this thesis are:

•

The TOA approach had similar forward modelling accuracy, similar
parameter influence profiles and the same dimensionality of 3 as the TOC
approach for a case study with near-nadir CHRIS data. The small
influence of the atmospheric parameters allowed the TOA approach to
estimate Cv, fB, Cab and Cdm for the three Norway spruce stands as
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•

•

•

accurately as the TOC approach. This similar performance is already
sufficient to prefer the TOA approach over the TOC approach for
applications where minimal data pre-processing is advantageous, such as
multi-angular studies.
The SVD of the Jacobian matrices for all possible angular combinations
of the four available CHRIS observation directions for the same three
Norway spruce stands showed that the dimensionality increased from 3 to
6 when increasing the number of directions from 1 to 4. Therefore, the
higher information content of multi-angular data compared to that of
mono-angular data, already recognized at TOC level, is also true at TOA
level. The estimation results, however, showed that, similar to TOC level,
the exploitation of this higher information content is still challenging.
The Bayesian object-based approach allowed a high number of free
variables in the Bayesian optimization (up to six) and efficiently
implemented spatial constraints at the object level. These two features
enabled the Bayesian object-based approach to provide more accurate
LAI estimates than the LUT-BCF approach for the Oensingen agricultural
area.
Automatic multi-resolution image segmentation and general vegetation
classification based on four levels of visible brightness allowed
successful implementation of the Bayesian object-based approach for
estimating LAI and Cab from the simulated Sentinel-2 scene of the
Zurich area where no knowledge about the objects and a priori data was
available.

6.3 Reflection
This thesis contributes to improving the accuracy of vegetation variables
estimated from optical remote sensing data, by directly using TOA radiance
measurements to invert a coupled canopy-atmosphere model. Intrinsic advantages of
the TOA approach are the inclusion of the atmospheric effects in the forward
modelling, and the comparison of the same physical quantities in the inversion. In
addition, the 4-stream coupling set-up used in the four case studies of this thesis
enabled to include the canopy directional effects in the modelling. Adjacency and
topography effects, which were ignored in this thesis, could be included in the
forward modelling to further improve the estimation accuracy.
The Jacobian matrix was used throughout this thesis for two purposes. In the first
two case studies, it was used to investigate the parameter sensitivities and to
diagnose the dimensionality of the estimation problem. This then allowed choosing
the most influential variables and determining how many of them can be estimated.
In the last two case studies, the Jacobian matrix was used to calculate the variable
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update vector in the Bayesian optimization. This allowed making full use of the
sensitivity spectral profile of the variables, thus enabling the estimation of up to six
variables when the data dimensionality was only 4 in chapter 4.
Another recurring theme throughout this thesis was the issue of the weighting of
the radiometric data. Spectral weights were used in chapter 2, the possible use of
angular weights was discussed in chapter 3, while chapter 4 raised the issue of the
implementation of the observation covariance matrix, which acts as weight for the
radiometric data. The common underlying issue to this weighting problem is the
evaluation of the information content of each radiance measurement, as related to its
uncertainties (noise) and to its concurrent spectral and or/angular measurements.
Furthermore, the observation covariance matrix should, in theory, also contain the
model errors. In practice, however, these uncertainties are still unknown. Improved
forward modelling and more appropriate weights might allow better exploiting the
higher information content of multi-angular data.
The observation covariance matrix also contributes, together with the a priori
covariance matrix, to the balance between the radiometric data and the a priori
information. This is the core of the Bayesian approach, because the covariance
matrices represent the degrees of belief. This balance issue is also related to the cost
of the collection of the a priori data, which consists of both land cover information
and a priori values, range and standard deviations. Chapter 5, however, showed that
realistic estimates could still be obtained by the Bayesian object-based approach
when using four broad vegetation classes and imprecise a priori data.
Exploring the potential of the TOA approach for estimating vegetation variables
from mono-temporal data, this thesis successfully implemented four regularization
methods in the TOA approach: model coupling, using multi-angular data, using a
priori information, and applying spatial constraints. Working directly with the TOA
radiance measurements facilitated the case studies because data pre-processing was
reduced to a minimum. This is especially true for chapter 3, where four angular
datasets would have had to be pre-processed independently for use in the traditional
TOC approach.
Finally, the atmospheric parameters were kept fixed throughout this thesis. The
coupled canopy-atmosphere modelling involved in the TOA approach, however,
would allow including the atmospheric parameter as free variables to be estimated
simultaneously with the vegetation variables. Atmospheric variables could then be
spatially constrained on areas larger than vegetation objects.

6.4 Outlook
As was seen in this thesis, the accurate estimation of vegetation variables using
physically-based approaches relies on three main pillars: 1) accurate forward
modelling, 2) regularization methods, and 3) high quality radiometric data and
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inclusion of their uncertainties in the model inversion. Further research should
therefore contribute to these three pillars. Following this thesis, the following
specific research directions have been identified for each pillar:
1.
2.
3.

Include adjacency and topography effects in the coupled canopy-atmosphere
model to increase the accuracy of the forward model
Implement temporal constraints to further regularize the inversion of the
coupled model
Investigate observation and model uncertainties in order to build a sensible
and comprehensive observation covariance matrix which will allow for
better balancing of a priori and radiometric costs in the Bayesian approach

The minimal data pre-processing required in the TOA approach will facilitate
research on the simultaneous use of several RS images in the model inversion, such
as for multi-angular, multi-sensor and multi-temporal studies. For example, time
series could be used for estimating vegetation variables in a data assimilation
framework. The Bayesian approach used in chapters 4 and 5 is especially suited for
this purpose, because the estimates obtained on a given date could be used as a priori
data for the estimation on the next date. Such a set-up would also allow decreasing
the amount of required a priori data and its related cost. This line of research will be
supported by the upcoming generation of satellites having high revisit frequency,
such as the Sentinel-2 mission(s) of the European Space Agency.
Direct data assimilation through the TOA approach will allow enhanced
continuous monitoring of vegetation variables for DGVMs. More research will,
however, be needed to meet the user requirements of the DGVM community
regarding the estimation accuracy, as well as temporal and spatial resolutions of the
remote sensing vegetation variable products. Furthermore, more accurate vegetation
products will benefit many vegetation-related applications, such as forest
management, precision agriculture, and carbon stock estimation in natural biomes.
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Summary
Vegetation is an important component of the Earth’s biosphere and therefore
plays a crucial role in the carbon exchange of terrestrial ecosystems. Vegetation
variables, such as leaf area index (LAI) and leaf chlorophyll content (Cab), can be
monitored at global scale using remote sensing (RS). There are two main categories
of approaches for estimating the vegetation variables from RS data: empirical and
physically-based approaches. Physically-based approaches are more widely
applicable because they rely on radiative transfer (RT) models, which can be adapted
to the observation conditions and to the observed vegetation. For estimating the
vegetation variables, however, the RT model has to be inverted, and this inversion is
usually an ill-posed and under-determined problem. Several regularization methods
have been proposed to allow finding stable and unique solutions: model coupling,
using multi-angular data, using a priori information, as well as applying spatial or
temporal constraints.
Traditionally, radiance data measured at top-of the atmosphere (TOA) are preprocessed to top-of-canopy (TOC) reflectances. Corrections for atmospheric effects,
and, if needed, for adjacency, directional, or topographic effects are usually applied
sequentially and independently. Physically, however, these effects are inter-related,
and each correction introduces errors. These errors propagate to the TOC reflectance
data, which are used to invert the canopy RT model. The performance of the TOC
approach is therefore limited by the errors introduced in the data during the preprocessing steps.
This thesis proposes to minimize these errors by directly using measured TOA
radiance data. In such a TOA approach, the atmospheric RT model, which is
normally inverted to perform the atmospheric correction, is coupled to the canopy RT
model. The coupled canopy-atmosphere model is inverted directly using the
measured radiance data. Adjacency, directional and topographic effects can then be
included in the coupled RT model. The same regularization methods as used for TOC
approaches can be applied to obtain stable and unique estimates. The TOA approach
was tested using four case studies based on mono-temporal data.
A) The performance of the TOA approach was compared to a TOC approach for
three Norway spruce stands in the Czech Republic, using near-nadir Compact High
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (CHRIS) data. The coupled model included canopy
directional effects and simulated the CHRIS radiance data with similar accuracy as
the canopy model simulated the atmospherically-corrected CHRIS data. Local
sensitivity analyses showed that the atmospheric parameters had much less influence
on the simulations than the vegetation parameters, and that the sensitivity profiles of
the latter were very similar for both TOC and TOA approaches. The dimensionality
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of the estimation problem was evaluated to be 3 for both approaches. Canopy cover
(Cv), fraction of bark material (fB), Cab, and leaf dry matter content (Cdm) were
estimated using look-up tables (LUT) with similar accuracy with both approaches.
B) Regularization using multi-angular data was tested for the TOA approach,
using four angular CHRIS datasets, for the same three stands as used in A). The
coupled model provided good simulations for all angles. The dimensionality
increased from 3 to 6 when using all four angles. Two LUTs were built for each
stand: a 4-variable LUT with fB, Cv, Cdm, and Cab, and a 7-variable LUT where leaf
brown pigment concentration (Cs), dissociation factor (D), and tree shape factor
(Zeta) were added. The results did not fully match the expectation that the more
angles used, the more accurate the estimates become. Although their exploitation
remains challenging, multi-angular data have higher potential than mono-angular
data at TOA level.
C) A Bayesian object-based approach was developed and tested on at-sensor
Airborne Prism Experiment (APEX) radiance data for an agricultural area in
Switzerland. This approach consists of two steps. First, up to six variables were
estimated for each crop field object using a Bayesian optimization algorithm, using a
priori information. Second, a LUT was built for each object with only LAI and Cab
as free variables, thus spatially constraining the values of all other variables to the
values obtained in the first step. The Bayesian object-based approach estimated LAI
more accurately than a LUT with a Bayesian cost function approach. This case study
relied on extensive field data allowing defining the objects and a priori data.
D) The Bayesian object-based approach proposed in C) was applied to a simulated
TOA Sentinel-2 scene, covering the area around Zurich, Switzerland. The simulated
scene was mosaicked using seven APEX flight lines, which allowed including all
spatial and spectral characteristics of Sentinel-2. Automatic multi-resolution
segmentation and classification of the vegetated objects in four levels of brightness
in the visible domain enabled defining the objects and a priori data without field
data, allowing successful implementation of the Bayesian object-based approach.
The research conducted in this thesis contributes to the improvement of the use of
regularization methods in ill-posed RT model inversions. Three major areas were
identified for further research: 1) inclusion of adjacency and topography effects in
the coupled model, 2) addition of temporal constraints in the inversion, and 3) better
inclusion of observation and model uncertainties in the cost function. The TOA
approach proposed here will facilitate the exploitation of multi-angular, multitemporal and multi-sensor data, leading to more accurate RS vegetation products.
These higher quality products will support many vegetation-related applications.
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Samenvatting
Vegetatie is een belangrijk onderdeel van de biosfeer van de aarde en speelt
daarom een cruciale rol in de koolstofuitwisseling van terrestrische ecosystemen.
Vegetatievariabelen, zoals de bladoppervlakte-index (LAI) en het chlorofylgehalte
(Cab) van het blad, kunnen op mondiale schaal gemonitord worden met behulp van
remote sensing (RS). Er zijn twee hoofdcategorieën van methoden voor het schatten
van de vegetatievariabelen met RS gegevens: empirische en fysische benaderingen.
Fysische benaderingen zijn meer algemeen toepasbaar omdat zij gebaseerd zijn op
stralingsinteractie (RT) modellen, die aangepast kunnen worden aan de
waarnemingsomstandigheden en de waargenomen vegetatie. Voor het schatten van de
vegetatievariabelen moeten de RT modellen echter geïnverteerd worden en deze
inversie is gewoonlijk slecht gesteld (bijna singulier) en onderbepaald. Verschillende
regularisatiemethodes zijn voorgesteld om stabiele en unieke oplossingen te vinden:
modelkoppeling, gebruik multi-kijkhoek gegevens, gebruik a priori informatie, en de
toepassing van ruimtelijke of temporele restricties.
Vanouds wordt de gemeten radiantie aan de top van de atmosfeer (TOA)
voorbewerkt tot top van de vegetatie (TOC) reflecties. Correcties voor atmosferische
effecten en, indien nodig, voor omgevingseffecten, directionele of topografische
effecten worden meestal sequentieel en onafhankelijk toegepast. Fysisch zijn deze
effecten echter met elkaar verbonden, en elke correctie introduceert fouten. Deze
fouten planten zich voort naar de TOC reflectiegegevens, die gebruikt worden om het
vegetatie RT model te inverteren. De prestatie van de TOC benadering wordt
derhalve beperkt door de fouten geïntroduceerd in de gegevens gedurende de
voorbewerkingsstappen.
Dit proefschrift stelt voor om deze fouten te minimaliseren door direct gemeten
TOA radianties te gebruiken. In een dergelijke TOA benadering wordt het
atmosferische RT model, dat normaliter geïnverteerd wordt om de atmosferische
correctie uit te voeren, gekoppeld aan het vegetatie RT model. Het gekoppelde
vegetatie-atmosfeer model wordt rechtstreeks geïnverteerd met behulp van de
gemeten radiantie gegevens. Omgevings-, directionele en topografische effecten
kunnen vervolgens opgenomen worden in het gekoppelde RT model. Dezelfde
regularisatiemethodes als voor TOC benaderingen kunnen gebruikt worden om
stabiele en unieke schattingen te verkrijgen. De TOA benadering is getest met behulp
van vier case studies op basis van monotemporele gegevens.
A) De prestatie van de TOA aanpak is vergeleken met een TOC benadering voor
drie fijnspar opstanden in de Tsjechische Republiek, met behulp van bijna-nadir
‘Compact High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer’ (CHRIS) gegevens. Het
gekoppelde model bevatte directionele effecten van de vegetatie en simuleerde de
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CHRIS radiantie gegevens met een nauwkeurigheid vergelijkbaar met de simulatie
van de atmosferisch gecorrigeerde CHRIS gegevens door het vegetatiemodel. Lokale
gevoeligheidsanalyses toonden aan dat de atmosferische parameters veel minder
invloed hadden op de simulaties dan de vegetatieparameters, en dat de gevoeligheid
voor parameters vergelijkbaar was voor zowel TOC en TOA benaderingen. De
dimensionaliteit van het schattingsprobleem is geëvalueerd als zijnde 3 voor beide
benaderingen. Bedekkingsgraad (Cv), fractie schors materiaal (fB), Cab, en droge
stofgehalte van het blad (Cdm) werden geschat met behulp van opzoektabellen (LUT)
met een vergelijkbare nauwkeurigheid voor beide benaderingen.
B) Regularisatie met multi-kijkhoek gegevens is getest voor de TOA benadering
middels vier CHRIS datasets verkregen onder verschillende kijkhoeken voor dezelfde
drie fijnspar opstanden als gebruikt in A). Het gekoppelde model leverde goede
simulaties op voor alle hoeken. De dimensionaliteit nam toe van 3 naar 6 als alle vier
hoeken gebruikt werden. Twee LUTs werden gebouwd voor elke opstand: een 4variabele LUT met fB, Cv, Cdm en Cab, en een 7-variabele LUT waar de
concentratie aan bruine pigmenten van het blad (Cs), de dissociatiefactor (D), en de
boomvormfactor (Zeta) toegevoegd werden. De resultaten voldeden niet volledig aan
de verwachting dat hoe meer hoeken gebruikt werden, des te nauwkeuriger de
schatting werd. Hoewel het gebruik uitdagend blijft, hebben multi-kijkhoek gegevens
meer potentieel op TOA niveau dan gegevens verkregen bij slechts één kijkhoek.
C) Een Bayesiaanse object-gebaseerde aanpak is ontwikkeld en getest op
‘Airborne Prism Experiment’ (APEX) radiantie gegevens, gemeten op sensorniveau,
voor een agrarisch gebied in Zwitserland. Deze aanpak bestaat uit twee stappen.
Allereerst werden tot zes variabelen geschat voor elk gewas met behulp van een
Bayesiaans optimalisatie-algoritme onder gebruikmaking van a priori informatie.
Vervolgens werd voor elk object een LUT gebouwd met slechts LAI en Cab als vrije
variabelen, waardoor alle andere variabelen ruimtelijk de waarden opgelegd kregen
die verkregen waren in de eerste stap. De Bayesiaanse object-gebaseerde benadering
schatte LAI nauwkeuriger dan een LUT aanpak met een Bayesiaanse kostenfunctie.
Deze case studie was gebaseerd op uitgebreide veldgegevens waardoor het definiëren
van de objecten en a priori gegevens mogelijk was.
D) De Bayesiaanse object-gebaseerde aanpak voorgesteld in C) is toegepast op
een gesimuleerd TOA Sentinel-2 beeld, dat het gebied rond Zürich in Zwitserland
bestrijkt. Het gesimuleerde beeld werd samengesteld uit zeven APEX vluchtlijnen,
hetgeen bestudering van alle ruimtelijke en spectrale eigenschappen van Sentinel-2
mogelijk maakte. Automatische multi-resolutie segmentatie en classificatie van
vegetatie-objecten volgens vier niveaus van helderheid in het zichtbare domein
maakte het mogelijk objecten en a priori gegevens te definiëren zonder
veldgegevens, waardoor een succesvolle implementatie van de Bayesiaanse objectgebaseerde aanpak mogelijk was.
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Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift draagt bij aan de verbetering van het
gebruik van regularisatiemethoden in slecht gestelde RT modelinversies. Drie
belangrijke gebieden werden geïdentificeerd voor verder onderzoek: 1) opname van
effecten van omgeving en topografie in het gekoppelde model, 2) toevoeging van
temporele restricties in de inversie, en 3) een betere integratie van observatie- en
modelonzekerheden in de kostenfunctie. De hier voorgestelde TOA aanpak zal het
gebruik van multi-kijkhoek, multitemporele en multi-sensor data vergemakkelijken,
hetgeen leidt tot nauwkeurigere RS vegetatieproducten. Deze producten met hogere
kwaliteit zullen vele vegetatie-gerelateerde toepassingen ondersteunen.
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Résumé
La végétation est un composant important de la biosphère et joue un rôle crucial
dans les échanges de carbone des écosystèmes terrestres. Les variables de végétation,
comme l’index de surface foliaire (LAI) et la concentration des feuilles en
chlorophylle (Cab), peuvent être suivies à l’échelle mondiale par télédétection. Deux
catégories principales d’approches peuvent être utilisées pour estimer les variables de
végétation a partir de données de télédétection : les approches empiriques et les
approches physiques. Les approches physiques sont plus largement applicable parce
qu’elles s’appuient sur des modèles de transfert radiatif (MTR) qui peuvent être
adaptés aux conditions d’observation et à la végétation observée. Cependant, pour
estimer les variables de végétation, un MTR doit être inversé, et cette inversion est
en général un problème mal posé et sous-déterminé. Plusieurs méthodes de
régularisation ont été proposées pour permettre de trouver des solutions stables et
uniques : le couplage de modèles, l’utilisation de données multi-angulaires,
l’utilisation de données a priori, ainsi que l’application de contraintes spatiales ou
temporelles.
Traditionnellement, les données de radiance mesurées au sommet de l’atmosphère
(SA) sont prétraitées en données de réflectance au sommet de la canopée (SC). Les
corrections des effets atmosphériques, et, si besoin, des effets topographiques,
directionnels et de proximité, sont effectuées séquentiellement et indépendamment.
Cependant, physiquement, ces effets sont interdépendants et chaque correction
introduit des erreurs. Ces erreurs se propagent dans les données de réflectance SC,
qui sont utilisées pour inverser le MRT. La performance de l’approche SC est donc
limitée par les erreurs introduites dans les données pendant le prétraitement.
Cette thèse propose de minimiser ces erreurs en utilisant directement les données
de radiance SA. Dans une telle approche SA, le MTR de l’atmosphère, qui est
normalement inversé pour accomplir la correction atmosphérique, est couplé au MTR
de la canopée. Le MTR couplé canopée-atmosphère est inversé en utilisant
directement les données de radiance SA. Les effets topographiques, directionnels et
de proximité peuvent alors être inclus dans le MRT couplé. Les méthodes de
régularisation utilisées pour l’approche SC peuvent être utilisées pour l’approche SA
afin d’obtenir des estimations stables et uniques. L’approche SA a été testée dans
quatre études de cas basées sur des données mono-temporelles.
A) La performance de l’approche SA a été comparée à celle de l’approche SC
pour trois parcelles d’épicéa commun en République Tchèque, en utilisant des
données proches du nadir, issues du « Compact High Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer » (CHRIS). Le MRT couplé, qui incluait les effets directionnels de la
canopée, a simulé les données de radiances de CHRIS avec une précision similaire à
celle avec laquelle le MTR de canopée simulait les données CHRIS corrigées pour
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les effets atmosphériques. Les analyses locales de sensitivité ont montré que les
paramètres atmosphériques avaient beaucoup moins d’influence sur les simulations
que les paramètres de la végétation, et que les profils de sensitivité de ces derniers
étaient très similaires pour les approches SC et SA. La dimensionnalité du problème
d’estimation a été évaluée à 3 pour les deux approches. Le couvert de la canopée
(Cv), la fraction d’écorce (fB), Cab, et la concentration des feuilles en matière sèche
(Cdm) ont été estimés, en utilisant des tables de correspondances (TC), avec une
précision similaire pour les deux approches.
B) La régularisation par l’utilisation de données multi-angulaires a été testée pour
l’approche SA avec quatre jeux de données angulaires CHRIS, pour les trois mêmes
parcelles déjà utilisées en A). Le MTR couplé a fourni de bonnes simulations pour
tous les angles et la dimensionnalité a augmenté de 3 à 6 en utilisant les quatre
angles. Deux TC ont été construites pour chaque parcelle : une avec fB, Cv, Cdm, et
Cab (4 variables), et une autre avec la concentration des feuilles en pigments bruns
(Cs), le facteur de dissociation (D), et le facteur de forme des arbres (Zeta) en plus (7
variables). Les résultats ne correspondirent pas avec l’attente que la précision des
estimations augmenterait avec le nombre d’angles utilisés. Bien que leur exploitation
reste difficile, les données multi-angulaires ont plus de potentiel que les données
mono-angulaires au niveau SA.
C) Une approche Bayésienne basée sur des objets (ABBO) a été développée et
testée avec des données de radiance du capteur « Airborne Prism EXperiment »
(APEX), pour une zone agricole en Suisse. L’approche consiste en deux étapes.
Premièrement, un algorithme Bayésien d’optimisation a été utilisé pour estimer
jusqu’à six variables pour chaque objet (champ agricole) en incluant des informations
a priori. Deuxièmement, une TC a été construite pour chaque objet avec seulement
LAI et Cab comme variables libres, contraignant ainsi toutes les autres variables à
leurs valeurs obtenues dans la première étape. L’ABBO a estimé LAI plus
précisément qu’une approche TC avec une fonction de coût Bayésienne. Cette étude
de cas reposait sur de nombreuses données de terrain pour la définition des objets et
des informations a priori.
D) L’ABBO proposée en C) a été appliquée à une scène Sentinel-2 de radiance
SA simulée, couvrant la zone autour de Zurich en Suisse. La scène simulée a été
mosaïquée a partir de sept images APEX, ce qui a permis d’inclure toutes les
caractéristiques spatiales et spectrales de Sentinel-2. Une segmentation multirésolution automatique et une classification des objets de végétation en quatre
niveaux de brillance dans le domaine visible ont permis de définir les objet et les
informations a priori sans données de terrain, ce qui a permis d’appliquer l’ABBO
avec succès.
Les recherches menées dans le cadre de cette thèse contribuent à l’amélioration de
l’utilisation des méthodes de régularisation dans les inversions mal-posées de MTR.
Trois sujets principaux ont été identifiés pour des recherches futures : 1) l’inclusion
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des effets topographiques et directionnels dans le MTR couplé, 2) l’addition de
contraintes temporelles dans l’inversion, et 3) l’amélioration de l’inclusion des
incertitudes des observations et du MTR dans la fonction de coût. L’approche SA
proposée ici facilitera l’exploitation des données multi-angulaires, multi-temporelles
et multi-capteurs, ce qui entrainera l’amélioration de la précision des produits sur la
végétation issus de la télédétection. Ces produits de meilleure qualité amélioreront de
nombreuses applications pour la végétation.
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